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INTRODUCTION
Although Comprehensively interwoven, tho sheep industry of Groat Britain
is categorised into throe production areas. On tho hill country or regions
of poor grazing, self-maintaining, pure-breeding flocks of small hardy sheep
aro run. The more favourable lands at the foot of tho hills, usually termed
marginal lands, aro stocked with the surplus drafted owes from the hill flocks
and aro cross-bred with an "improver" breed to give progeny that are larger
and more prolific than the hill breed. The females of this cross are valued
as excellent breeding stock for intensive fat lamb production on fertile
lowground farms. These sheep are generally crossed with a "Down" breed of
ram, which produces the desired end-product of choice fat lamb. Theoretically
these lambs contain half Down breed blood, quarter "improver" brood blood and
quarter hill breed blood.
The pure-bred hill flocks are important in the economy of tho British
sheep industry because they provide tlx® foundation breeding material on which
the rest of the industry is built. For this reason factors which affoot the
standard of the hill flodes may have an influence throughout tho industry.
The hill flocks are generally run in regular age groups? that is each
year a number of ewe lambs are reared for replacement into tho floofc, while
owes that have produced four or five crops of lambs are drafted out to the
marginal faros. The flock is made up from an approximately equal number of
owes having four, three, two and one crops of lambs.
A feature of this organisation is that tho ewe lambs selected for replace¬
ments are not bred from in the first year, but are allowed to mature and are
served to lamb down at two years of age. The period from their selection at
weaning time, five months of age, to tupping time, nineteen months of age, is
known as the "hogg" stage.
This/
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This hogg stags is a critical on© in the ewe'a life. It is a period of
development, not only of bone, muscle and body reserves, but also of internal
body organs. On weaning, in September, the owe 1; tab faces a six months1
wintor period when nutrition on the hill grasingo is at its lowest. In
practice two widely differing viows are hold as to the best method of treat¬
ment for the hoggs through their first winter, bearing in mind that the ewes
have to live on the hill and produce lambs and wool each year for four or five
years without additional feeding. The hoggs can either be kopt on the hill
or removed to bettor wintering pastures. The traditional practice of away
wintering tho hoggs on lowland farms is boing questioned on grounds of economy
and soundness. The advooatos of retaining the hoggo on the hill during the
winter claim that the lamb gets to know the ground on which it is to spend
the rest of its life - finding areas of early growth, shelter and better
nutrition. Also the hogg only grows to tho siso tho ground can support, and
again a severe tost during tho first winter ensures that the hogg is suited
to that particular environment (selection)• The advocates of removing the
hoggs from the hill and putting them on to good lowground pastures claim
firstly, to be able to keep more ewes on the hill during the winter time,
secondly, that tho hoggo are well grown and well fleeced on return to the hill
at the end of the winter and also that they have greater body reserves and
better developed organs to withstand the rigours of the following winters.
Criticism is that the hogge may have grown too big for the ground, too much
food having to go to maintenance and not enough for production. Finally, it
is argued that the good lowground wintering will have masked any unauitability
of the hoggs to thrive under sparse hill conditions. This would put greater
stress on selection as owes.
It/
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It Is realised that each hill fazra differs in factors of environment
and management arid that these weigh heavily in considering the suitable
method of wintering for the hoggs. In the following trials, only one hill
farm was used and the trial repeated in only two years. Despite the above
limitations, it is hoped that the trial will be of value in indicating the
relative merits of four wintering practices for ©we hoggs on a particular
hill farm by measuring the physiological responses to the treatments#
To make general recommendations concerning the effect of hogg wintering
practical on subsequent production would require the study to be continued
over several yoars and at several locations. Those more comprehensive
facilities are available to the recently formed Hill Farming Itosoarcih Organ¬
isation.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Although the keeping of sheep is one of the oldest occupations known to
man, there is still much investigation required before the complexities of
their growth and development and the relation of these processes to production
are fully understood.
History of the Blaokface Breed
There seems little doubt that the Scottish Blackface breed was developed
from the dark, faced hill sheep, horned in both sexes, growing good quality
mutton and rough oarpet wool, that had for centuries boon found on tho high
heather-covered hills of Borthern England and Southern Scotland. Eraser
(195?) indicated that in the course of centuries this native breed had become
split into a variety of related breeds - the honk, the Swalo&ale, the Bough
Fell, the Scottish Blackface. Of these the most numerous was the Scottish
Blaoldfao© and in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centurion it
extended from the border area, which was most probably its area of develop¬
ment, as a distinct breed, being known then as the "short" sheep (for its
compact nature) and also the "Linton" sheep (because of its main area of sale),
to the Highlands when the clearances of clansmen from that aroa took place.
From tills time on, the breed formed a solid foundation for the hill sheep
industry of Scotland. At first the Highlands wore stocked entirely by wether
sheep, wether lambs being bought la South Scotland for droving north. With
gaining confidence ewes were brought to the better grazing* of the lower
elevations, while the high hills remained under wether stocks. With the
advent of meat refrigeration, the value of mature hill wethers fell progres¬
sively until they were dispersed. The high hills succumbed to deer, while
the lower hills were forced to carry ©we stocks without wethors making thereby
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a demand upon fortuity often beyond the natural resources of the ground#
The main article of sale became the wether lamb and the brood was changed
towards earlier maturity to make wether lambs mora saleable.
SEgy&aaak telausoyui i&m. Wmtmk
On hill farms which rely on production from the unimproved native herbage
a system of flock management has evolved to fit closely into the seasonal
production.
As the herbage is lato to grow in spring due to the nature of the grasses
and also to the elevation and exposure of the ground, the ewes are planned to
be lambed a few weeks before the expected flush of grass in early to mid-May.
In the area where this study was made, lambing commenced on the third week in
April. Other dates in the shepherd's calendar are timed from this expected
flush of grass® The castration of the lambs and the shearing of the hoggs
coincide at mid-June, while the shearing of the ewes takes place a month
later. leaning of the lambs takes place in early September in order to allow
the ewes to gain in body weight before tupping in December and the onset of
pregnancy during the severity of the winter.
Pour or five crops of lambs are taken from each ewe which produces its
first lamb at two yoars of age. Swe lambs are selected in the October of
each year for replacements. At the same time the older owes are drafted®
Traditional Methods of Treatment of Swe Lambs
55BEES5535 BS " '
The period from weaning in October to first pregnancy over a year later
is one which is traditionally utilised for growth and development to equip
the animal for the strain of subsequent production. The period falls
naturally into two parts. The first part from weaning (October) until the
following/
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following spring (April) is one of low nutritional resources on the hill.
The second part (from April to first mating) coincides with a nutritional
surplus on the hill and the hoggs are able to grow and develop adequately on
the hill herbage throughout this period. It is the first part from October
to April, or the "hogg wintering" period as it is called, that presents the
problem.
Traditional Hogg Wintering Practices of Soottish Hill Sheep
Although no official survey has been reported on hogg wintering practices,
the literature does indicate that the practices vary.
The Hill Farming Research Organisation's first report (1959) showed that
at G1ensaugh (Kincardineshire) the traditional practice of that area was to
away winter the hoggs, but each year after 1944 more and more hoggs were
wintered at home on improved "inbye" fields until 195^ when all hoggs were
wintered at home. They also reported that at Lephinmore (Argyll) the ewe
hoggs were wintered away because of the lack of inbye fields, while at Sourhope
(Roxburghshire), following local practice, the hoggs were kept on the hill
throughout the winter.
Noble (1958) confirmed the practice of away wintering the ewe hoggs in
Argyll and suggested that the primary reason was that if the hoggs were kept
at home, they would compete very seriously for the blaok ground which is below
the snow level in a storm, having the effect of necessitating a reduction in
the ewe stock. Doubt was expressed as to whether or not home wintering (on
the hill) would make the hoggs grow well enough to make as good sheep as away
wintering.
Stewart (1959), also farming in the Argyll area, suggested that current
costs for away wintering of ewe hoggs were too high for the poorer Highland
sheep/
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sheep farmer# On the other hand he also pointed out that cheap wintering
resulted in smaller gimmers and led to increased looses, As an alternative
an attempt was being sad© to winter ewe hoggs indoors.
Campbell (1956) stated that in the Inverness area the customary practice
of wintering hoggs away from the hill ground was becoming on© of the hill sheep
farmer's costliest items. He suggested that it was inadvisable to winter
Hoggs on low ground on turnips because this affected the quality of the animals
a year later in many ways* It upset thorn when they normally changed from
milk to permanent teeth and they were unable to copo for their first month on
tho hill in April as hoggo* He not only pointed out that the coot of the
wintering was increasing, but also that the transport coot to and from the
place of wintering was increasing* Campbell cited the northern and western
districts of Scotland as places where the kindly influence of the 3ulf Stream
made home wintering practicable.
Steel (1958) stated that on his hill farm in tho Upper Ward of Lanarkshire
the stock ewe Hoggs were wintered on the hill* The ©wee never had access to
inbye fields nor had they boon hayed in winter, yet the lamb crop was 100 per
cent* Tliis compared with 75 P©r cent reported by Boble in Argyll*
Coutts (1955) ©u ,-gested that tho South Country sheep farmers had, on most
of their hills, wintered their Hoggs at ho©©, but on the more barren mountains
of tho Korth-V.'est and Central Highlands a heme wintered hogs was a sorry object.
The farmer who had some arable, it was indicated, could by roseeding manage to
winter ease Hoggs at home away from the hill. However, a hill farm's carrying
capacity was the number of shocp that it could carry in the worst ssonths of
early spring and if time© cam® when wintering Hoggs away from the hill could
not bo accomplished, either because winterings could not be found or because
it beoame uneconomic to do so, then sheep farmers would be forced, in certain
districts/
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districts, to winter hoggs at horn© on the hill, which would necessitate
reducing the owe stocks.
From tho foregoing reports practical exportones scorned to indioato that
the wintering of the hoggs at home on th© native hill was a practice which
could he successfully used only on the hotter hill land. On the poorer
farms alternative methods must he found. However* the opinions cited were
of a general ant-ore with ao controlled experimental evidence to support them.
Three alternative methods to hill wintering were suggested. Firstly,
away wintering on good lowground pasturef secondly, off-the-fcill home
wintering on improved inbye fields| and thirdly, indoor wintering.
The Effect of Different Horn Wintering Treatments on Hill Shoes
At the commencement of the trial no diroct evidence was available
concerning the influence of different lovels of nutrition during the hogg
wintering period on the subsequent performance as ewes. Since the trial
commenced, certain investigations have been reported which were complementary
to this study.
Traditional practices of wintering ewe hoggs refleet the nature of the
hill farm, tho relationship with economic factors as well as the personal
philosophy of tho farmer.
honey (1955) suggested that a brooding objective for hill sheep must
embrace the output of draft breeding ewes, store lambs, and, to a lesser
degree, wool, as these formed the major source of commercial hill sheep farm¬
ing. Since these commodities are produced under rigorous hill conditions,
the oomplex characteristic of hardiness must also be involved. Interpreting
these commodities into objective criteria, the owes must possess large siae
and condition, fertility, tnilkiness and longevity for optimum production both
on/
on and off th© hill. Management practices which affect thee© criteria,
either directly or indirectly by masking thorn so that selection for that
trait is weakened, Bust be examined carefully.
MlJasassasa
Few studies have been reported on the live weight response of hoggs to
different wintering treatments#
Smith, E.G.C., (1953) reported on observations that had been mad© on the
response of hoggs from Glensauji to two differont wintering regimes. Tho
hoggs were split at random and on® group was away wintered, while th© other
remained at homo on "inbye" fields. In general, in tho good winters of
1947-48, 1948-49* when both hone (inbye) and away wintered .groups gained
weight, the latter gained rather more than th© former, but in the bad winter
of 1946-47 the latter suffered the greater loss. Th© best gain in weight
fear the tome (iriby©) wintered hoggs was in th© first year of th© experiment,
1944-45, when the hoggs averaged 21 pound© live weight gain. The next host
gain for th© inbyo winterod group of hoggs was 15 ounde in 1948-49* In
this same year th® amy wintered group of hoggs gained 19§- pounds in live
might#
Smith also pointed out that tho difference in body weight between the
two groups at th© end of the wintering period (1st April) tended to diminish
by the following autumn and subsequently with age. He suggested that the
latter was likely because the "poorer doing" owes of loss weight in all .groups
wore eliminated annually, either by death or by culling. However, in general,
th© heavier group at on© and a half years of ago remained so for the rest of
th© records (four yoars).
Davios (1954) working at Bangor, Horth Wales, with the Welsh Mountain
breed, reported on trials conducted over three years to study th© variation
in live weight response of hoggs wintered at different centres. He reported
wide differences in the gain of hoggs between lowground centres within any
one year (+1.4 to +15.2 pounds in 1948-49} -2.3 to +14.2 pounds in 1949-50}
+2.5 to +8.3 pounds in 1950-51)• Between years at the same centre variation
was also large, being for the throo years 1948-50, 15*2 pounds, 6.? pounds
and 8.3 pounds at Centre 2} 8*4 pounds, 7«4 pounds and 7.2 pounds at Centre 3}
12.6 pounds, 8.3 pounds and 2*5 pounds at Centre 4«
In the year 1950-51 bono wintering on the Mil produced a loss of 5.3
pound®. This compared with a loss of 2.8 pounds in 1949-50 and a gain of
1.4 pounds in 1948-49 at Centre 1 (the poorest away wintering centre).
Concerning the gain during the following sunnier, Davios reported that
the poorer the performance during winter, the higher the live weight gain on
the hill during summer. However, despite this accelerated gain, the poorer
wintered toggs were ©till put to the ram lighter than the better -wintered
groups.
The affect of Wintering Quality on the Productivity of Hill Sheep
Fortuity. Philips ot al. (1945) working with range sheep at Utah
stowed that differences in wintering regimes as hoggs could affect the numbers
of lamb© born in the first production year. Ttoy suggested that the reason
for this was a greater development of the reproductive tract in well wintered
animals than in those that wore poorly wintered.
Davie© (1954) observed that the number of owes which were barren la
relation to the number that were tupped in the first production year was much
greater for the poorly wintered groups of hoggs.
Smith (1953) reported that thoro were no significant differences in
percentage of barren cv?ss in the first production year between the hoggs which
mm ham and those which were away wintered. However, only small differences
were/
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were reported between live weight responses to the wintering of the two groups
and the groups in all years mode substantial gains.
Birth WeiAt. Bavies (1954) showed that in the Welsh trials no between-
centre differences in birth wei#t existed. Smith (1953) disregarding
wintering practise and using as an indicator of good or bad wintering the live
weight at the end of the first winter, showed that the average birth weight of
lambs in the following year was higher in the groups that were heavier at the
end of the first winter. This, however, may only have reflected that the
larger ewes had larger lambs.
ViOlrht of Lamb ?roduoed and Longevity. So information appeared in the
literature concerning the wei^t of lamb woanod from owes having undergone
different hogg wintering treatments, nor were thore any data on the effect of
such treatments on length of life or persistency of performance.
Wool Clin. Bavies (1954) showed that in the first shearing year the
hoggs that vt'oro isintered badly clipped 15.8 ounces loss wool than those hoggs
which were wintered at the best centre. However, in subsequent shearings
no differences were detected. Smith (1953) stated that the hoggs which were
wintered at home - on a slightly lower level - had been found to have Heater
and finer fleeces than those of hoggs wintered away*
It would appear that severe restriction on growth throughout the hogg
wintering! period did influence production, in the first production year at
least, by lowering the weight of wool clip and by increasing the incidence
of barrenness.
Concept of Clrowth and Development
Callow (1947) working with cattle, MoMeekan (1941) working with swine,
Wallace (1948), Hammond (1932) and Paalson and Verges (1952) working with
iheep/
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sheep, have shown how the proportions of the tissues of animals alter during
growth, development ant fattening. It has been demonstrated that over all
the bod/, growth is not proportional, but rather a 3©ries of growth waves
appear© to spread from the anterior to the extremities. It has also been
shown that tissues develop differentially, bono being the oarlieet and fat
the latest developing, while within each type of tissue some areas develop
before others, e.g. cannon bone before tibia.
As more is discovered concerning the factors whioh influence the con¬
tinuous process known as growth ruid development, the better will the conse¬
quences of practices which are imposed on livostook be appreciated. Modem
physiological genetics and embryologioal research, reviewed by Wagner and
Mitohell (1935)» shows the fine interrelationships between developing com¬
ponents. Development may be divided into differentiation, organisation and
growth. In the developing organism differentiation is accompanied by organ¬
isation or localisation of differentiated oells leading to morphogenesis.
This is usually accompanied by growth, a process defined hero as an increase
in mass of protoplasm with or without increase in number of oells.
If the action of genes (horedity factors) is considered in the light of
the three principal aspects of development that have boon designated, it
becomes evident that genes have a number of functions. They must control
differentiation, for the types of oells and tissues produced are different for
eaoh type of organism? they must control the organisation of parts too, for
form and structure are inherited? they must also control growth, for it is
not considered an uncontrolled process because organisms have various sises
and shapes and their organs and parts have regulated sises too.
Prom woric with tissue cultures it has been shorn (Spratt, K., 1950) that
tissues differ in their nutritional requirements, both qualitatively and
quantitatively/
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quantitatively, which indicates basic metabolic differences among tissues.
It has also been suggested that, because embryonic tissue responded in the
sane way as the adult tissue to nutritive sources and inhibitors, the metabolic
pattern of the early differentiating tiaeuc is similar to the metabolic pattern
necessary for it© maintenance in the adult.
The differences in synthetic capacity expected as a result of changed
metabolism of differentiated cells is Manifest in form, chemical constitution,
physiological response, secretory ability, etc. Although certain differences
in content among cells may be ascribed to some absorbing and storing compounds
synthosisod by all, it is obvious that many ay© unique sources of certain
compounds. This feature is illustrated in the endocrine fmiction of higher
organisms and in antigenic differences.
Growth raid development is a complex system of tissue interrelationships
controlled initially by the genotype -and later influenced quantitatively and
qualitatively by the metabolic processes occurring in differentiated tissues.
The rate of production of body substances in growing animals depends on the
stimulus for growth and on the level of available food nutrients.
Studies ConoQrrdnx the rtyaiolOfd.oaJ. affects
of Nutrition during Rearing
The lowering of the level of feeding of growing cattle and sheep has been
shown to retard growth as measured by daily live weight gain and skeletal
development. Late maturing parts of the body are affected mast and early
maturing parts least (Soulton, Trowbridge and Baigh, 19211 Lush et al.. 1930?
Hammond, 195©? Bonnier and Hansson, 1946 and 1948? Criehton, Altken and
Boyne, 1959). Although iicklee (1946) and .Toubert (1954) have demonstrated
that difference# in body sise between animals reared on different pianos of
nutrition/
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nutrition may still bo evident at four or five years of ago, Moulton,
Trowbridge and Haigfa (1921) found no difference in heigfrt at withers between
"high" and "low" plan© animals at four years of age. King (1953) also showed
complete recovery of cattle when the pianos of nutrition wore not extreme.
Permanent stunting say occur on underfed animals (Hogan, 1929) and full recov¬
ery i© less likely if underfeeding is combined with early pregnancy (Sckles,
1946),
Concerning milk yield, Sokles (1946), Hansen and Sternberg (1950), and
Raid (1953)» all working with cattle, showed only small differences in milk
yield during first and second lactations between cows which had beon poorly
fed and those v/ell fed during rearing. In the study reported by Joubort
(1954) on the effect of underfeeding caused by winter draughts under natural
grazing conditions in South Africa four broods were used, II© reported that
the milk yields of unoupplomontod, intrinsically high-yielding Frtesian and
Jersey heifers were not affected by the plan© of nutrition during rearing
men feeding during lactation had boon according to silk yield, She under¬
fed animals showed greater persistency of lactation. However, Joubort (1954)
found that the beef breeds studied responded differently to the dairy breeds.
The growth of the calf served as a criterion of milking capacity for the boof
breeds and during suckling the cows continued to loco weight until the tenth
month after calving, whereas the dairy heifers grew steadily throughout
lactation. The high plan© boof hoiforo showed relatively greater losses
during lactation due, probably, to higher milk yiol&a. However, it was tho
low plan© heifers which grow the fastest in tho dairy breeds. The low plan©
beef heifers showed lower weaning weights of their calvos compared with those
of the high piano group. Although the oalvos from the low plane dairy heif¬
ers were lighter at birth titan thoir counterparts, no prenatal influence
could/
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could be observed on growth and development when both groups wore treated the
sane to twelve months of age.
Criohton, Aitken and Soya© (1959)» working with dairy Cattle, demonstrated
the effect not only of high and low planes of nutrition during rearing, but
also alternating high and low planes. All groups reached sexual maturity at
the same stage of physical development, but at different ages. The high-low
animals wore the slowest to attain maturity, indicating that as with growth,
the changeover from a high to a low plane of nutrition had had an adverse
effect. bow plane animals on poor hill pasture mad© better growth than their
mates on good arable pasture, although part of this growth was sheen to be due
to increased "fill".
Zimmerman et a^» (1959) reported that in beef heifers calving at two
years of age and reared on low, mediae and high planes of supplemented winter
feed, birth weights were reduced in the low level lots. The high level
supplementation resulted in slightly heavier oalvos at weaning.
Hansson (1956) reported on studies made with one-erg, twin dairy oows
reared at 60, 80, 120 and 140 percentage of the standard, level of nutrition.
After twenty-five months of age, the experimental twins received exactly the
same level of nutrition as their corresponding control twins. Within these
wide limits of variation in the level of nutrition the young animals continued
to grow, but they did so at different rates and they readied practically the
same final body development at maturity. The intensity of rearing thus
primarily influenced the rats of growth, which implies that animals on a high
level of nutrition reach the mature stage at an earlier age than animals on
i'
a lower level of nutrition. Consequently it was shown that longevity was also
affected by nutrition. It was seen that the flexibility of the rate of growth
decreased as the animals grow older, suggesting that it was in the young animal
that/
that the growth rat© could be influenced moat. The experlnont Indicated that
the highest milk yield was obtained when the heifors woro roared on a low
levol of nutrition up to two to three months before oalving and then on an
increased levol up to calving. This offset of rearing intensity on milk
production tended to increase from the first to the following lactations.
Discussing longevity, Hanason (1956) showed that in earlier experiments
when dairy heifers had been reared on a low plane, the average length of life
was ninety-five months as compared with seventy-five months for those animals
reared on a high plane. Discarding was only done for failure to conceive
and disease, but part of the difference may have been caused by the increased
stress on the organism which followed increased feeding. Both rate of
breathing and heart beat inoreasod as the level of nutrition was raised.
Heredity and age also had a significant influence on these rates.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
This research embrace© two main issues. Firstly, an attempt is mad© to
record the growth, development and production of ewes of the Scottish Blaok-
fao© brood, kept throughout their productive live© on a natural hill pasture
without any additional artificial feeding. Secondly, variation® in planes
of nutrition during the roaring period of their lives (from 6-12 months of
age, called the hogg wintering period) are related to subsequent performance
ae ©wo® in order to determine the effect of these designed and naturally
occurring variations in nutritional level during rearing on their health,
growth, skeletal growth and productivity.
The trial® were laid down over two years, the first commencing in
October, 1952 and the second on© in October, 1953* fata wer© collected at
times most suitable to the normal handling of the flock. The usual practice
of drafting the ewes after four crops of lambs was adhered to, making the
period of observation for the first trial from October, 1952 to September,
1957 and the second trial from October, 1953 to September, 195$*
Material •
Ewe hoggs of the Castlolaw flock of pure bred Scottish Blackfaces wore
used. Up to 1952 no detailed records wore kept, but no intensive selection
had been practised and rnoa were bought in from a wide rang© of commercial
flocks to maintain the stock.
Four naturally occurring brcedir® units (hofts) were present, which due
to natural boundaries maintained relative isolation on areas having specific
vegetation and exposure differences.
Boghali hoft has a northerly aspect and is predominantly heather ground.
The land is steep with very little downfall.
Howgat©/
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Howgato heft has an easterly exposure and is balanced between heather and
white ground (llaidus-Agrostl©)» There is very little depth of soil and the
area suffer® readily in drou^t.
front heft is predominantly white ground (Focoue-Agrootis) which has
aoeess to heathor. With a southerly aspect it is exposed to the prevailing
south-westerly, and also the easterly vdnd which blows in spring. There are
substantial areas which have a reasonable depth of soil and certain areas have
been treated v&th lime and slag which encouraged olovcr development.
West Park has a south-westerly exposure and is mainly unimproved white
ground (llardus) overlying a wet, peaty subsoil. The sheep have access to
heather on the higher ground.
The deeper soil of the Front and feet Park hefts has carried a sraall
Galloway herd as well as the sheep stooging.
Uothod
la the 1932 trial one hundred and twelve ewe lambs were selected for
replacement into the flock. These were taken equally from the four hafts.
Bach lot of twenty-ei^bt from each heft was split at random into four treat¬
ment groups. Bach of these subgroups was allocated at random to one of the
treatments, giving a randomised block design with heft® x treatment factor®
oontainiaf seven animals.
Composition/





A 3 C D Total
Bogball 7 7 7 7 23
Howgat® 7 7 7 7 28
Front 7 7 7 7 28
West ?asic 7 7 7 7 28
tot. Total 28 28 28 28 112
In the 1953 trial a similar design was used, but as only ninety-six ewe
lambs wore kept for replacements, making twenty-four from each heft, the
treatment group on eaoh heft contained only six animals.







boghall 6 6 6 6 24
ilowgate 6 6 6 6 24
Front 6 6 6 6 24
West Pnxte 6 6 6 6 24
tot. Total 24 24 24 24 96
Treatments
The treatments wore applied over the first winter of the ewe lamb's
life. The treatments coincided with natural praotioos and lasted from
approximately 1st October (six months of age) to 1st April (twelve months
of/
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of ago). After this treatment period, all the animals remained on the hill
on their particular haft, the owes of oaoh heft being sated to the turn* sire,
Treatment A was regarded as the negative control. It consisted of
allowing th© koggs to remain on the hill for the whole of the wintering
period. The Imb was weaned from its mother by holding the lamb in an
enclosure for a ten day period before returning to the hill. This treatment
is referred to as "hill wintering".
Treatment B me regarded as th© positive control. Th© hoggs on this
treatment were sent away to a good lowgzound dairy farts, which had no sheep
stocking of its own, on 1st October and returned to the hill after th© winter¬
ing period on 1st April. This treatment is referred to as "away wintering".
Treatment 0 was similar to Treatment 3 and was used as an alternative
positive control, Th© hoggs were kept on an improved inbyo field of the hill
faro throughout tho wintering period. They returned to the hill on 1st April.
This is referred to as "inbye wintering".
Treatment D was peculiar in that it was a combination of Treatments C
and A. Prora 1st Ootohor until 1st January tho hoggs wera kept on the &am
inbye field as Treatment 0 and then on lot January they wore returned to the
hill to spend the root of th© wintering ported similar to Group A. This is
referred to as "inby© £ wintering". Treatment D was inclulod to test whether
the whole of the positive wintering treatment was necessary. In the 1953
trial this treatment was altered so that the first part of tho wintering period
(1st October - 1st January) was a,wit on tho same treatment as Group B and then
returned to tho hill. This is referred to as "away & -wintering" treatment.
Tho dates stated aro only approximate and tho exact dates of th© changes
coincide with tho dates when observations mro made. Those are accurately
stated/
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stated in the text, but as they did vary within narrow limits from yoar to
year, tho dates of the shepherd's calendar were taken to represent thera.
Statistical method is from Snedecor (1956). Tho analysis of variance
is of the form as iilustratads-
Analvats of Variance
Source d.f. s.s. sue. P.
Total t#
Between Total Tmts. 15
Winterings 3
Hefts 3
Hefts x Winterings 9
Within Trats. (t-15)
* t « total number of observations -1.
The moan square hefts x winterings was used to toot for treatment and
heft differences and the within treatments moan square used to test for
wintering x hoft interaction. This form was used u? to production time.
Unfortunately after this period, missing data prevented this analysis from
being effective, so the analysis for completely randomised plots was used to
teat for treatment differences.
observations
Body ,oi ±t
3ody weight measurements wore talcen at throe-monthly intervals for the
first year .and annually in October for the remaining four years. eighing
was done randomly over each lieft to overcome any bias that may have occurred
due to tirao of weighing. Body weights were talcen to the nearest half >ound,
but/
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but subsequently converted to the nearest pound by aiding half a pound to an
odd last digit and subtracting half a pound from an even last digit. Ho
adjustment in body weight was found to be necessary for ems having reared
twins during the season even though the ewes rearing twin lambs wore treated
differently to those roaring singles. (Ewes with twins were given access to
an inbye field from lambing time till mid-July) • Adjustment was made for
ev/oo which were barren. The adjustment was made by taking a sura equal to
that difference between the mean of the weight of the owes which had roared
singles and the mean weight of the group that ware barren, and subtracting
this sum from each of the barren owe weights ooncemod.
Fleece -/eights
In the first year the fleaoes were weighed to the nearest ounce, but
subsequently they were weighed to the nearest half pound. Clipping was done
by hand shears by several trained operators who had the ewes assigned to them
at random. The hogg clipping was in mid-June, while the ©we clipping was in
mid-July. Ho adjustment was made for those ewes which, were barren.
Skeletal Measures
Two bonce were measured in the 1952 trial.
(i) The Cannon lone was taken as an example of an early developing bone.
The hind cannon was used (the measure to the nearest millimetre being taken
as the mean of the two hind cannons) and the proooduro was to bend the leg so
that the ends of the cannon were accessible. Engineering calipers were used.
(ii) The v'elvio Bono was taken as an indicator of a later developing
bone. The measure (to the nearest millimetre and the mean of the two sides)
was taken by placing the ends of calipers, one end on the characteristic
projection on the hook bono and the other end on the tip of the pin bone.
Owing/
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Owing to tlio delay in animals returning to tlie hill as a result of talcing
these measures it was not possible to record the 1953 trial group as well.
Lamb 3irth Lights
These were recorded within twenty-four hours of birth. For lambing the
owes were brought "inbye" and after lambing and rooor&ing, the ewes roaring
singles returned to the hill, while the ewes rearing twins ?/ore kept on an
inbye field until mid-July. Lamb weights ware taken by using a portable
spring balance to the nearest half pound. The lamb was then ear-tagged and
recorded, associating it with its mother. Bate of birth, type of birth and
the sex of the lamb were also recorded at this time.
The lambs were weighed at weaning in August. The weight was taken to
the nearest half pound using on Avery 5 owt. weighing crate. The weight at
birth was subtracted from the weight at weaning and this was then divided by
the days from birth to weaning to give the live weight increase per day over
this period.
Adjustment
All the lamb weights were adjusted for type of birth and for sex within
any one year. The difference between the mean of the group to be adjustod
and the moan of the lambs bom as single males in any one year was added to
or subtracted from the original observation of the lambs for that group.
ihcaraplct If the mean birth weight of the single male lambs born
in 1954 was 10 pounds and the moan of the twin male
lambs bom in 1954 was 6.0 pounds, then the adjustment
factor for this group would be +4.0 pounds.
For any individual male lamb born a twin in 1954
the/
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the adjusted observation would be»—
original birth weight +4 pounds.
For lamb birth weight, the assessment given to eaoh ewe in the case of twins
was the mm of the two adjusted observations. For lamb daily rate of gain
to weaning, in the oase of twins, both observations were used in the analysis.
RESULTS
In the analysis of this experiment some sets of comparisons vjere made
which were nonorthogonal. dnedeoor (1956) states that "this must not he
considered a fault if the experiment aocomplishee its purpose. The sum of
squares for the aet of comparisons mill not equal that between means of -proups
and statements about probability may not be exact, but the comparisons are not
lacking in interact".
An analysis of variance was conducted on all criteria and the treatment
sum of squares broken down ao that individual comparisons could be raade and
tested for significance. Only the comparisons approaching or attaining
significance are shown at the foot of each analysis of variance table in the
Appendix.
Growth ReBponses to the Ho a; , interior Treatments
LiVpyoij-fet
(a) 3ody , el &t Changes during the Treatment Period. Treatment moans
for all the livo weight observations taken are given in Appendix Table 1,
As the relevant information comes under discussion, wherever possible the
means will be extracted and presented in the text showing the heft differences
also.
Table I gives the live weight (pounds) of the hogga at the start of the
wintering treatments, October 1, 1952, approximately 5& months of age.
Table/
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Table I. The mean live weight (lb.) on Oct. I. 1952 of the groups
and subgroups of Blaokfaoe hoggs randomly assl/med frora eachheft'''
to four different wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbys Inbye £ Heftbtoans
Bogfaall 67.7 65.7 66.0 64.7 66.0
Howgate 65.O 66.7 66.3 67.6 66.4
Front 72.3 67.7 70.0 70.1 70.2
West Jark 74.0 72.3 72.1 74.1 73.1
Trat. Means 69.7 68.1 63.6 69.3 68.9
The individual body weights of the hogge and the analysis of variance
are given in Appendix Tables 2 and 2(a) which show that when the hoggs of
each heft were split at random into the treatment groups, there wore only
negligible differences in body weight between each group, but there were
noted significant differences between the mean body weights of hoggs from
each heft. Hoggs weaned from the West ?ark heft wore on average 7 pounds
heavier and hogga from the Front heft 4 pounds heavier tlian those from the
3oghall and Howgate befts. Between the hefts and winterings subgroups there
were differences in laean initial body weight as large as 9.4 pounds.
The table of Individual body weights shows a range of body weights from
52 to 93 pounds.
Table II shows the average body weight of the hoggs of the treatment




&&£ III TAe.. moan live body weight (lb.) on Jan. 6. 1953
of the fi£QB2g aS& subgroups of lilacigfaoe hoggs
receiving. fouy different wintering treatngja
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye $ HeftMeans
Uoghall 63.6 70.0 73.3 68.6 63.8
Howgate 53.8 71.9 70.1 75.0 69.0
Front 65.0 71.6 70.3 75.0 70.5
West "ark 65-7 73.4 77.4 77.7 73.6
Tmt. Means 63.3 71.7 72.8 74.1 70.5
The Individual body wei^rts of the hoggs and the analysis of variance
are given in Appendix Tables 3 and 3(a)# The analysis of variance indicated
that there were significant differences between the mean body wei^ite of the
treatment groupaf although not for the neons of the ho^B from each hoft.
On testing these differences the hill wintered group of hoggs were signifioant-
ly lighter (P<.01) than the other three groups tested together.
Although the overall test for hoft differences did not reach significance,
the comparison between Hoghall and Howgate hefts with Front and fteat Park
hefts did show that the hogga of the former hefts wore significantly lighter
(P <.05) than those of the latter. There appeared to be no interaction
between the hofts and tho wintering treatments.
The treatment means indicate that over this period the hill wintered group
lost on average 6.4 pounds body weight, whilo tho away, inby© and inbye -fe
wintered groups gained 3.6, 4*4 and 4.8 pounds respectively.
Over all the treatments, on average, the hoggo from Jovial1 haft gained
2.8 pounds, Ho^jate heft 2.6 pounds, Front 0.3 pounds and West Park 0»5 p.Minds.
Table/
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Table III shows the body weight of the hoggs on April I, 1953» after the
wintering treatments were oompleted and before all the groups wore returned
to the hill environment on whioh they remained for the rest of their productive
lives*
Table III. Tfcq, mean body we^t;, (lb.) on April lt lfffl
MJ&9 , 0UPS ¥* 3ubfpoups of JXaokfaoo ho^ffl
aliM, 8&L21 *<W different ho^ winforinfl jre^taonfra
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye
Heft
Means
Bo#all 61.3 82.4 70.3 61.3 68.8
Howgate 53.7 85-9 66.0 67.7 69.6
Front 68.4 81.1 66.7 66.0 70.6
West Parte 62.1 89.3 73.0 65.3 72.4
'flat. -oans 62.6 84.7 69.0 65.1 70.4
The individual body weights and tho analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Tables 4 and 4(a). Tho analysis indioatad significant differences
due to treatments, but no significant heft differences or heft x treatment
interaction* On comparing tho treatment moans, the hill wintered group of
hogga wore nignifioantly lighter than the away wintered group (?<*0l), the
inbye wintered .group (P<*05) and the three groups together (P^.Ql). Tho
away wintered group of hoggs were significantly heavier (P<.01) than the
other three groups taken both together and separately.
The treatment means indicate that over tha period from January to April
the hill wintered group of hoggs lost 0.7 pounds, the inbye group lost 3.8
pounds and tho inbye •§■ group lost <?»0 pounds, while tho away wintered group
gained 13 pounds. Over the mole wintering period (October - April) the hill
wintered/
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wintered group of hoggs lost on average 7.1 pounds and the inbye § 4.2 pounds,
while the amy wintered group of hoggs gained on average 16.6 pounds and tho
inbye group 0.4 pounds.
Over the period from January to April tho overall moan weight of the hogga
remained the earns, as did the mean weight of the groups of hoggs from oaoh
heft. There was no noticeable heft x wintering interaction.
(b) AcAy Aoivht Chm-pa from the Airrt jrin,: TrBatment3 to First Mating.
The period from April to October (12 to 18 months of age) of the second
year of the hogg*a life is still a period of growth and development. The
period following the first winter and before the first production winter is
one of comparatively high nutritional level on the hill and tho period allows
recovery from the first winter and also physical preparation for tho second.
In this study the poriod has boon split into two sections - the first up
to the hogg clipping date, Juno 22, and the second to the owo drafting date,
October 29.
Table IV gives the mean body weight (pounds) of tho groups and subgroups
of hoggs on Juno 22, after 83 days of the 183 day summer poriod.
Tablo IV, The average body weight (lb.) on Juno 3£a 1251
of tho -croupe and subgroups of ho having received
four different wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbyo Inbye % HeftMeans
Moghall 84.8 98.4 79.9 77.8 8p.2
Kowgate 82.4 102.6 34.7 90.4 90.0
Front 81.4 98.4 91.1 84.6 88.9
West Park 89.8 102.7 94.4 89.4 94.1
Tmt. Moans 84.6 100.5 87.5 85.6 89.6
The/
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The individual body woi ,&ts and the analysis of variance arc given in
Appendix Tables 5 and 5(a)*
The analysis shows that there wore significant differences between the
treatment group of hojgs, but no significant differences between the hoggs of
the different hafts or any significant heft x wintering interaction.
The comparisons show that the away wintered group of hoggs were signific¬
antly heavier than any of the other three groups, but only negligible differ¬
ences occurred between the hill, inbye and iabye $ groups. However, the
treatment means were in the same order as at the end of the wintering period.
Over the period from April 1 to June 22 the hogga from the hill, away,
Inby© and inby© | wintered groups gained 22, 15.8, 18.5 and 20.5 pounds
respectively. The average increment over all the bogge during this period
was 19.2 pounds.
The hogga from the Boghall heft tended to be lightor than the ho ;;;*s from
the other three hefts. The difference between the hoggs of the 3oghall and
I lowest© hefts and those of the Front and West Park hefts which had previously
boon apparent was considerably reduced at this tine. The moans show that
the hogga from the Boghall heft put on 17.4 pounds of live weight ovor tills
period, while those of Howgate, Front and West Park put on 20.4, 18.3 and 21.7
pounds respectively.
At the end of the summer period, on Ootober 29, the body weights wers
again taken. The mean body weights of the {groups and subgroups are tabulated
in Table V. Appendix Tables 6 and 6(a) give the individual weights and the
analysis of variance. The analysis of Variance does not show any significant
differences in body weight due to the winterings, but examining the means,
there was a noticeable trend for th© hoggs which were away wintered to be
heavier than the other three groups.
TMS/
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Table V, The average bed? weight (lb.) on Pot. 29, 1953
of tl:Q > groups of ho ^ (1952 trial) tovl'ng received
four different wintering tro«vfcnont3
Heft Kill Away Ihbye labye HoftMoans
Boghall 90.9 101.7 93.4 91.1 94*3
Howgate 83.7 103.9 94.0 99.9 96.6
Front 93.1 99.0 103.4 101.9 39*8
West Park 103.4 106.3 101.9 106.6 105.0
tot. Means 95.0 102.7 98.7 99.3 99.1
On comparing the differences, the away wintered group of hoggs was not
significantly heavier than the otiter three groups, hut after tooting individ¬
ually, the away wintered group wae significantly heavier (I1 < ,05) than the
hill wintered group. The away wintered group of hoggs was not significantly
heavier, nor the hill wintered group of hoggs significantly lightor than the
other two groups*
Sine© June 22 the hill vdr.tered group of hoggs gained on average 10*4
pounds live weight, while the away, in'oye and irtbye J- wintered groups mined
2.2, 11.2 and 14.2 pounds respectively. This made a total average live
woif^xt gain during the summer of 32.4, 18,0, 29»7 and 34*7 pounds for the hill,
amy, ihbyo and inbyo h wintered groups of hoggs respectively.
The analysis of variance also shows that there wore significant differen¬
ces between the average body weights of tine hoggs from each heft. The 'moan
body weight of the hoggs from Boghall and Hovsgate hefts was significantly




The average increment in body weight of all the hoggs frora June 22 to
October 29 was 9*5 pounds. Over this period the hogg® fro® 3ogjhall, Howgate,
Front and West Park hefts gained 9.6, 6.6, 10.9 and 10.9 pounds respectively,
making a total suntaer gain frora April 1 to October 29 of 27, 27, 29*2 and
32.6 pounds. The average live weight increment of all the hoggs over the
total summer period was 28.7 pounds.
The similarity of the total summer gain for the Boghall raid Howgate hefta
would indicate a similarity of environment x genotype reaction. However,
examining the early and late Burn er periods the tendency was for poorer gains
to be made in tho early summer period and bettor gains in the late sumcr on
the "Joghall heft (predominantly hoathor) than the Howgate hoft (less heather,
thinner soil). The similarity of the live weight gains of the hoggs of the
Front and West Park hofte in the late summer etnas after greater gain# in
early suroner by the Hoggs from the Seat Park heft.
(o) Jrowth from Stahteen Months to maturity. The data were made more
diffioult to analyse because tho production stresses could cause differential
deaths and culls as well as differential responses in fertility. The total
observations corrected for type of lambing are presented. To detect winter¬
ing differences the data ware analysed as a totally randomised design. The
treatment means were calculated from the total remaining corrected observations.
The corrected body weights (pounds) of th© ewes are given in the Appendix
Tables 7 to 11. Corrections were made for tiie type of birth only, and ewes
which had twins or were barren were adjusted to the equivalent of ewes which
had roared single lambs.
Table VI gives the means of the treatment groups of ewes on April 9, 1954,
before tho first lambing takes place.
Table/
Table VI. Tho norm body weight (lo.) on April 9. 1954
(ar> tqxo 23 months of .. :oi of the .rrouns of ewes of tho 1952 trial
which received four different ho™,* wintering treatments
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Hill Away Inbye Inbye ■§•
Mean body Weight 84.6 89.6 86.2 84.4
Ho. of Observations 25 27 27 27
The analysis of variance (Appendix Table 7(a)) shots® that the treatments
had not significantly affected the mean body weight of the groups* but the
hOfjgs whioh were away wintered still remained slightly heavier than the other
three groups.
From the last recorded weighing in October, 1953 to April, 1954, there
was a loss in body weight (hill - 10.4 pounds, away - 13.1 pounds, inbyo -
12.4 pounds and inbyo a ~ 15*4 pounds).
Table VII gives the means of the body weights (pounds adjusted) of the
groups of ewes after the lambs were weaned in the Ootobor of their first
production year.
(aonrox. 30 months of are) of the .groups' of oxves of the 1952 trial
whioh received four different ho-:.;-? wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbye
Mean body Weight IO4.4 102.0 104.2 I05.I
Ho. of Observations 21 26 25 25
» Adjustment made in the body weight of barren ewes (page 2l)
The analysis of variance (Appendix Table 8(a)) shows that the different
hogg wintering treatments had not affected the mean body weight of the groups
at/
at this stage. The advantage that the away wintered group had held up to
this point appeared to have disappeared, showing that the other three groups
had made greater body weight gains than the away wintered group since April.
Table VIII gives the mean body weight of the groups of owes at the end
of their second produotion year.
Table VIII. The mean b"-<iv weight (lb. adjusted*) on Oct. 1« 1955
'aroros.' 45 months of 'age') of the groups' of ewes' of 'the 19*52 trial
which received different ho>tg wintering treatmenta
Hill Away Inby© Inbye •§•
Mean Body Weights 105.0 105.6 104.7 106.1
Ho. of Observations 20 25 24 23
* Adjustment made in the body weight of barren ewes (page 21)
The analysis of variance, given in Appendix Table 9(a), confirmed that
no significant differences in body weight attributable to the hogg wintering
practices were apparent between the groups of ewes. The mean body weight
was similar to that observed after the first production year, so that it
appeared that maturity had been reached.
Table IX gives the mean body weight of the groups of ewes that retained
after the third produotion year. The individual body weights are given in
Appendix Table 10.
Table IX. The mean body weight (lb. -adjusted*) on Oct. 2.^Jlg56(a."'-rox. 54 month's of age) of the ' arou'po' of 'ewes (1952 trial) waich
z'oceived different ho,-eg wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbyo Inbye ^
Mean Body Weight 111.5 112.2 110.6 115.3
Ho. of Observations 17 21 18 20
* Adjustment made in the body weight of barren ewes (page 21)
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The analysis of variance (Appendix Table 10(a)) shows that there were no
significant treatment differences between the groups of hoggs.
Table X gives the mean body weight of the groups of ewoa calculated from
those remaining in each group at the end of their productive lives (September
1957)* after the fourth production year#
& A ,¥'4.7 a&UssMgl
(approx. 66 months of ago) of the groups of ewes (1952 trial)
which received Tour different ho t? wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Iribys £
Moan dody Wei^it 111,6 115.2 119.1 119.8
Ho. of Observations 13 18 14 18
* Adjustment made in the body weight of barren ewee (page 21)
The table shows that in 1957» which was a particularly favourable year for
hill sheep, the moans of the body weights were elevated in the away, inbye and
inbye h wintered groups, but not in the hill wintered group. The analysis of
variance (Appendix Table 11(a)) indicates that the treatment effects were not
significant.
Comparing the means of the body weight of the groups, on average the hill
wintered group of hoggo wore significantly lighter in body weight than the
other three groups of iioggs tested together, but not significantly lighter
than the away wintered group itself.
2. Hind Cannon done benarth
The length of cannon bone was taken as an indicator of the effect of




Treatment noons for all the observations made on this measurement are
presented in Appendix Table 13. The data are extracted and enlarged to in¬
clude heft means as the relevant information comes under discussion in the
text.
(a) Cannon Bone Length during the Treatment Period. Table XI shows
the mean length of the cannon bone (centimetres) for the groups and subgroups
of dlacfcface hoggs (1952 Croup) at the start of the treatments.
The individual cannon bone lengths and the analysis of variance are given
in Appendix Tables 14 and 14(a).
The average cannon bone length of all the hoggs was 18.13 centimetres
with hoggs from the Front heft slightly shorter than average and the hoggs
from the West Park slightly longer than the average. When split into the
four treatment groups, minor differences did occur - the hill and away wintered
groups had shorter, while the inbye and inbye tr had longer than average hind
cannon bone length. On testing, these differences reached significance at
the (P< .05) level. The hogga from the Front heft had shorter hind cannons
than the hoggs from the West ''ark: heft (P<»05).
Table XI. The mean lemrth of the hind cannon bone (om.)
f,oy the jyouna and subgroups of 31nckfacs how (1952 Oroup)
at the start of the wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye & Heftbeans
doghall 17.8 18.2 I8.5 17.9 18.10
Howgate 18.0 18.3 18.3 18.2 18.19
Front 17.9 17.9 17.8 18.1 17.93
West Park 18.1 18.0 18.7 18.5 18.31
Tmt. beans 17.95 18.08 18.33 18.17 13.13
The/
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The mean oannon length for eaoh treatment x heft group of hoggs varied
from 17.8 centimetre© (Bo$iall x hill) to 18.7 centimetres (West Park x inbye).
Individual cannon bone length ranged from 16.7 centimetres to 19.4 centimetres.
Table XII shows the moans of the hind cannon hone length for the groups
and subgroups of hoggs midway through the wintering treatments.
Tr'.blo XII. The moans of the lengths of the hind oannon bone (cr.)
of tho troupe and sub,-croups *of bWi» oa llan. o. 'i*9530'""
midway throuA the wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye ■§•
Heft
Means
Boghall 18.0 18.8 19.0 18.5 13.59
Howgate 18.3 18.8 18.4 I8.9 10.61
Front 18.1 18.4 18.1 18.6 18.32
Seat Parte 18.3 I8.4 19.1 19.1 18.71
Tmt. Means 18.21 18.61 18.63 18.78 18.56
The individual oannon bone lengths for this period and the analysis of
variance are given in Appendix Tables 15 and 15(a). Although the differences
due to wintering do not roach significance (P <.05) in the analysis of
variance, comparing the average length of oannon bone of the hill wintered
group of hoggs with the ressainder showed the hill wintered hogga to have
significantly (P<.05) shorter oannon bones.
The average oannon bone increment of all the hoggs over this period was
0.43 centimetres, while the average increment for the individual hafts was
O.49, 0.42, 0.39 and 0.40 centimetres for the hoggs of Boghall, Ilowgatc, Front
and feat Park hefts respectively. The increment of the hogga of each treat¬
ment group was 0.26, 0.53, 0.30 and 0.61 centimetres for the hill, away, inbye
and/
and inbye wintered groups# The different response of the inbya and inbys -§■
groups of hoggs Is difficult to explain as both groups were at this time
receiving the same treatment#
Table XIII shows the mans of the hind cannon bone length of the groups
and subgroups of the hogga (1952 trial) on April 1, 1953* on completion of the
wintering treatments#
Table XIII# The moans of the length of the hind omnon bone (ero»)
of the groups and av.b. -ron ,;s of flackface fao^*TI'952 trial)
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye ■§■
Heft
Means
Boghall 18.4 19-5 19.6 18.7 19.06
Howgate 18.5 19-7 19.0 19.0 19.06
Front 18*3 19#2 18.7 18.7 18.73
feet Park 18.4 19.0 19.7 19.0 19.02
Tmt# Means 18.40 19.37 19.20 18.30 18.97
The individual hind cannon bone lengths and the analysis of variance
are given in Appendix Tables 16 and 16(a)# The analysis of variance shows
highly significant (P<#01) differences due to the treatments, but no signif¬
icant differences in the hefts or significant heft x wintering interaction.
The hoggs from the hill wintered group had significantly (P^.Gl) shorter
cannon bones than the hoggs from the other three groups taken together#
However, the difference in length of oannon between the hill vdntered hoggs
and the inbyo & wintered group of hoggs did not reach significance at the
(P <#05 level). Although the hoggs from the Front heft had on average shorter
oannon bone length than the rest of the hoggs, this was not significantly so
at/
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at the (P<.05 level).
The average increase in cannon bone length of all the hoggs from
January 6 to April 1 was 0,41 contimotras. The hind cannon of the hogga
from the Bogfmll, Howgate, Front and West Park hefts grew on average 0.47*
0*45» 3»41 and 0,31 centimetres respectively, while classified by the treat¬
ment groups, the hill, away, inbye and inbye | wintered groups of hoggs showed
hind camion bone increments over this period of 0,19, 0,76, 0,57 and 0*02
centimetres respectively.
For the whole wintering period from October 1, 1952, to April 1, 1953,
the average increase in length of the hind cannon was 0.84 centimetres. The
corresponding increments of the hogga from the Joghall, Howgate, Front and
Woat Park hefts were Q.96, 0,87, 0,60 and 0,71 centimetres respectively. The
hoggs from the hill, away, inbya and inbye & wintered group® Increased the
hind camion bone length by G.45» 1*29, 0,87 and 0,63 centimetres respectively
over this period,
(b) Hind Cannon done Length from the ^;nd of tho Wintering treatments to
first Mating, Table XBf shows toe mean cannon bone lengths (centimetres) of
the groups and subgroups of hoggs on June 22, 1953, 83 days after the termin¬
ation of the wintering treatments.
Table/
Table :<X/. .. TbA mean frlnd .cannon bone; length (cm.) on .June 22. 1953
of the ggsaas subtrees of ho.>.:a U952 trial) having received
&2aS fao;^ wir^erir^ treatments
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Heft Hill Away Inby© Inbye & hertMeans
Boghall 19.0 19.8 20.0 19.1 19.46
Howgate 19-1 19.9 19.4 19.5 19.49
Front 18.7 19.4 19.2 19.2 19.12
West Park 19.1 19.2 19.9 19.6 19.45
Tat. Means 18.98 19.58 19.60 19.30 19.38
The individual, hind cannon bone lengths and the analysis of variance
are given in Appendix Tables 17 and 17(a)# The analysis show significant
treatment differences (at P<.05 level), but no heft differences or heft x
wintering interaction. Comparing the means of the hind cannon bone length
of the hoggs having been given four different wintering treatments, on June 22,
the group of hogga having received the hill wintering treatment on average had
significantly shorter hind cannon bones than the other ho-gs. However, the
inbyo ^ wintered group of hoggs Aid not differ significantly in o^mon bone
length from the inbye wintered group.
Tha overall average increase in length of hind cannon from April 1 to
June 22 was 0.41 centimetres. The individual average heft inororaento of hind
oannon bono wore 0.40, 0.43, 0.39 and 0.43 oentiraetres respectively for the
Boghall, Howgato, Front 'iiad 'dSest Park hefts. For the treatment groups of hoggs,
hill, amy, inby© and inbye & wintered, the average increments were 0.53, 0.21,
0.41 and 0.54 centimetres respectively.
Table XV shows the means of the hind cannon bone length of the groups and
subgroups of hoggo on October 29, 1953#
Table/
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Table XV. The mean hind oannon bono lea-rbh. Com.) of .-^rourxs and'
"groups of hogge (1952 trial) on October 2g, lg53>
hvrjng rosetved four different hogg wintering treatment^
Heft Hill Away Inbyo Inbyo & HeftMoans
Boghall 19.1 19.6 20.1 19.3 19.59
Howgate 19-4 19.9 19.5 19.7 19.61
Front 18.8 19.4 19.4 19.3 19*22
fcst Park 19.4 19.2 20.0 19.7 19*57
Tmt* raoane 19.16 19.53 19.75 19.50 19.50
The ijvlividu;il bone lengths and. the analysis of variance or© given la
Appendix Tables 13 and 18(a)• The analysis reveals no si^nifleant differences
due to winterings, hefts, or heft x wintering interaction. However, the moans
show that the hoggs from the Front heft were shorter in cannon bone length than
those from the other throe hafts and the hogga having received the hill winter¬
ing treatment were shorter than tho hoggs receiving the other treatments.
3oth these conparicons were significant (Pc.05) when tested.
From.June 22 to October 29 the average increment of hind cannon bone of
all the hoggs was 0.12 centimetres. During this time tho hoggs from the
Boghall, uowgata, Front and Sest Park; hefts increased their cannon bone longth
on average 0.13, 0.12, 0.10 and 0.12 centimetres respectively, while when
classified by the raethod of wintering, the hill, away, inby® and inbyo •&• groups
of hoggs gained cannon bone longth of 0.18, 0, 0.10 and 0.20 centimetres
respectively*
Over the total summer period tho average increase in oannon bone iength
of the hoggs was 0.53 centimetres. During this period tho hoggs from the
Boghall/
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Boghali, Ilo^at©, Front and «est Park hefts inoreased this bone length by
0-53, 0-55, 0.49 and O.55 ©entiiaetres respectively. The hill, amy, inbye
and inbye # wintering tx*eatcient groups inox-eari&d their cannon bone length by
0}76, 0j21, 0»51 and 0.74 centimetres respectively.
The noticeable feature of this period was the similarity of the heft
increments, ana highly reduced increment of the away wintered group of hoggs
and the moderately reduced increment of the inbye wintered group of hoggfl.
(o) Hind Cannon done Levelopmer.t from Ei rhtoen Loaths to h-aturity.
The length of the hind cannon bone was not recorded in October, 1954•
Table XVI gives the length of the hind cannon bone of the groups of hogge
on October 1, 1955» after the second production year.
Table XVI. The moans of the hind cannon bone 1 ongths (cm.)
four diffayqnt ho^ wi^toyxn • tyoatmeaja
Hill Away Inbye Inbye Overall
iiean Cannon
Bone Length 19-47 19-70 20.06 19-68 19-73
Ho. of
Observations 18 22 22 24 86
The individual hind cannon bono lengths and the analysis of variance are
given in Appendix Tables 19 and 19(a)- The analysis shows no significant
differences occurred duo to treatment, although thero was a tendency for the
hill wintered group of hoggs to heave a slightly shorter cannon bone measure
than the other Hoggs. This group, however, was slightly shorter on average
than the other groups at the start of the experiment.
The means show that from Ootober, 1953, the hill wintered group had
increased the length of the cannon bone on average 0.31 centimetres, -chile the
away/
away, inbye and tnbye groups increased 0.12, 0.32 end 0.17 centimetres
respectively.
Table X'/II shows the mean length of the hind cannon bone of the .-roups
of ewes oil October 22, 1956, after the third production year,
Table XHIt ?hQ mean hind cannon bone length (eta.)
tit t,he e«oa, {1932 trial) on October 2. 19557^
having jreoeivad four different hoj&s wintering tssatnonta
Hill Away Inbye Inbye j|- Overall
Mean Cannon
Bone Length 19-30 19-62 20.12 19.60 19,68
No. of
Observations 17 20 18 20 75
The individual bone lengths and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Tables 20 and 20(a). The analysis shows no significant differences
due to the treatments and on com sring the hill wintered group of hogga with
the rest of the hogga on the trial, the difference did not reach significance
at the 95 per cent level of probability.
From October, 1955, to October, 1956, thar© was a reduction in cannon
bone length in the hill, away and inbye jt groups of hoggs of 0.09, 0*08 and
0.08 centimetres respectively, while the inbye wintered group gained 0,o6
centimetres.
The final observation on oannon bone length was mad© on September 12,
1957, and the results are tabulated in Appendix Table 21. The means of the
treatment groups are presented in Table .Win,
Table/
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Table XVIII. The noon hind cannon bong length (cm.)
having received four aifforeat no --j; v/jnterin- tr^ataefets
Hill Away Inbye Inbye | Overall
Mosul Camion
Bono length 19.51 19.78 20.20 19.71 19.82
No. of
Obaoi-vations 15 19 17 19 70
The analysis of variance (Appendix Table 21(a)) discloses no significant
differences between the groux^s uue to the treatments. Frco October, 1956* an
overall InetWM is shown of 0.14 centimetres, while the hill, away, inbye and
inbye ■£ wintering treatment groups increased respectively 0.13, 0.15, 0.08 and
0.11 centimetres.
3. Pelvic 3or.e honrfch
The pelvic bone length was taken as an indicator of the effect of differ¬
ent planes of nutrition during rearing on the development of a late maturing
bone.
Treatment means for the observations oada on this measure are ^resented
in Appendix Table 22. As the data comes under discussion, it i® extracted and
enlarged to include heft moans and presented in the test.
(a) Pelvic done Lon,rrth during the Treatment Period. The moans of the
pelvic bone measurements of the groups and subgroups of £h Blackface ewe
hogga at the start of toe trial, on October 1, 1952, am given in Table XIX.
Table/
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TnMo XIX. The wean pelvie bone length (uro«)
Wm^m.lm^sTl93^ trial) on Pot. 1...1952*
at the start of the trial
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye it HeftMeans
Bogjhall 19.0 18.9 19*0 18,9 18.95
Seagate 16.8 18.9 18*7 19.0 18*85
Front 19*4 18.7 18.9 19.1 19*03
West Parte 19.4 19.2 19*7 19.6 19*46
Tut* Moans 19*14 18.92 19*07 19*16 19.07
The individual pelvic boa® lengths and the analysis of variance are given
in Appendix Table® 23 and 23(a) * The analysis shows that the distribution of
the hoggo from each heft into treatsaeat groups resulted In only negligible
d5.fferenc.3S in the mm pelvic length# However, significant differences were
apparent between the mm* of the pelvic bono measure of the hoggs from each
heft* Testing those differences 'the hbggS from the West Parte heft have
significantly (?<.0i) longer -pelvic bone mmmxs* than the remaining heggs on
trial*
Tm allocation of hegge to the treat ment groups resulted in m-ms for the
pelvic bono lengths of 19.14, IB.92, 19*07 and 19*16 ©eatiaetrcs for th© hill,
away, inbye and tabye -§• wintered group® respectively, while the overall average
length was 19*07* The groups of hoggs from Bc^hall, Kowgato, Front and West
Parte hefts had on average pelvic bona length* of 18*95, 18.85,* 19*03 and 19*46
centimetres respectively. Hoggs from the West Parte lieft had on average pelvic
bones 0,43, 0.61 and 0*51 centimetres longer than Front, Kowgate and Ooghall
hefts respectively*
Table XX shows the means of the .pelvic boas length of the treatment groups
and/
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and heft subgroups of hoggs midway through the hogg wintering treatments.
Table \X» The means of ti:o Pelvic bone length (or;.)
.SC. .MftSff ,U95? on Jan. 6,, 1953,
midway through the hamz wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye &
Heft
Means
Boghall 19*0 19.5 19.7 19.3 19.36
Howgate 18,7 19.8 19.0 19.6 19.27
Front 19.5 19.6 19.5 19.8 19.60
West Park 19.2 20.0 20.1 20.0 19.31
Tact# Means 19.09 19.72 19.57 19.66 19.51
The individual pelvic bone lengths ore given in Appendix Tablo 24 and
the analysis of variance in Appendix fable 24(a)# Tho analysis indicated
significant (P <»G5) differences in the Mali pelvic bone lengths of the
groups due to the wintering treatments. Comparing the mean of the hill
wintered group of hoggts for this measure with the remainder of tho hoggs
showed that tho hill wintered group of hogjo had on average significantly
(P<r.Ol) shorter pelvic bones at this stage than the remainder of the hogga.
Although the difforoiioes betweon the moan bono lengths of tho hoggs from, each
heft at this stag© were not significant, a comparison of the mean for the
West Parle heft with the remainder was significant (Pc.03).
The increase in bone length of all tho hoggs from October 1 to January 6
was O.44 centimetres, Boghall heft, increasing by 0.41 contiraetroo, Howgate
heft 0,42 centimetres, front 0«37 centimetres and Seat Pari: 0.35 centimetres.
In the trouteont groups the hill wintered group of hoggs recorded a reduction
in length of tho pelvio bono of 0.05 centimetres, while the away, inbye afcv
inbya/
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inbye wintered groups t;ained by 0.80, 0.50 and 0.50 oentisaetros rospeotive-
ly.
Observations were again taken on April 1, 1953* at the end of the winter
treat, tent period. Table XXI gives the means of the groups and subgroups for
the pelvio bone length, while the individual bone lengths and the analysis
of variance aire presented in Appendix Tables 25 and 25(a).
Table XXI. The means of the >elvio bone lengths (op.)
of the groups and subgroups of ho/res on April 1, 1953.
at the pad of the Tour di Toront wintering troatmento
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye •§■
Heft
Means
3oi$iall 19.1 20.9 20.1 19.2 19.86
Howgato 18.7 21.0 19.5 19.7 19.72
Front 19.5 20.7 19.7 19.7 19.91
West Park 19.1 21.2 20.6 19.9 20.21
Tot. Moans 19.12 20.97 19.98 19.63 19.93
The anal/sis of variance shows highly significant (Pc.Ol) differences
in pelvio bone length at this stage due to treatment, but no significant heft
differences or heft x wintering interaction. On comparing the mean of the
other throe groups separately, the pelvio bono at this time was significantly
shorter in the hill wintered group. The group of hogga vvhioh was away
wintered had pelvio bones which were highly signifioantly (Pc.Ol) longer
than any of the other treated groups. Testing the comparison between the
moon length of the pelvio bone of the hoggs of the West Park heft and the
mean length of the pelvio bone of the root of the hoggs did not reveal the




The moans show that the average pelvic hone increment from January 6
to April 1, 1953, was 0.42 centimetres, while the average increment of the
hoggo from Boghall, iiowgato, Front and lest Parte hefts was 0.50, 0.45, 0.31
and 0.40 centimetres respectively. The average hone increment of the hill,
away and inbye wintered groups of hoggs was 0.03, 1.25 and 0.41 centimetres
with the inbye k group of hoggs showing a decrease of 0.03 centimetres.
Over the whole treatment period froaa October 1, 1952 to April 1, 1953,
the average increase in polvlo bono length was O.84 centimetres, while over
this period hoggs from iloghail, Howgate, Front and lest Parte gained G.91,
0.87, 0.88 and 0*75 centimetres respectively. The mean increment of the
haggB on the hill, away, inbyo and inbyo wintering treatment was -0.02,
♦2.05, +0.91 and +0.47 centimetres respectively.
(b) The Length of the 'olvic Bono from the End of the Wintering
Treatments to First Mating. The period from April 1 to October 29, 1953,
was split into two parts by observations made in mid-cummer, Juno 22, after
83 days of the 183 day period.
Table XXII gives the means of the pelvic bones of the groups and sub¬
groups of hoggs midway through the summer period*
Table XXII. The- means of the length of the pelvic bones (cm.)
of the croups and sub-troupe of Blackface hoggs on June 22. 1953.
tote gaaa&M Isas. I tog teste treatments
Heft mil Away Inbye Inbya &
Heft
Means
doghall 20.2 a.3 20.6 20.2 20.58
Howgate 19.7 21.5 20.0 20.6 20.45
Front 20.4 20.9 20.3 20.5 20.51
West Parte 20.1 2.1.2 20.9 20.7 20.72
Tmt. ^Qans 20.10 21.24 20.45 20.47 20.57
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Tho Individual pelvic bono measurements of the hoggs at this time and
the analysis of variance are given in Appendix fables 26 and 26(a) • The
analysis shows significant differences between the means due to the winterings,
but not to the hefts. The analysis also shows no heft x winterly inter¬
action*
The comparison of the means of the bone length of the treatment groups
of hoggs shows that tho hogga that wore hill wintered had significantly
(Pc.Ol) shorter pelvic hones than the rest of the hoggs at this tire, but
the difference between the hill wintered heggs and the inbyo and inbye ■§•
wintered group was not eignifioant. The away wintered group of hoggs had on
average significantly (P<>01) longer pelvic bones than the average of any of
the other three groups. The overall increase in pelvic bone length from
April 1 to June 22, 1953> was 0.64 centimetres, while the average increase
for hoggs from Boghall, Howgate, Front and West Park hefts was 0.72 centi¬
metres, 0.73 centimetres, 0.60 centimetres and Q.pl centimetres respectively.
The mean increment over this period for the treatment groups was hill wintered
O.98 centimetres, away wintered 0.27 centimetres, inbye wintered 0.47 centi¬
metres and inby© § wintered 0.84 centimetres.
At the end of the susner period, October 29, the bone lengths wore again
taken and the means of the groups and subgroups are presented in Table XXIII.
Table/
Table XXIII* The means of the pelvic bone length (cm.)
of groups and subgroups of hcgra • 1932 trialj on Oct. 29, 1952,
having received four different ho.gg wintering treatments
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Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye fa Heftiieans
Boghall 21.1 22.1 21.5 21.1 21.46
Howgato 20.8 22.3 21.0 21,5 21.37
Front 21.4 21.5 21.4 21.5 21.45
West Park 21.5 22.0 21.8 21.7 21.76
Tint. Moans 21.20 21.97 21.43 21.45 21.51
The Individual bono lengths and the analysis of variance for this data
are given in Appendix Tables 27 and 27(a)* The analysis shows that differ¬
ences between the groups of hogga receiving different winterings were signif¬
icant (P< .05), while differences between the means of hoggs from different
hafts were not so.
Testing tho differences due to treatments, the group of hoggs that were
away wintered had significantly (?<*05) longer pelvic bones than any of the
other three treated groups# The group of hoggs that had been hill wintered
wero shorter in the pelvic bone at this stage than tho hoggs from tho other
threo i;roups, but not signifioantly shorter than either the inbye or inbya
wintered groupss
Tho average increase in the pelvic bone length from June 22 to October
29» 1953» of all tho hoggs was O.94 centimetres. Hoggs from boghall, llowgate,
Front and Wast Park hefts gained Q«88 centimetres, O.92 centimetres, 0,94
centimetres and 1.04 centimetres in length respectively, making total gains
for the whole summer period from April 1 to October 29, 1953, of 1*60, 1.65,
1.54 and 1.31 centimetres respectively. The average inoroase over this
period/
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period was I.58 centimetres.
The average increase in length of the pelvic bone was not so consistent
for the treatment groups. Prom June 22 to October 29, 1953* the hill, away,
inbye and Ihbyo §• wintered hoggs gained 1.10, 0.73, O.98 and O.9O centimetres
respectively, making total gains over the summer period of 2.08, 1.00, 1.45
and 1.82 oontimotres respectively.
(o) The Lon.pth of the Pelvic 3one Prom Zl&teen Months of Age to maturity.
Table XXIV gives the raean length of the pelvic bone of the sheep of the four
treatment groups from eighteen months to maturity.
The individual pelvic bono lengths and the analysis of variance are
given in A >pendix Tables 28, 29 and 30 for the second, third and fourth
productive years respectively. From October, 1953 to Ootober, 1955, the
average increment of all the hoggs was 0.56 centimetres. Over this period
the hill wintered group gained on average 0.89 centimetres, the away hogg
wintered group 0.18 centimetres, the inbye wintered group 0*49 centimetres
and the inbye % wintered group 0.68 centimetres.
Table YXIV. The mean pelvio bone length (ess.) at various dates
from eighteen months "of 'a,-0 "to' raturi ty of owes (1952 trial)
having received four different hogg wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inby© & Overall
Pelvic Length 29/10/53 21.20 21.97 21.43 21.45 21.51
Pelvio Length 1/10/55 22.09 22.15 21.92 22.13 22.07
Ho. of Observations 18 23 22 23 86
Pelvic Length 2/IO/56 22,15 22.19 22.05 22.10 22.12
Ho. of Observations 17 20 18 20 75
Pelvic Length 12/9/57 22.14 22.14 22.15 22.21 22.16
Ho. of Observations 15 19 17 20
The/ iJ
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The analysis of variance shows no significant differences between the
average pelvic bone length of the groups due to the hogg winterings. The
advantage in pelvic length that the away hogg wintered group hold previously
was not apparent at this time and the reduced pelvic length of the hill hogg
wintered group had also disappeared.
By the following year, Ootober 2, 1956, there was a slight increase in
average pelvic bone length of all the hoggs (0.05 centimetres)• The hill,
away, inbye and inbye & hogg wintered groups respectively gained or lost 0.06*
0.04, 0.13 and -0.03 centimetres.
In the final year from October, 1956 to September, 1957, the overall
increase in pelvic bone length was only 0.04 centimetres. The treatment
groups gained or lost only negligible amounts.
Production Responses to th9 ilo^ &B&S&B&
1. Flocoe .fel.-M
The mean annual fleece weights (pounds) of the groups of ewes are given
in Appendix Table 31. At the hogg stage all the observations were available
and so the analysis considered heft differences as well as treatment differ¬
ences. During the production years only treatment differences were analysed.
Table XXV gives the mean fleece weights of the groups and subgroups of
the heggs, taken at clipping time - June, 1953.
Table/
Table aaV* . lie mean fleece weights of tug groups and anh.groups
of too dlaokfaoe ho^a 11952 triali taken June 19:33
bavin? received four different ho## wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbye Inbye h
Heft
leans
3ogIia.ll 4*70 6.24 5*31 4*83 5*25
Howg&t© 3*93 6.10 4*27 5.01 4.83
Front 4*40 6.10 5*13 4.84 5*12
West Park 4*51 5.86 6.06 4*71 5*28
Ttet. Means 4*39 6.07 5*17 4*85 5.12
The individual fleece weights and the analysis of variance are given
in Appendix Tables 32 and 32(a). The analysis shows significant (P<.01)
differences in fleece woi^its due to the wintering treatments, but non¬
significant heft differences. There was no significant interaction between
the hefts and the winterings. In the comparison of the differences due to
the winterings, the away hogg wintered group had significantly (P<.05)
heavier fleece weights than any of the other throe groups. The group that
had been inbye hogg wintered had significantly heavier fleece weights than
the hoggs which had been hill wintered.
The mean fleece weight of all tha hoggs was 5.12 pounds and tha boggs
from Boghall, Howgate, Front and West ^ark hefts produced 5*25* 4*83, 5*12
and 5*28 pounds of wool respectively. The lifter average floeoe weight of
the hoggs from the Bowgat# haft can be attributed to the vary light fleeces
from the group which was hill wintered along with the lower than average
fleoco weight of the hoggs which were inbye wintered.
The away hogg wintered group had on average 0.9 pounds mora floooe
weight/
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weight than the inbye hogg wintered group, 1.22 pounds more than the inbye ^
hogg wintered group and 1.68 pounds more than those hill hagg wintered.
The inbye hogg wintered group had O.78 pounds and the inbye §• hogg wintered
group 0.46 pounds heavier fleece weights than the hill hogg wintered ifroup.
The mean fleece wei^ito of the groups of ewes in their first production
year are given in Table XXVI.
Table XXVI. The mean floeoe weights (lb.)
of the groups of ewes (1952 trial), taken in July. 1954*
having received four different, hasag wintering treatments
Hill Away Inby® Inbye ^ Overall
tean Fleooe
Weight 5.59 5.60 5.71 5*60 5.63
Ho. of
Observation® 22 24 26 26 98
The individual fleece weights arid the analysis of variance .ore given
in Appendix Table 33. The analysis of variance shows no significant diff¬
erences in mean fleece weight due to the treatments. The outstanding
feature was the closeness of the group means.
Table XXVII gives the mean fleece weight of the groups of ewes in their
second production year.
Table XXVII. The moan fleece wei-dtt (lb.)
Li* * ' %of the .-.croups of owes (1952 trial)., taken in July. 1955Li
having received four different ho.gg wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbyo Overall
Mean Floeoe
Wei#t 4.79 4.79 5.07 5.15 4.94
Ho. of
Observations 17 24 22 17 00
The/
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The individual fleooo woights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 34* No significant treatment differences occurred between
the groups and only minor differences were evident between the means.
For the third production year, July 1956, the mean fleece weight of the
groups are given in Table XXVIII.
Table XXVIII. The mean fleece weight (lb.)
2LJ^££Z£l.°£ A^fes,, ISSSI
bavin? received four different hogg wintering tmatmcnts
Hill Away Inbye Inbye & Overall
Mean Fleece
weight 4.87 4-78 4.66 4.30 4.65
No. of
Observations 15 18 19 17 69
The individual fleece weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 35. The analysis shows that none of the differences which
occur between the treatment means were significant. Again the closeness of
the mean fleece weights of the groups of owes was the striking feature.
Table XXIX gives the mean fleece weights (pounds) of the ewes in their
fourth and final pro&uotion year.
Table XXIX. The mean fleeoe wei-dit (lb.)
of the, jjjujj of ewes (193.3 taken 1,557,
having received four different hog? wintering treatr.onta
Hill Away Inby© Inbye i Overall
Moan Fleece
Weight 5.25 5-29 5.81 5.63 5.48
.0. of
Observations 14 17 13 15 59
The/
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The individual flccce wci^ts and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 36. Hone of the differences in fleece weight between, the
moans of the groups of owes reached significance (t»<.05).
2. Fertility
(a) .''cgroo of Barrenness. As barrenness is a complex phenomenon and
may bo duo to failure to conceive, the result of early embryonic death, or
to early abortion, in this study it is measured by the failure of a ewe to
give birth to a full tens lamb#
Appendix Table 37 shows the lifetime incidence of barrenness tabulated
to show distribution over the heft, year and treatment group. Tha incidence
is expressed as a fraction of the possible observations.
Table XXX shows the .annual percentage of barren ewes of each treatment
group.
fable XXX. Tho moan .yearly porcenta'-te of barren owes
of the groups of ewes (1952 trial) having received
four .different ho g; wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbye Jr YearlyMean
1954 12.0 11.1 0.0 22.2 11.3
1955 10.0 12.5 9.1 8.3 10.0
1956 0.0 9.5 8.7 4.5 5.7
1957 0.0 5.5 0.0 5-3 2.7
Ave. Lifetime
Incidence 5.5 9.6 4.4 10.1 7.4
The table shows that as the ewes grew older, the inoidcnco of barrenness
grew less. Testing the first two production years against the second two
(Appendix/
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(Appendix Table 37(e)), there was a significantly (P<.05) higher incidence
of barrenness in tho first two years than in the second tvo. However, the
analysis of variance confirm® that there were no significant difforencoa in
the average lifetine incidence of barrenness between the groups which received
different hogg wintering treatments. In the first production year it was
the group which was inbyo Hogg wintered, for half the winter that showed the
highest incidence and the inbyo hogg wintered for all the winter which showed
the lowest incidence. Those owes uhioh wo.ro hogg wintered on the hill and
those whicn were away wintered had similar incidence. It was not possible
to test whether the differences between the groups la the first production
year might have been caused by the previous wintering treatments.
(b) Frequency of Twinning. The frequency of twinning was taken as the
number of owes which gave birth to twin lambs and was used as an indicator
of the effect of the treatments on the development of the reproductive
organ©. Appendix Tablo 38 ehowe the distribution of owes giving birth to
twin lambs by year, heft, and treatment grouping. The number® are expressed
as a, fraction of the number of possible observations.




fable >XivI» Tho mean yearly percent.-*.,-e of the groups
of Blackface .ewes. (1952 trial), which /rave birth to twin lambs,,
the owes having received four different ho,-rt wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbye -| YearlyMean
1954 4.0 29.6 18.5 11.1 15.8
1955 20.0 8.3 8.7 4.2 10.3
1956 27.3 5.0 28.6 22.7 21.0
1957 42.8 61.1 35.3 27.8 41.7
Ave. Lifetime
Incidence 23.6 26.0 22.7 16.45 22.2
The analysis of variance is given in Appendix Table 38(a). There are
significant differences between the years and except for the first productive
year, it la noticeable that on average the percentage twinning incroasoo with
each successive production year. There were no significant differences
between the average lifetime percentages of twins produced by the groups of
ewes treated differently. In the first year it wiu# noticeable that the
away and inbye wintered groups produced greater numbers of twins than the
hill and inhy© wintered groups. However, the following year th© hill
wintered group hod a higher than average percentage, while the other three
groups had lower than average percentages. In the third year th© away hogg
wintered group of ewes had again a lower than average twinning incidence,
but in the final year this group produced, a higher than average number of
twins.
3» Lamb .Production
(a) Birth Weight of Lambs. The birth weight (pounds) was taken of all
laraba bom to the ewes throughout the trial. The bii-th weight of the lambs
is/
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if? taken as an Indicator of the effect the treatments itay have had on pre¬
natal development of the lambs and their strength at birth.
Table J1XXIX givee the average annual birth -weight of the lambs from the
group© of ©woo and the total average production over the lifetime of the ew©».
The lambs' birth weights were adjusted for typo of birth and sex as given in
the section on experimental procedure (page 23).
Table XXXIZ. The mag annual ac.i^tod* oirth weight ( Pu)
of the lambs xx^yr.i the i.?roupo of er-aa '.1952 trial)
ly-y Ing received four different hoga wintering treatrsente
Hill Away Inbye Inbye X Overall
1954 10.5 11.2 10.4 10.4 10,65
1955 8.1 7.8 8.0 7.9 7.94
1956 e.i 6.2 9*2 6.8 8,60
1957 10.0 9.3 9.3 10.0 9.62
Lifetime
Test. Means 9.18 9.12 9.22 9.28 9.20
* Adjusted for birth type and sex (page 23).
The individual adjusted birth weights of the lambs are tabulated
annually and presented in Appendix Tables 39$ 40, 41 and 42 respectively for
production years 1954, 1955, 1956 and 1957. The analysis of variance is
given along with the tables.
Table XXXIX shews that there were negligible differences between the
average birth weight of the lambs over the production lifetime of the groups
of ewes wintered differently. Between the years there were noticeable
differences. In the first production year the average birth weight of lambs
born to all the ewes was particularly high. In the second productive year
there/
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there me a 2.71 pound drop in average birth weight with a steady rise in the
third and fourth production years.
Although the away hogg wintered group of owes in 1954 gave birth to
lambs almost a pound heavier than those from the other three groups, this
was not significant (P<*05). In 1955 the differences wore quite small,
and in 1956, although the differences between the hogg wintered groups were
increased, they ©ere still not significant. In 1957 the away hagg wintered
and the inbye hogg wintered owes gave birth to lambs significantly (P<.05)
1 lighter than those from the otiier two groups.
(b) Pally Gain to eanlna. The daily gain to weaning was calculated
by subtracting the birth weight from the weaning wei^it and dividing by the
number of days from birth to weaning. This was then corrected for type of
birth and sex differences by adding or subtracting the differences between
the mean of the daily gain of the single male lambs and the means of the
single female, twin male and twin female lambs in any one year to or from
the original single female, twin male or twin female observation.
Table XXXIII shows the mean annual daily live weight gains for the lambs




Table XXXIII. Tho annual mean adjusted* daily live weight -coin (lb.)
from birth to weanling of the lambs born to the Wiouoa of ewaa
[1^2 trial} Tofxyinj; received lour dlffflgoaft ho,;; vfintorky; tro~mtG
Hill Away Inbye Inbye § YearlyMean
1954 .413 .404 .422 .416 .414
1955 .511 *479 ♦507 -507 .500
1956 .488 #500 .478 .506 .493
1957 .582 •594 .579 .566 .582
bifotime
Average *498 .494 .496 .499 .497
* Adjusted for birth typo and sex (page 23)«
The individual daily live weight gains are given for 1954? 1955? 1956
and 1957 respectively in Appendix Tables 43» 44? 45 and 46# The analysis
of variance is given in each table and they show no significant differences
between the mean live weight gain per day of the lambs bom to each group of
ewes which were hogg wintered differently. Table XXXIII shows how close the
average lifetime daily gains of the lambs from oach group of ewos wore, while
the annual average daily gain of lambs from all the ewes varied considerably.
In the final production year the lambs from the groups of owos pained approx¬
imately 8 pounds more over a hundred day period than lambs born in the second,
and third production years and approximately 17 pounds more than lambs born
in tho first production yoar.
4# bongth of Production bifetiae of the Kv.es
The number of production years the owes remained in the flock was taken
as a fraction of the total possible production years and tabulated in
Appendix Table 47* The treatment totals for oach hoft were converted into
percentages./
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percentages. These data are tabulated in Table XXXIV and the analysis of
variance given in Appendix Table 47(a)*
Table XXXIV» The percentage of production years that the '-yeov&s
of evjqs (l"0b2 trial) remained in tuo floW. the e-ves*
having received fopr di Cfercnt hogg wintorin.' treatments
Heft Hill Away Tnbye Inbye £ HeftMoans
Boghall 32.6 100.0 96.2 74.1 88.2
Howgate 50.0 00.0 67.8 75.0 68-4
front 78.6 71.4 03.3 92.3 Bl„5
West Part; 81.5 89*3 1C0.0 96.4 91.8
Tat. Means 73.2 85-4 06.8 84*6 02.5
The analysis shows no significant differences due to the treatments,
although there were significant heft differences in the average length of
the production lifetime, or, as it may be regarded, the number remaining in
the flock at the end of four production years*
It is shown in Table XXXIV that the ewes which had been hill hogg
wintered tended to have on average fever ewes remaining at the end of their
four production years than the other throe groups*
The overall percentage of ewes remaining after four production, years
from the Howgata heft was significantly (P<.05) lower than the overall per¬
centage eves remaining on the other three hefts*
Sumar;/ of the 1952 Trial Hosults
At the end of the wintering treatments, the average body weight of the
group of hoggs which had been hill wintered was significantly lighter than













































































































the away wintered, group were heavier, but not significantly eo, than 1stabs
from the other three groups. In the fourth production year lambs born to the
away hogg wintered and inbye hogg wintered groups were significantly lighter
(P<.05) than the lambs born to the ewes of the other two groups. Apart from
the first production year when the birth weight of the lambs was particularly
high, there was a trend for the lambs to be heavier at birth as the ewes aged.
There were no significant differences in the average rate of gain of
lambs bom to the four treatment groups. Again there was a tendency for the
rate of gain of the lairba to improve with the age of the ewe.
The percentage of production years that the owes which had been hill hogg
wintered remained in the flock: tended to be lower, but not significantly so,
than that of the other throe groups.
Tri^
In this trial the fourth treatment differed from the equivalent treatment
in the 1952 trial by the changing of the first half of the wintering from inbye
wintering to away wintering. After Janusry this group of hoggs were then
returned to the hill ground. This group is referred to as the away & wintered
group of hoggs.
The change was made because it was felt that, as the purpose of the treat¬
ment was to allow for a largo growth increment before receiving the check, the
inbyo wintering, until January, had not produced the desired effect.
Orowth "Basr>oftso3 to the Hogg Wintering Treatments
1. hive Weight
(a) Body ,:ei,-ht Changes during the Treatment Period. The treatment
means of all the live weight observations taken throughout the trial are
given/
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given in Appendix Table 48, As with the previous trial, as the relevant
information, comes under discussion, the treatment means will be extracted
and presented in the text enlarged to show the heft differences.
Table XXXV gives the live weight (pounds) of the hoggs at the start of
the wintering treatments (October 1, 1953), approximately 5a months of age.
Table XXXV. The mean live welafat (lb.) on October 1. 1953.
of the .TTour's and subgroups of blachfaoo hoists randomly assi.raod
from each heft to four di-Teront ho/st vvlnterlnt treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbye Away ■§■ Hefti'.eano
doghell 64*0 65.8 65.3 68.7 65-9
Howgate 69.0 64.5 66.8 64.2 66.1
Front 69.1 67-3 62.7 74.3 68.4
West Park 67.1 64.3 66.3 69.1 66.7
Trat. Moans 67.3 65.5 65.3 69.1 66.8
The individual body weights of the hoggs and the analysis of variance
arc given in Appendix Tables 49 and 49(a). The analysis of variance shows
that there were no significant treatment grouping or heft grouping differ¬
ences, although it oan bo aeon from the means that the group of hoggs
allocated to the away & wintered treatment were on average 3*8 pounds heavier
than the Inbye wintered group - the other two groups being intermediate.
As in the 1952 trial the hoggs from the Boghall and Howgate hefts wero
lighter than the other two hefts, but the hoggs from tho West Park heft were
much lighter than their counterparts in the 1952 trial.
Examination of the heft and wintering subgroups allows a range of mean
weights from 64*0 pounds to 74*3 pounds. The average body weight of all
the/
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the hoggs was 66.8 pounds (compared with 68.9 pounds in the 1952 trial) and
ranged from 55 pounds to 80 pounds.
fable XXXVI shows the average bcdy weight of the hoggs midway through
the treatment period#
fable XXXVI. The mean live body woifftt (lb.) on January 7,, 1954,
of the /rrouns find subgroups of Blackface hoaga (1953 trial)
receiving four different ho,gar wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbye Away & HeftMeans
Bogimll 60.5 77.3 64.7 81.0 70.9
Howgate 65.8 Sl.S 66.8 80,3 73.7
Front 67.5 80.7 61.3 91.8 75.3
West Park 65.I 79.8 68.7 82.7 74.1
fmt. Means 64.7 79.9 65.4 83.9 73.5
The individual body weights of the Hoggs and the analysis of variance
are given in Appendix Tables 50 and 50(a)# The analysis shows that there
were no significant differences between the groups of hoggs froa oach heft,
but there were significant differences (P<„0l) between the treatment means
and also a significant (P<r»05) heft x wintering interaction.
Comparing the mean body weights of thf hill and inbye wintered hoggs
with those away wintered (Away and Amy | groups were treated the same at
this period) allowed that the away wintered groups of Hoggs were significantly
(PC.Ol) heavier than the other two groups. The inbye wintered group of
hoggs were only slightly heavier than those remaining on the hill.
The presence of the significant heft x wintering interaction shows that
sotae other factors were oausing variation apart from the heft and treatment
differences.
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The average increase of all the hoggs fron October 1, 1953, to January 7,
1954, was 6.7 pounds. Hoggs from Ooghall heft gained 5*0 pounds, Howgat©
heft 7*6 pounds, Front heft 6.9 pounds and West Parle heft 7.4 pounds. The
hogga that were wintered on the hill lost on average 2.6 pounds body weight,
while the groups of hoggs wintered away* Inbye and away gained on average
14*4 pounds, 0.1 pounds and 14*8 pounds respectively.
Table XXXVII shows the average body weights of the groups and subgroups
on April 1, 1954, at the end of the wintering treatments. After this date
all tho hoggs returned to the hill.
Table XXXVII. The rvoan body weight (lb.) on April I. 1954.
of the grouoW and sub. -rou;o3 of blaolifa'oo hogga (1951 trial)
at the end of the four different ho.Tg wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inby© Away & HeftMeans
3oghall 52.2 71.7 53.1 62.3 59.8
Howgate 53.8 74.5 54.7 57.7 60.2
Front 56.0 78.0 49.7 68.5 63.0
West Park 55.0 76.7 53.8 64.5 62.5
Tint. Means 54.2 75.2 52.8 63.2 61.4
The individual body weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Tables 51 and 51(a) respectively.
The analysis shows significant (P<.0l) differences between tho mean body
weights of the hoggs wintered differently, but no significant heft differences
or heft x wintering interaction. The comparisons show that the away wintered
group of hogge were on average significantly (P<.Ql) heavier them any of the
other three groups. Also the away % wintered group of hoggs were heavier
than either the inbye or hill wintered groups.
Over/
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Over the whole of the wintering period from October 1 to April 1, there
was an average loss in body weight of 5*4 pounds. Hoggs from the doghall,
Howgate, Front and lest Park hefts lost 6.1, 5*9, 5*4 and 4*2 pounds body
weii^it respectively over this period. The hill wintered group of hoggs
lost 13*1 pounds body weight on average, the away wintered group gained
9*7 pounds, the inbyo wintered group lost 12.5 pounds, and the away | wintered
group lost 5*9 pounds body weight.
(b> Changes from the Wintering. Treatment to First bating.
This period was again split into two. The body weights were talen on
Juno 16, 1954, and on Qotabor 6, 1954» Table XXXVIII gives the body weight
of the groups and subgroups of hoggs on June 16, 77 days after returning to
their particular hefts on the hill*
Table XXCVIII* The mean body wei fct (lb.) of the .--roues
and subgroups of Slaokfaoo ho.-yg (1953 trial) on June 16* 1954.
having received four different hogg wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Inbye Avray |r HoftLoans
Jogb&lX 67.5 84.2 74.0 80.0 76.4
Hoogat* 76.7 87.8 79.0 81.3 81.2
Front 82.8 90.5 69.O 95.0 84.3
West Parte 78.0 87.1 80.1 85.O 82.6
Tot. Means 76.2 87.4 75.5 85.3 81.1
The individual body weights are given in Appendix Table 52. The
analysis of variance, given in Appendix Tabic 52(a) shows no significant




On comparing the aeon body weights of the hoggs that had boon hill and
inbyc wintered with those that had been away and away $ Entered, the
difference between them accounted for most of the variance between the
wintering treatment groups and was highly significant (P<.Ol),
The average live weight increase of all the noggs over this period was
19*7 pounds. The Bogiall, uowgatc, Front and West Park hefts showed average
live weight increases of the lioggs of 16.8 pounds, 21.0 pounds, 21.3 pounds
and 20.1 pounds respectively. The hoggs which were wintered on the hill
gained 22.0 pounds, the away wintered group 12.2 pounds, while the inbye and
away §■ groups gained 22.7 and 22.1 pounds respectively.
To examine the heft x wintering interaction the increments over this
period of the subgroups are given in Table XXXIX.
Table XXXIX. The increment (lb.) of the body weight of groans
of to**, (l^jSTTY^jUl i. to?™ &W ^
bavin-; rooolvod four different hom wlntorlr.-t trcatnaata
Heft Hill Away Inbye Away |r HoftMeans
Boghall 15.3 12.5 20.9 17.7 16.8
Ilowgate 22.9 13.3 24.3 23.6 21.0
Front 26.8 12.5 19.3 26.5 21.3
West Park 23.0 10.4 26.3 20.5 20.1
Trat. Means 22.0 12.2 22.7 22.1 19.7
The presence of the heft x wintering interaction indicated that the
groups of hogga had not increased in body ©eight as would be expected from
the average of the treatment and heft effects. Examining the group incre¬
ments over this period, it is evident that the hoggs from 3oghall heft made
poor/
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poor gains compared, with those from the other three hefts. Exception to
this was in the group of hoggs that had boon away wintered. The hoggg from
the Front heft had made good gains over this period, exoept the group of
hoggs that had boon inbye wintered. This group was the lightest group at
the start of the experiment. In the West Paris haft those hoggs which had
been wintered away for the whole of the winter and for half the winter did
not respond as well as should have been expected considering the mean
treatment and hoft responses.
Table XL shows the moan body wei#t of the groups of hoggs at the end
of the summer period, October 6, 1954*
Table XL. The mean body weight (lb.) of the groups
an^ Bui^poupe p£, blackface hq.;.;s U953 trial) on October 6. 1954.
having reoolved four different hggg wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away lubye Away 4" HoftMeans
Boghnll 07.5 93.8 95.2 101.0 95.6
Howgate 100.2 103.8 100.3 103.5 101.9
Front 101.0 100.2 92.2 111.0 101.1
Woat Park 93.5 100.2 97.7 101.0 99.3
Tint. Means 96.8 100.7 96.3 104.2 99.5
Tho individual body weights are given in Appendix Table 53 and the
analysis of variance in Appendix Table 53(a).
The analysis shows that the differences due to winterings did not reach
significance (P <..05)• The heft differences did not reach significance
(P<.05) either, and the heft x wintering interaction whioh was apparent in
June was not present at this recording.
In/
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la the comparison between the mean body weights of the hogjo from the
hill and inbyo wintered groups with that of tb© away and away % wintered groups
the difference was significant (P<.05) • The away \ wintered group of hogga
wore significantly (P<.05) heavier than any of the other three groups of
hogga.
In the hefts the difference between tiw mean body weight of the hogga
from Boghall heft awl the hogga frosa the other throe groups appraoched
significance (?<.05).
The average body weight increase of all the hogga from June 16 to
October 6, 1954» •'•us 18.4 pounds.
The hoggs from the Soghall, Howgate, Front and "est Paiic hefts gained
19.2, 20.7# 16.8 and 16.7 pounds respectively, making a total for the period
from April 1 to October 6, 1954# of 36.0, 41.7# 38*1 and 36*3 pound® respect¬
ively.
The hoggs having reoeived different hogg winterings gained on average
from June 16 to October 16, 1954# 20.6, 13*3# 20*3 and 18.9 pounds respectively,
for the hill, away, inbye and away -j|- groups, making a total summer gain from
April 1 to October 6, 1954# of 42.6, 25*5# 43»5 nnd 41»0 pounds respectively.
The average live weight inorease of all the heggs from April to October# 1954,
was 33*1 pounds.
(o) The >k>dy ..■el.'-hfs from Eighteen :'onths to Maturity. The body weights
were taken annually in October during the production years of the sheep*s life.
Adjustment in body weight was made for those owes bearing twins and also those
ewes whieh were barren. The adjustment was made as described on page 22 and
the data presented as equivalent to all ewes rearing single lambs.
Table aLI shows the moan live weight of the groups of hoggo after their
first production year.
Table/
Tablo Ahl. The nean adjusted* body weiAt (lb.)
of the groups of aiadcfaoo owes (1953 trial) on October 1. 1955.
having reaoivod four different hogg wint oring treatments
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Hill Away Inbyo Away Overall
Mean Body
Weight 99.7 99.7 98.4 104.0 100.5
Ho. of
Observations 20 22 23 24 89
* Adjusted to equivalent of having roared a single lamb
The individual body weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 54. Although the overall test for treatment differences did
not reach significant (P<,05), the comparison between the away |r wintered
group and the other treated hoggs showed that the aw wintered group wore
significantly (?<.05) heavier than their contemporaries. The average
increase of all the sheep on the trial from October, 1954 to October, 1955 was
1 pound. The group tint had been hill wintorod increased tleir body weight
on average 2.9 pounds over tho period, while the group that had boon away hogg
wintered lost 1 pound body woi^t. The group that had been inbyo >7intorod
gained 2.1 pounds and the away h wintered group remained the same.
The groups wore not strictly comparable from year to year, or ovon between
themselves within a year because of the reduction in observations over tho
period.
Tablo Xhll shows the moan body weight of tho group of hoggs at the end
of the second producti\re year.
Table/
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Table XLII. The moan adjusted* body wol/dit (lb.)
of the groups of Blaoicfaoe ewes U953 trial j on October 2» 1956,
having received four ■ different ho,"- : wintering treatments
Kill Away Inbye Away & Overall
&esn Body
Weight 107.8 104.5 103.8 109.2 106.3
Ho. of
Observations 17 23 18 22 80
* Adjusted to equivalent of owes having reared a single lamb.
The individual body weights and tho analysis of variance ar© given in
Appendix Tablo 55* Again the analysis shows no overall significant (P<.05)
treatment differences, but the away I" wintered group wore significantly
(P<.05) heavier than the mean of the remaining hoggs. However, the away £
wintered group wore not significantly (P .05) heavier than tho hill wintered
gTOUp.
There was an overall increase in average body weight over this period
(October, 1955 - October, 1956) of 5.8 pounds. The gains made by the hill,
away, inbyo and away wintered groups wore 8.1, 4.8, 5*4 and 5*2 pounds
respectively*
Table XLIII shows tho mean body weights of the groups of ewes after the
third production year.
Table/
Table XLIJI. The noan adjusted* body weight (lb.)of the 555 of hlaoi^aoo ows (l^Ttrlal) on October o. 1957,
having received four different hogg wintering treatments
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Hill Away Inbye Away ~h Overall
Mean 3ody
Weight 121.3 120.2 113.4 125.9 121.6
Ho. of
Observations 17 22 14 18 71
* Adjusted to the equivalent of having reared a single lamb.
The individual body weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 56. The troatsmient differences did not reach significance
(P<.05)» but the group which were away •§• wintered were still significantly
heavier (P<.05) than the remaining animals on the trial. 1957 was a very
favourable year for hill sheep and tho overall live weight gain from October,
1956 to October, 1957 of 15.3 pounds reflects this. The hill, away, inbye
and away £ wintered groups of ewos gained over this period 13.5, 15»7» 14.6
and 14.7 pounds respectively.
2. Skeletal Measurements
It was nt possible to continue the skeletal measurements in the 1953
trial due to the tine and labour involved.
Production Responses to tho Ho--re Wintering Treatments
1. Fleece .eights
The mean annual flcooe weights of tho four groups of ewes are given in
Appendix Table 58. The data are oxtrooted and presented in the text by
individual years.
Table XI.IV gives tho me tins of tho fleeoo weights of tho groups and sub¬
groups as hoggs taken at clipping time, June 1954.
Table/
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Table XLXV. The mean fleece weights (lb.) of the SS3&M
and sub :rouaa of the Blackface h^jsTl953 triht.',. igkaa'.hTTjan--. 1^.
having received four different hot,': wintering treatments
Koft Hill Away Inbye Away k HeftMeans
3oghall 4.63 6.58 5.04 6.32 5*64
Howgate 4.33 6.30 4.12 5.12 4.97
Front 4.92 6.95 4.80 5.80 5.61
West Park 4.47 6.20 5.30 6.38 5.59
Tmt. Means 4.59 6.51 4.81 5.90 5.45
The individual floooa weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Tables 59 and 59(a) respectively.
The analysis shows significant treatment differences, but non-signifioant
heft differences and no significant heft x wintering interaction. Hoggs from
the Howgats heft were significantly lighter in average fleeoe weight than the
average of the remainder of the hoggs on trial. The differences between the
average fleece weights of the hoggs from the Boghall, Front and West Park
hefts wore very small.
The hogga which had rooeivod the away wintering were significantly
heavier (P<.05) than the away § wintered group. However, the difference in
average fleooo weight between the hill wintered group and the inbye wintered
group was not significant, but the fleece weight of the inbyo wintered group
was on average 0.22 pounds heavier than tho hill wintered group.
Table XLV gives trie mean fleece weight of the groups of ewes in tho first
production year. The individual flocoo weights and the analysis of variance
are given in Appendix Table 60. The analysis shows no significant differen¬
ces between the means of the groups duo to the winterings. However, tho
away/
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away wintered group of Hoggs wore 0.41 poun&e heavier in fleeo© weight than
th© hill wintered gronp, O.51 pounds heavier in fleece weight than the inbye
wintered group and 0.32 pounds heavier than the away | wintered ;jroup.
Table aX#¥. Tho raean fleece wcldht (lb.) of the <zromm
°£ -^cafaee ewgs (1953 trial) in July 1955.
having received four different hcw» wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Away | Overall
Mean Fleece
Weight 4.79 5.23 4.69 4.91 4.92
lio. of
Observations 22 22 18 23 85
Table XLVI gives the mean fleece weight of the groups of owes in their
second production year.
Table XLVI. The mm fleeoe weight (lb.) of the
laflrtU ^ lyfr*
having received four different homt wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Away ^ Overall
Mean Fleece
Weight 4.55 4.87 4.34 4.60 4.61
Ho. of
Observations 18 23 19 20 80
Th© individual floeoe weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 61. The analysis of variance shows that there were no
significant differences between the treatment groups. Tho moans still re¬
flected th© tendency for the ave* go ~ioeco weight of the amy wintered group
to be slightly heavier than th© amy | wintered group and this group to bo
©lightly/
slightly heavier than tba hill and inhye wintered groups.
The mean fleooo weights of the groups of ewes in their third production
year are given in Table XLVII,
T,\:)r° M2£i The .oean fleeoe weight (lb,) of the gimme
of .:ilaol^?aoo ewes (1953 trial) tej-.on in July 1957,
having received x'our di.'foront hog? wintering treatments
Kill Away Iribye Away Overall
Mean Fleece
Weight 4.39 5.45 5.32 5.62 3.36
So, of
Observations 14 20 14 20 68
The individual fleece weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 62, The analysis shows no significant differences due to the
hogg wintering treatment, although there was a tendency for the hill wintered
group to be lighter in fleece than the other three groups. However, the
order of the groups from he viest to lightest changed from the previous
production years.
The mean fleece weights of the groups of owes in the fourth production
year arc given in Table XLVIII,
PPfc XhVII3;t The, PAffl.flas^woii&t .(l.b,). of tho, gr;u;'S
of ..iaokfaqe qwqs trial) talcon jnTulfT/^f
having roooived four different ho/y? wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Away Overall
Mean Fleece
Weight 4.65 5.36 4.98 5.03 5.11
Ho, of
Observations 10 16 12 14 32
The/
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The individual fleece weights and the analysis of variance are given in
Appendix Table 63. The analysis shows that the differences between the moans
were not significant# On testing the difference between the amy wintered
group and the hill wintered group, the former had significantly (?<.0p) heavier
fleece weight than the latter# The other two groups were intermediate#
2» feytllit.y
(a) Degree of Barrenness# The annual incidence of barrenness is recorded
in A pandix fable 64# It is expressed as a fraction of the total possible
observations. Table XLIX shows the annual total incidonoe of barrenness in
tho treatment groups of ewes expressed as a percentage#
Table XLIX. The mean yearly percentage of barren cms
of the groups' of' 'Blaokface ewa (1933 'trial)
having received four different ho:-v. wintering troatnarata
Hill Away Inbye Amy h YearlyMeans
1955 13.6 8.3 0 0 5.47
1956 9.1 8.3 13.6 4.3 8.82
1957 10.5 13.6 5#5 5#o 8.65
195s 5.3 20.0 0 0 6.32
Average
Lifetime % 9.62 12.55 4.77 2.32 7.32
The analysis of variance, given in Appendix Table 64(a), chows that the
differences between years and tho differences between treatment groups wore
not significant# Testing tho comparison between tho amy and away 1} wintered
groups, the away \ wintered group of ewes had a significantly (P <#05) lower
inoidenoe of barrenness than the away wintered group, Hone of the other




The noticeable feature was that the highest incidence of barrenness
occurred in the away wintered group with the hill wintered group next highest.
The average lifetime incidence was 7.32 and the inbje and away wintered
groups had lower than average lifetime incidence*
There was no differono© in years and no noticeable tendency for barren¬
ness to be reduced with the age of the ewes*
An examination of tho yearly treatment means showed that in the first
production year the incidence of barrenness was nicest in the hill winterod
group with away wintering next* In the second production year the inbyo
wintered group had the highest incidence with the hill and away wintered
groups slightly less. In the third production year again the hill and away
wintered group* tended to have higher than average incidence of barrenness,
while in the final production year, the away wintered group of ewes had a
particularly hi# incidence. It appeared that the two extreme treatments
produced tho highest incidence of barrcnaoss.
(b) rroouenoy of Twinning. Tho number and distribution of ewes giving
birth to twin lmbe is givon in Appendix Table 65* Tho numbers are expressed
in each heft as a fraction of tho total possible observations. The annual




Table L« The mean .yarl? earoentv-te of BladjcTaco owes
(!95TtS5X •;(hloh gave birth to twan lambs# the groups of owes
bavin/- received four differont ho k wintering treatment's
Hill Away Inbya Away & YearlyMean
1955 4.8 0 0 8.3 3.27
1956 0 12.5 0 17.4 7-47
1957 15.8 27.3 11.1 35.0 22.30
1953 44.4 15.8 46.1 31.2 34.37
Ave. lifetime
Twinning $ 16.25 13.90 14.30 22.97 16.85
The analysis of variance of this data, given in Appendix Table 65(a),
shows that there were no significant differences between the groups of ewes
which received differont hogg wintering treatments in the lifetime production
of twins. The away § wintered group of ewes tended to give birth to slightly
more twin lambs than any of the other three groups#
There was a significant difference (P<.0l) between years in twinning
percentage and there appeared to be an increase in incidence of twinning as
the ewes grew older. Over the four .years the average annual twinning rate
was 16.85 per cent.
Within the years it is noticeable that in the fourth production year the
group of owes that had boon away hogg wintered had a much lower twinning per¬
centage than the other three groups* However, in the second and third pro¬
duction years the away and the away & wintered groups of owes had superior
twinning rates than the hill and inbyo wintered groups.
3. .harab Production
(a) 31rth .oi-ht of Lambs. The birth weights of the lambs need were
adjusted/
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adjusted for type of birth and sex by the procedure outlined in the Methods
section (page 23). The adjusted birth mights are tabulated in Appendix
Tables 66, 67, 68 and 6$ for oaoh of the production years of the ems. The
analysis of variance for each year is also gives. The mean annual birth
mights of the lambs bom to tho groups of owes aro given in Table hi.
Table hi. The mean annual adjusted* birth weight (lb.)
of tiioT'sibn from the" Sscom® of ems 11953 'trial! "
having go-solved four dlfforest ho, :,-t v/intorln,-; treatoouts
Hill Away Inbyo Amy & Overall
1955 7.40 7.92 7.79 8,25 7.88
1956 B.73 8.51 9.08 8.84 8,78
1957 10.08 9.54 9.68 8.99 9.55
1953 9.31 9.65 9.12 9.60 9.43
Ave. Lifetime
Birth Weight
8.88 8.90 8.92 8.92 8.91
* Adjusted for birth type and eox.
The average birth weights of the lasab© frees the groups of ewes treated
differently in the hog: wintering period showed no noticeable differences.
Over the four years tho average birth mights wore remarkably similar.
Between years thoro were noticeable differences, 1955 being a year when the
average birth weights wore low -7.08 pounds, 1956 they averaged 8*78 pounds
and 1957 ond 1958 9*55 and 9*43 pounds respectively.
In their first production year, 1955» there wore differences in average
birth weight of tho lambs from the groups of ems. The analysis of variance
(Appendix Table 66(a)) shows that those differences were not significant
(P<.05), but testing separately shows that the difference batmen the birth
weights/
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mights from the ewes hogg wintered on the hill and those from ewes wintered
away for half tho year was significant at (P<..Q5)» The hill wintered group
of ewes produced lambs which averaged 7*40 pounds, with the lambs frora the
away | wintered group of eweo 8.25 pounds. The other two groups were
intermediate.
In the second production year the average birth weight of lambs was
similar to the four groups of ewes.
In 1957* the third production year, it was the hill wintered group of
ewes which gave birth to the heaviest lambs (10.08 pounds), while the lambs
from tho away i wintered group of owoe were the lightest (8.99 pounds).
The other two groups were intermediate. The differonoe in average birth
weights of lambs from the hill and away wintered groups of owes was
significant (P<.Q5)• This year was the complete roveroe of tho first pro¬
duction year.
In 1958» the final production year, there were no noticeable differences
between the average birth weights of the la bs from the groups of ewes.
(b) Daily Jain to loaning. The same adjustments were made and the same
method of calculation was used as in tho 1952 trial (page 23). The daily
gain (pounds) of tho lambs born to tho groups of owes in 1955» 1956, 1957
and 1958 are recorded, along with tho analysis of variance, in Appendix
Tables 70, 71» 72 and 73.




Table LII* The annual noan adjusted* daily live weight gain (lb.)
from birth to weanin: of the lambs born to the groups of ewea
(1953 trial) having received four different ho/gg wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Away & iearlyMeans
1955 .438 .485 .476 .485 .474
1956 .436 .490 .463 .501 .486
1957 •537 .559 *557 •573 .557
1958 .515 *546. *534 .525 .524
Lifetime Ave. .494 .520 .507 *521 .511
* Adjusted for birth type and sex.
The analysis of variance of this data (given in Appendix Table 74) shows
that ovor the four production years there were significant differences in the
average growth rato of lambs from ewes of each treatment group* There wore
wide differences in lamb growth rate between the year®*
Ovor the four production years the average growth rate of the lambs from
birth to weaning from the owes which had been hogg wintered on the hill and
those which had boon hogg wintered inbyo were significantly (P <*05) lower
than the lamb© from the other two groups of ewes*
In the first production year the lambs from the hill wintered ewes had
significantly (P4..01) lowor growth rates than the lambs from tho other three
groups.
In the aooond production year, although not reaching significance, the
lambs from the inbye wintered owes tended to be lower and the lambs from the




In the third production year tho differences between the average daily
rite of gain of the lambs from tho four groups of owes were again not
significant, but tho average growth rat© of lambs from the away •§ wintered
group of owes tended to bo greater thin that of lambs from tho other throe
groups.
In the final year no noticeable differences occurred in the mean growth
rate of tho lambs from the groups of owes.
4» The hearth of the Production Lifetime of the Ewes
The number of production years that the ewes remained in the floe': is
expressed (Appendix Table 75) as a fraction of the possible observations,
The totals for the hefts of each treatment were converted into percentages
and are tabulated in Table HII. The analysis of variance is given in tho
Appendix Table 75(a)*
Table hill. The percentage production years
iho dlaa^ao^ewe's' '('1953 trial> remained in the flock;
hayin- received four different hom wintering treatments
Heft Hill Away Irihye Away 1' HeftMeans
Boghail 87*5 100.0 81.8 100.0 92.30
Howgate 87*5 90.5 95.6 81.8 38.85
Front 87.5 100.0 70.0 100.0 89.37
West Paxk 95*6 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.90
Trat. Totals 89.5 97.6 86.8 95.4 92.33
The analysis of variance shows no significant differences occurred
between the moans of the treatment groups or between the means for the hefta.
There was a trend for the percentage ewes remaining after four years to bo
lower in the hill and inhye wintered groups of owes t.ian tho other two groups.
The/
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The percentage awes remaining after four production yeare from tine Howg&t©
and Front hefts tended to be lower than the percentage remaining from the
other two hefts.
Summary of the 1953 Trial doBuUa
At the end of the wintering treatment period the group of hogge which
had been away wintered were significantly (P <.0l) heavier on average than
the other three groups and the group of hoggs which had been away wintered
for half the winter wore significantly (? <»05) heavier than the hill and
inhye wintered groups.
By first mating, October 6, the differences between the groups had been
reduced. The ;group of hoggs wiiioh had been away wintered were signific¬
antly heavier than any of the other three groups, but as the group had a
slight initial weight advantage, this cannot be regarded as a real treatment
effect. The away wintered group were still slightly heavier at this stage
than the hill and inbye wintered groups, but not significantly so, and at
the end of the first production year this difference was not apparent. The
initial weight advantage of the away & wintered group of hoggs was retained
throughout the experiment.
In the hogg year the average fleece weight of the groups was signifio-
antly affooted by the wintering. The away wintered group of hoggs had
significantly heavier (F <»05) fleece weights than any of the other groups
and the hoggs which were away £ wintered had heavier fleece weights than the
hill or inbye wintered groups. In the production years the average fleece
weight of the hill wintered and inbye wintered groups tended to bo slightly
lower than the away and away | hogg wintered groups, but not significantly
oo. In the fourth production year the average fleece weight of the hill
wintered/
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wintered group was significantly (P <c.05) lifter than that of tho away-
wintered group#
The away & wintered group of hoggs had a significantly (P <.05) lower
incidence of barrenness throughout the production years than the away winter
ed group, tli® other two groups bvsiag intermediate. The incidence of barren¬
ness did not appear to decline with age.
The average lifetime percentage of twin lvnba being bom to the away a
hogg wintered group tended to be greater than in the other throe groups, but
the difference was not significant (? <.Qf>) • There was a tendency for the
twinning to increase with the age of the owe.
Ko noticeable differences appeared in the average birth irsight of lambs
of the groups of owes, but there was a noticeable tendency for tho birth
weight of tho lamb to increase with the age of the ewe. In the first pro¬
duction year tho birth weight of the lambs born to the away £ bogg wintered
group of ewes was significantly (?<.Q5) heavier than of tloose born to the
hill hogg wintered group. In the third production year this finding was
reversed.
The live weight gain to weaning of the lambs born to tho away and away %
hogg wintered group of ewes was, over the four production years, significantly
(P <.05) greater than that of the lambs of the other two groups. In the
first production year the average live weight gain of tho Iambs of the hill
hogg wintered group of ewes was significantly (?<.0l) lower than that of
the lambs of the other thro© groups.
Ho significant differences were found between the group© of ewes in the
percentage of production years the owes remained in tho flock. There was
a tendency for the groups of ewes which had been hill hogg wintered and those
which had been iabyo hagg wintered to have a lower percentage of production
years than the away and away hogg wintered groups.
BISCUSSIOU OP RESULTS
.evaluation of tho .".o.-r: interin;: -Treatments
As this study covers only two yeans of a aerioo of trial years, it is
convenient to characterise the method of wintering of the groups of hoggs by
a aoaouremnt of the livo weight changes during this period. It is
appreciated that there aro dangers of niointcrprctation in regarding as similar
the composition of the live weight gaim made in the different years and as a
result of the different wintering methods.
Several factors have boon shown to affect the composition of live weight
gains. As an animal matures, it lays down tissues of higher energy values.
In the trial being reportod the initial body weight of tho hoggo was similar
in the two years. However, Xloiber (1936) has shorn that oven ovor the sumo
weight range, animals of different potential olse may lay down tissue of diff¬
erent composition. In the trial being reported, as the sires of the hoggs
were changed in the second trial year, there may be small differences in
potential size, but these were not apparent from the adult body weights.
Body weight difforonceo may also be due to differences in the weight of
the gut. hltorsan ot al. (1954) have shown that differences in tho ration
can cause differences in tho woi:Jat of the "fill" of tho alimentary tract.
Criohton ot al. (1959) have shown that part of the increased gains of stock
made on a more fibrous diet was due to increased "fill." Hendriokson ot al.
(1959) reported similar findings. kerevor possible in the trial being
reported, the group® of hoggs were run together on the same pasture followed
by a five hour fast before weighing. Moyer ot al. (i960), however, have
sinco shewn that in oattle a ten to fifteen hour fast was only partially
successful in reducing the variation due to the effect of tho treatment on
gut/
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gut "fill." Increase in "fill" oannot bo ignored as a factor affecting the
body woljht differences of the groups.
Hendrickson ot al# (1959) have shown that animals fed to nako faster
gains lay down carcase tissue, over a given weight range, of higher energy
value than similar type oettle fed for aodorato gains. As the composition
of the gains was not observed, no information is available as to whether the
gains made by the hoggs of the away wintered group were of higher energy value
than the hogge of the other groups, or conversely whether the tissues of the
hill wintered hoggs were more depleted in fat per unit of tissue than those
of the other groups.
Over the two years wide differences in live weight responses to corres¬
ponding wintering treatments occurred. This has also been reported by Jones
(1958), Smith (1953) and Davies (1954). Table LIV shows that not only did
the total live weight responses of the groups of hoggs differ between years
and between treatments, but differences occurred in the timing of the gains
and losses over the wintering period.
The hill wintered group of hoggs lost 6 pounds more body weight in the
1953 trial than in the 1952 trial. The major loss in the 1952 trial oocurred
in the period before January, while in the 1953 trial it oocurred in the
period after January. In both trials the loss in body weight was greater
than that of -5.3 pounds reported by Davies (1954) in the Welsh trials of
1950-51. Without other evidence, it would appear that body weight losses of
this magnitude could be expected in the hoggs kept on this hill throughout
the winter. Losses in live weight of the hogge from each heft were similar,
except in the 1952 trial, when hoggs from the West Park heft lost, inexplic¬
ably, double that of the other throe groups.
Table LIV/
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Table "4XV. Tho average live weight changes (lb.) over the first
and second, halve® and the total period of the wintering treatment
of tho groups of hogga Slaving received
four d 1-Torent hog,g wintering treat onto
Hill Away Inbyo Inbye/Away k
1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953
Dot. - Jan. —6.4 - 2.6 3.6 14.4 4.2 0.1 4.8 14.8
Jan. - Apr. —0.7 -10.5 13.0 -4.7 » . CO -12.6 -9.0 —20.7
Total -7.1 -13.1 16.6 9.7 0.4 -12.5 -4*2 - 5.9
In the away wintered groups of hoggs those of the 1952 trial made, on
average, 6.9 pound® greater body weight gain than did those of the 1953 trial.
This is stellar to the between year difference of tho hill treatment. As in
the hill wintered group, the rreator gain was made in the second half of tho
winter in 1952, whereas, in 1953» the greater gain was in the first half,
lbs body weight gains of 16.6 and 9.7 pounds compares with those reported by
Smith (1953) of 19.5 pound® and by Daviea (1954) of from 1.4 pounds to 15*2
pounds at different centres and in different years. The average difference
in weight gain between the hill and away wintering methods wis ap roxinntoly
22 and 23 pound® in 1952 and 1953 trials respectively. IIo trend was
observable in the responses of tho hoggs from the different hefts to tho away
wintering treatment.
Between the two groups of hogga which were inbye wintered a difference
in body weijht response of 12.9 pounds in favour of the 1952 trial occurred.
This was greater than tho 6.0 and 6.9 pounds' difference reported for tho hill
and away wintered groups. This may be partially explained by tho fact that
in 1952 tho inbye wintering was on a newly resooded pasture, while in 1953 it
me the second year Of that roseed. In the inbye wintered group of the 1952
trial/
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trial, unlike the previously mentioned two treatments, the major gain was in
the first part of the winter, while in the 1953 trial a loss as great as that
of the hoggs on the liill wintering occurred in the second part of the winter.
So reports were found to substantiate the repeatability of these gains or
losses, but it would appear that in both years, in the second half of the
winter at least, the inbye wintering ma no better than the hill wintering in
maintaining body weight. It could bo soon froin intermediate weighings that
this occurred because the herbage at this altitude did not start spring growth
until after the hoggs had boon returned to the hill. Mo groat differences
occurred in the gains made by the boggs from the different hefts.
The fourth treatment group mm not strictly comparable between years, but
the total winter loss in body weight of the two groups of hogga was similar.
However, in the 1953 trial the treatment was more extreme, there being a 10
pound greater gain in the first half and en 11.f pound greater loss in the
second half of the winter period than in the 1952 trial* In neither year was
the total loos in body weight of the hog-pa put back, on to the hill in January
as groat as that lost by the hill wintered heggs. In 1952 and 1953 the hogjs
which were returned to the hill in January lost 8.3 pounds and 10.2 pounds
nor© in body weight respectively over the January - April period than did the
hoggs which were hill wintered. The hoggs from the different hefts reacted
similarly to the wintering method.
The body weight responses appeared to characterise the wintering method.
Hoggs wintered on the hill could be oxpectod to make a little growth in the
early part of the wintering period before the hill herbage declined too far.
Unless it was a particularly early spring, then no further live weight gains
oould be expected until April or May. The hoggs wintered away on good low¬
land pastures would go to a flush of grans, which would allow livo weight
gains/
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gains to bo made, and even though later there mo a deterioration in tho
piano of nutrition, unless it was a particularly late spring, the growth made
in Maroh would enable further body weight gains to bo mode. This mo borne
out by intornodiato weighings. The hoggs which were wintered on the improved
inbye field of the hill fare also went to a flush of grass, enabling gains to
be -aide in the oarly part of the winter. however, under the higher altitude
find exposure, the sward did not commence its growth sufficiently early in
spring for further live weight gains to be made. Hence, in tho second half
of the winter period there appeared to be no advantage in the inbye wintering
method over the hill wintering. In the fourth treatment group, in 1952* the
hog. .-a wintered inbye were returned to the bill in Januaxy and lost greater
body weight from January to April than did the hoggs either v/intorod on the
hill for the whole period or those remaining on the inbye field. It is
generally accepted that a change in herbage is an upsetting factor in ruminant
nutrition. It would appear that changing tho hoggs from the inbyo field to
the hill me responsible for these greater weight losses. In the 1953 trial,
although the hoggs were wintered away for tho first part of the winter, tho
hogge returning to tho hill in January loot 10,2 pounds more in body weight
from January - April than those which had remained on the hill, 8.1 pounds
more than those wintered inbye over the period, and 16 pounds more than those
remaining on the away wintering.
The affect of tho Hogg ..intering Treatments on Body Aei/sht at First bating
The period from the end of the hogg wintering to first rating (April -
November) is one of ample nutrition on the hill allowing for growth, develop¬
ment and recovery from the wintering treatments.
Table LV dhows the average body weight of the groups of hogge at the
start/
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start and. finish of tho manner period and the live weight gains made in tho
first (April - Juno) and second (Juno - October) halves.
M3& MU Shi mm hsSsus^M. iShA j& isl sa&Mthe mean summer gain (lb.) of fee .:roups of hogg©
having r-ecalved four different hogg wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Ir,byo/Away |-
1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953
Body It. at
April 1 62.6 54.2 84.7 75-2 69.O 52.8 65.1 63.2
Body Wt, at
let Mating 95.0 96.8 102.7 100.7 98.7 96.3 99.8 104.2
Gain
Apr. - June 22.0 22.0 15.8 12.2 18.5 22.7 20.5 22.1
dain
June - Oct. 10.4 20.6 2.2 13.3 11.2 20.8 14.2 18.9
Total
Summer (lain 32.4 42.6 - 18.0 25.5 29.7 43.5 34.7 41.0
The hoggs which were hill wintered in both trial years mad# identical
liva weight increases (22.0 pounds) in the first half of the summer, but in
the second half the gains made by the hoggs of the 1952 trial (10.4 pounds)
were considerably lower tuan the gains made by the hogga in the 1953 trial
(20.6 pounds). In the 1953 trial the gains made in both halve® of tho summer
period were similar and the greater gain in the second half of the summer of
this group of hogjs over those of the 1952 trial was sufficient to recoup the
greater lose raado during the winter. At first mating the average body weights
of both hill wintered groups of hoggs wero similar.
The hoggs which wore away wintered made lower gains during the summer
than those hoggs which were hill, inbye or ihbyo/away £ wintered. In the
first half of tho summer the away wintered group© of the 1952 and 1953 trials
gained/
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gained 15.8 pound© and 12.2 pounds respectively, while in the second half of
the summer tho gains wore 2.2 pounds and 13.2 pounds respectively. Still
noticeable was the similarity of the gains in the two halves of the summer
of the 1953 trial and the roduood gain of the 1952 trial group in the second
half of the summer. At first mating the difference in the average body
weights of the two groups of hoggs similarly wintered was small. In both
tho 1952 and 1953 trials the hoggs which had been hill wintered were lighter
at this stage than those hogg® which had been away wintered.
The group® of hogg# which were inbye wintered made eumtaer gains remar¬
kably similar to those which were hill wintered. The reduced gain of the
hogg© of the 1952 trial in the second half of the summer was again apparent,
but no great difference in body weight at first mating between the groups
inbye wintered in 1952 and 1953 was observed. The body weight at first
mating in 1953 resembled that of the hill wintered hogg®, while in 1952 the
average body weight was midway between the hill and the amp wintorod groups.
The group of hogga inbye wintered for half the winter in 1952 mde summer
gains similar to the hill and inbye wintered groups of that year. The group
of hoggs which was amy wintered for half the winter period of the 1953 trial
made live weight gains during the summer similar to tho gains nade by the hill
and inbye wintered groups of hoggs of the 1953 trial. Again the reduced gain
in the second half of the summer of the 1952 trial was noticeable. The body
weight at first mating of the inbys § wintered hoggs was similar to tho inbyo
wintered roup, but in the 1953 trial at first mating, tho away h wintered
group was heavier than the other thro© groups, although only heavier than the
away wintered group by the difference in initial body weight of the groups.
The groups of hoggs y/hioh had boon ohectced in growth during tho wintering
period/
period made greater gains during the summer than the groups of hoggs which had
not received the check. The phenomenon of increased live weight gains after
a check or store period is one which has been observed by many workers
(Criehton ot al., 1959* Brookes and Hodges, 19591 Bofaaan and Torell, 1956*
Black et alt* 1939* King* 1953)» hut nevertheless is on© which has not boon
explained in physiologioal terms.
Callow (l94?) has shown that as an animal matures, the energy content of
the gain increases. As the away wintered group® of hoggs were heavier than
the othor groups at the beginning of the cummer period, it would bo expected
that the gains made by this *xoup would be of higher energy oontent and con¬
sequently, on similar food nutrient intake, would make smaller gains. Kleiber
(1936) stated thai the rats of production of body substances in growing
animals depends on the stimulus for growth and on the level of available
energy* Assuming that the wintering treatments did not significantly affect
the capacity for herbage intake and the efficiency of digestion, the differ¬
ences in live weight gains of the groups of hoggs made during the summer period
(April - October) will refloat the composition of the gains and the growth
stimulus. Preston and Glee (1957) have shown that when stimulating growth by
oestrogen®, the increased live weight gains were obtained by increasing
muscular growth and reducing fat deposition, the energetic efficiency not
being significantly affooted. Thus it would appear that the stimulus for
growth affootod the composition of the gain. lielms and Bogart (1955) have
shorn that as an animal matures, more energy is required to lay down a pound
of gain. This is controlled by the growth stimulus. Hanoson (1956) pointed
out from the resuilta of his work that the flexibility of the rato of growth
decreases as the animal grows older. If the {growing capacity ia exploited
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in the young animal by employing a high level of nutrition, this will he
accompanied by a corresponding reduction in the growing capacity at subsequent
stages. Theso finding* were substantiated by the present data with reser¬
vation that in tho group# of hoggs having received severe loss in body weight
over a longer period of time during development, recovery did not appear to
be as quick as their potential would suggest.
Taylor (1959) and Winchester and Howe (1954) have show that retarded
animals consume nore feed daily than similar non-retardod animals when later
fed an a&ecuat© ration. Although not considered in this study being reported,
this factor cannot be ruled out as being totally or partially responsible for
the increased summer gains of the groups which had been restricted.
The differences in cummer gains mad© by the corresponding groups of the
1952 and 1953 trials may be due to the difference in composition of the gain
and, as tho weight at first mating appeared similar in both years, may be a
function of tho growth stimulus. However, it cannot be overlooked that the
poorer gains of all the groups of hoggs in the second part of the summer period
of the 1952 trial may have been due, at least in part, to a poorer plane of
nutrition, although the maintained difference between the gains made by the
away wintered liogge and those of the other groups tended to suggest otherwise.
In the absence of observations on the composition of the gain, no satisfactory
explanation oan be given.
The hoggs which received cheeks in growth during the sinter period
recovered during the summer months and at first mating were almost as heavy
as those Hoggs which had not boon checked during the winter period. The group
of hoggs which was away wintered until January before receiving a severe
wintering chock made as great body gains as those groups which had a more pro¬
longed check. Jeoause of the large gains made in the first part of the winter
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by this froup the overall gain frm weaning to first mating was equal to that
of the aw wintered group of hogge (35*2 pounds). Over the same period tho
hill and inbye wintered .groups raade gains of 29*5 and 31*0 pounds respect¬
ively. In the 1952 trial the inbye ^ wintered .group of hoggs, while making
summer gains (30,5 pounds) comparable with the hill and inbye wintered groups,
did not male© as great total gains from weaning to first mating as did the
away wintered group (34»5 pounds) because of the poor gains sad© in the early-
part of the winter period. The gain from weaning to first mating of this
group was, however, still equal to that of the inbye group (30.1 pounds) and
superior to the gain mad# by the hill wintered group (25*3 pounds) •
At first mating ths body weight arid body condition of the hoggs were
affected by the wintering treatment even after the summer recovery period.
Heft x Wintering Interaction
During the wintering period the live weight response of the kogga from
the different hefts to tho four wintering treatments was similar. Because
tho hefts were distinct breeding unite ae well as having distinct vegetation
and location differences from each other, it was thought possible that Uoggs
from one heft eight be better suited to one particular wintering method more
than to another. The absence of any heft x wintering interaction would tend
to suggest that hoggs from a wider range of conditions would respond similarly
to thoso wintering methods.
When the hOgge wore returned to the hill in April, it would be expected
that heft differences in vegetation and location would be apparent. Although
there were small heft differences, there was no indication, in the 1952 trial,
of any interaction between the heft and the treatment. At the Juno recording
in the 1953 trial, however, there was a significant hoft x wintering intor-
action, indicating that, in the early part of the summer at least, hoggs from
soma/
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Bono bafts gave a greater responoe to certain winterings than to others,
Hoggs from loghall heft gave a reduced response to hill wintering and hoggs
from West Parle hoft gave a reduced response to away wintering over this period.
Hoggs from the "rent hoft gave a superior response to hill and away & winter¬
ing, wails hoggs from the West Park gave a superior response to the lribye
wintering. The interaction response disappeared by first mating. Further
work is required to substantiate those findings, but the presence of the
heft x wintering interaction in the oarly part of the summer period of only
one trial and absence at all other times suggests that similar results could
be obtained over a wider range of looation and vegetation types than were
vested in this study.
King at al» (1959) have also reported that for growth, wool production
and oarcaac characters, breed and plane of nutrition difference «s apparent,
but there was an absence of genotype - environment interaction. Thie
suggested that local breed .adaptation was unlikely to bo of major signif¬
icance in respect of the charactora studied.
The affect of the Wintering Treatments cn hature Body 'eight
In long term studies of growth in laotatlng animals, live weights and
body measurements are complicated by pregnane?. The body weights of the
ewos were taken annually six to eight weeks after the lambs were weaned*
The snail differences in the average body weight at first mating of the
groups of owes which were hogg wintered differently disappeared after the first
production year. Table HVI shows the means of the body weight of tho group*
of ewes taken annualiy in October. Tho body weight of the groups of ones at
maturity continued to increase with the increasing ago of the ewss. The
body weight of the ho gs that had boon away wintered in both years and that
of the hogge away -£ wintorad did not increase in body wei#t over the first
production/
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production year, whereas all the other groups did so. It would appear that
only the away and aw h wintered groups wore mature by first mating#
Table LVI* The mean body weight (lb. adjusted*) of the routes of ewoa
irt tjie October of the production years and at first matings.
having received four different hogg wintering troatmonts
Hill Away Inbye Inbye |/Away
1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953
lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.
Oct. 1st
Mating 95.0 96.8 102.7 100.7 98.7 16.3 99.8 104.2
Oct. 1st
Prod. Tr. 104.4 99.7 102.0 99.7 104.2 98.4 105.1 IG4.0
Got. 2nd
Prod. Tr. 105.0 107.8 105.6 104.5 104.7 103.8 106.1 109.2
Oct. 3rd
Prod. Yr. 1U.5 121.3 112.2 120.2 110.6 118.4 U5.3 125.9
* Adjustment for barren owes (p. 22).
The affect of the wintering Treatments on the Skeletal Develorraont
(a) Cannon Hone. Changes in live weight with age constitute a measure¬
ment of the rate of body development. However, then studying the Influence
of different levels of nutrition, the live weight is not a particularly
accurate measurement of the stage of body development or of condition unless
the size of the animals is similar. In this otudy the cannon bone as been
used as a moaouro of tho effect of the wintering treatments on early maturing




Table LVII. The nean inoroaaos In cannon bono len>rfeh (ok.)
over tho yrintGrla? treatment nerlod of the ' you^'a of hours' (1952 trial)
having received four different wirrfc erin* tx^.-itfonto
Hill Away Inbye Inbye |
Oct. 1 to Jan. 6 0.26 0.53 0.30 0.61
Jan. 6 to Apr. 1 0.19 0.76 0.57 0.02
Total V/intoring Period 0.45 1.29 0.87 O.63
The cannon bono growth ia arrested under periods of sovoro nutritional
restriction. The correlation between tho body weight changes during the
winter and tho changes in the length of the cannon bono was r a 0.764, which
showed that only 53 per cent of the variation in tho changes in tho length of
tho cannon bono was related to tho body weight changes. This nay bo
partially explained by the fact that unliho body weight, pure bone measures
do not readily show a reduction in length.
Tho increase in length of cannon bone during the summer recovery period
after the wintering treatments is given in Table LVIIX.
fable LVXIX. The mean inorease (cm.) in oaanon bono length
from April 1 to October 29 of tho -tonus of' hoggs (1952 "trial)
'tqving roooivod four different ho-": wintering trout "ants
Hill Away Inbye Inbyo §
Length on
Oct. 29, 1953 19.16 19.58 19.70 19.50
Apr. 1 - June 22 O.58 0.21 0.41 O.54
Total Summer Q.76 0.21 0.51 0.74
Total Oct. 1952 -
Oct. 1953 1.21 1.50 1.38 1.37
When tho hoggs wont on to tho summer hill gracing, tho groups that liad
made/
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made little growth of cannon bono during the wintor made large gains in the
first half of the ewr, whilo tho away wintered group of hoggs, which had
roado comparatively large increments during the winter, made only emll gains.
However, the hill wintered group of hoggs did not soaks an great a gain in
cannon bone length as the away wintered group did over the winter and summer
periods. The correlation between winter* gain and summer .gain was r « -0.985*
which showed that for tho externas of this experiment th© summer gain in
cannon bone length was strongly inversely related to the previous winter gain
in length* Thero was also a strong correlation (r « 0.989) between the mean
early sumer live weight gain and the mean increase in the length of tho
cannon bam over this period.
The length of the oannon bone was taken after tho seoond, third and
fourth production years* Unfortunately it was not possible to record the
length after th® first production year. Between first mating and the second
production yo&r and subsequent years only minor increases in bone length took
place. The hill wintered group of heggs at first mating was still signif¬
icantly shorter in hind cannon bone than tho other throo groups, but by th©
second production year, although tho tendency still persisted, the differences
wore not significant. It appears that the growth impulse of thie bono ondsd
at about 12 months of age for the away wintered group of hoggs and 15 months
of ago for the other throe groups.
(b) Pelvie Bone. The distance botwoon th# hook ai*l pin bonoe has been
used in this study to indicate the effect of the wintering on the development
of the later maturing skeletal parts, Criohtoa at al. (1959) used width of
hooks as a measure in dairy animals and found that their development was not
Complete at six years of figs. The measure of the hook to the pin by calipers
includes/
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includes the cover of fat, wool and other tissues, and so co ridIt ion. does
affect tire determination of the mature length. Criohton et al. aleo suggest
that the tubor co::ae are seoondaxy centres of ossification and are known to
continue .^rowing until they have become completely fused with the ileum.
Table L1X shows the effect of the winterings on the growth of the pelvic
bones during the treatment period.
Table hl\« The mean changes in r>alvlo bono length (era.)
from October 1. 1952. to April" 1. 1953. of the '.groups or Blackface hoggs
(1932 trial) having received four different ho/rr wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbye -&
Oct. 1 - Jan. 6 -0.05 0.80 0.50 0,50
Jan. 6 - Apr. 1 0.03 1.25 0.41 -0.03
Total Winter Change -0.02 2.05 0.91 0.47
The winterings which restricted body weight had a similar effect in
restricting the growth of the pelvic bono. Tho correlation between the body
weight changes and the changes in pelvic bone was r » 0,899.
The growth of the pelvic bone during the summer period is given in
Table LX»
Table hX. The mean changes in pelvic bone length (era.)
from April 1, 1953. to October 29. 1953, of the troupe of Blackface fao-tga
(1952 trial) having received femr different hog; wintering treat -onts
Hill Away Inbye Inby© &
Apr. 1 - June 22 0.98 0.27 0.47 0.84
June 22 - Oct. 29 1.10 0.73 0.98 O.98
Total Summer 2.08 1.00 1.45 1.02
Oct. lt 1952 -
Oct. 29, 1953 2.06 3.05 2.36 2.29
Table/
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Table LX shows that the groups of hoggft #tloh received the greatest
body weight restriction during the winter mad© the greatest amount of pelvic
growth over the early part of the summer. In the second part of the summer
period the away wintered group of hoggs, although still the smallest gain
amongst the groups, was only slightly behind the®. This may havo been due
to the effect of the condition of the a . imal on the measure* The correlation
between the live weight response in the first part of the summer and the pelvic
bone increase was r « .984.
Over the winter and summer periods the amy wintered -group showed the
largest gain in pelvic length, with the hill, inby© and inbye groups of
hoggs similar in total gain.
The pelvio measurement was taken after weaning in each production year,
except the first, when the observation could not be made. After the second
production year and subsequently, there were no noticeable differences between
the pelvio measure of the groups of hogge. From October, 1953* to October,
1955* the hill wintered group gained 0.89 centimetres, while the away, inbye
and inbye | wintered groups gained 0.18, 0.49 and 0.68 centimetres. It
appeared that the away wintered group had matured in pelvic length by first
mating, October 1953* while the other groups matured in this measure at a
later date than this (in this study not precisely defined), but before the end
of the second production year.
The Sffeot of tha Wintering kothod on the Fleeoe Weight
In the hogg year the average fleece weight of the groups of hoggs was
direotly related to the wintering treatment. This is in agreement with the
findings of Baviss (1954) and Smith (1953)» Several workers (Gianton et al.,
19591 Daly and Carter, 1955i Coop, 19531 Slon and Whiting, 1952) have shown
that winter food supplements fed to hoggs and ewes increased the fleeoe
weights/
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weight© over those not supplemented.
It would appear fxoa the high correlation (r o .982) found between the
fleece weight and the weight gains during the winter that the major influence
in causing the fleece ml d*t differences between the groups was the level of
nutrition. Prom the modem concept of growth and development it would be
expected, fro® the examples of other tissue relationships, that wool growth
is a result of interrelations between level of food and growth stimulation.
Coop (1953) in Sow Zealand has demonstrated t'u© existence of a marked mmonal
rhythm in wool growth, having a maximum in midsummer and a minimum in mid¬
winter, when dry ewes were kept indoors on an even plane of nutrition.
Mutritlon, pregnancy and lactation all modify the rhythm, vMle temperature
and humidity do not appear to do no. In reviewing the literature Coop (1953)
stated that the confusing evidonoe a© to whether or not growth of wool is at
a constant rate throughout the year was duo to the confounding of the seasonal
fluctuations in level of nutrition. While the fundamental cause of the
seasonal rhythm remains obsoure, Mldman (1957) has demonstrated a photo¬
periodic regulator/ mechanism. Praeer and Short (i960) reported that the
involvement of the endocrine system in wool growth had been established.
Ferguson (1958) reviewed the results of increasing the wool growth by injec¬
tions of thyroxin®. 31en and Conr.oll (195*8) showed that the administration
of estradiol intramuscularly caused a significant reduction in the average
weight of clean wool and suggested that this was a result of lowered thyroid
activity and adrenal cortioal stimulation.
In the 1952 trial there were no noticeable differences between the
average fleece weights of the groups of owes which had received difforont hogg
wintering treatments. In the 1953 trial, while the differences were not
significant, there was a tendency for the fleece weights of tho owes which had
boen/
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boon hill and inby© hogg wintered to be lighter than the away and away is
groups. The more severe weight losses during the hogg wintering period may
have penmncntiy affected the efficiency of wool production. Hugo (1953)
found that all primary follicles were present at birth and, in Merino sheep,
the number of secondary follicles increased up to four months of age. H«
found that a low level of nutrition did not affect the numbor of follicles
and so deduced that the decrease in wool weight due to the low level of feed*
ing must be caused by the production of shorter and thinner fibres. Burns
(1953) has shorn that new secondary follicles may be noted is skin sections
of Blackface lambs up to twelve weeks and possibly up to seventeen weeks of
age. If this is so, then it is unlikely that the hogg wintering treatments
would affect the follicle population. Althou# the possibility of a perman¬
ent reduction in the efficiency of wool growth due to the action of stress
on hormonal activity cannot bo overlooked, t?*o present data suggest that the
effect is only of minor Importance.
The affect of the hIntorim? Treatments on Fertility
The Degree of Barrenness. In this study barrenness was defined as the
failure of a ewe to produce a full term lamb. This included the failure to
conceive, early embryonic deaths and early abortions.
In the 1952 trial there were no significant difference;:; in the degree of
barrenness between the tgroups of ewes that had been hogg wintered differently.
In the 1953 trial the group of hoggs which were away wintered until January
before returning to the hill had a significantly lowor incidence of barrenness
than the hoggs which wore away wintered for the whole winter.
The average incidence of barrenness mo similar in both trials (7.4 -
1952i 7*3 * 1953)» In the 1952 trial, however, there was a aignifioantly
grantor/
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greater degree of barrenness in the first two production years than in the
final two, while in the 1953 trial the incidence was consistently similar
over the four production years.
Jones (1958) has shown that, at Slenaaugh, owes born from 1945 to 1951
had percentage incidence of ewes barren to the rata of 9, 8, 7 and 6 per cent
respectively in their first, second, third and fourth production years.
Season appeared to be the largest variable.
The away hogs wintered group of ewes was consistently above average in
incidence of barrenness in the two trials, while the inbye hogg wintered groui
was consistently lower than average. The hill bogg wintered group had a
lower incidence of barren ewes in the 1952 trial than in the 1953 trial.
The group of ewes hogg wintered inbye until January had a higher than average
inoidenc© of barrenness, while the group of ewes wintered away till January
had a lower than average incidence*
The effects of hogg wintering treatments on the degree of barrenness of
the groups of ewes would, if present, be acre obvious in the first production
year. Bavies (1954) showed that in the first year consistently high incid¬
ence of barrenness occurred in ewes wintered at particular centres where body
weight gains wore poorer than their contemporaries. This was not apparent
in the study being reported, for the high and low gaining groups had similar
degrees of barrenness, whereas the inbye hogg wintered group had similar
weight losses over the winter period to the hill wintered group and yet varied
widely in the degree of barrenness. Bavies (1954) may have been reporting
that other factors (ouch as mineral nutrients) were confounding the results.
Philips et al. (1945) working with range sheep in Utah found that the fertility




which war© outstandingly well jpowi in thoir first production year a high
lambing percentage, 124 por cant, was recorded, but the ewes failod to
maintain this level of fertility. Donald (1958) has pointed out the impor¬
tance of condition of the ewe at mating time, for in the study reported by
him, not only did tho li^itest ewes produce many twins and tho heaviest many
singles, but also different years with tho earn© twinning rate occurred,
although the mean ewe waists at mating were different. Fraser (1957)
reviewed the work on the praotio© of flushing and concluded that tlx® success
of tlx© practice wae influenced more by the condition of the ewe than by the
actual body weight. Footo et el. (1959) reported that for yearling ewes the
way they grew out was sore important in determining their ovulation rate than
their nutrient supply at the time of breeding, at least fox animals continued
on the same level of feeding as that at which they wore grown out.
Under the conditions of tho trials restricting the growth of hogge during
tho winter did not affect tho twinning capacity of the owes but tended to
alter their distribution over the production lifetime.
Tho Effect of the Wintering Treatment on Lamb Production
(i) Correction for Sex and Twinning. In order to avoid the statistical
complications arising from sex and twinning, corrections were worked out for
converting lamb weights to the equivalent of male singles.
Simple additive factors wore used within seasons. Table LXI, for the
four years of tho 1952 trial, and Table LXII, for the four years of the 1953
trial, show the adjustments that were made to tho birth weight and tho dally




Table LXI. . Tha means of the annual corrootlon factors (lb.) used
£©gadjusting observed laab y-efitts and , tain to those of ola'tlo
sal© Iss&e of the ,®x>ym of ewes (1942 trial) bavin? rocotvod
different hom ■wixxtorlm treatments
Birth ft. (lb.)




1954 1.25 5.87 5.72
1955 - 0,30 1.50 1.55
1956 0.34 1.23 1.60
1957 ,0,40 IM
Moan 0.42 2.67 2.m
1954 0.005 0.076 - 0.026
1955 - 0.022 0.024 0.048
1956 0.010 0.033 0.021
1957 0.012 0-079 p.opo,
Moan 0.006 0.053 0.033
-Table LXXI. The means of the annual correction factors (lb.) used
for, adjusting observed lamb wois&ts and main to those of sin,?le
male lambs of the igeupa of owes (1951 trial) having received





















Mean 0.12 1.24 2.32
















Moan 0.008 0. 39 0.093
The influence of sex and type of birth on lamb -weights varied from yoar
to year. This has been notod by McLean (1952)# Donald (1938) and Donald and
Purser (1956). In the study being ro;)ortod the eraallness of the subgroups
raay/
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may have contributed to this variation. It would have been more accurate to
use adjustment factors for each treatment group within years, but the srcallnoss
of each subgroup made this impracticable.
Apart from the large adjustment to be mad© for the twin lambs bom to the
maiden ewes (1954)» the adjustment appeared to be within the ranges given by
Donald (1953) for aged Blackface ewes rearing cross-bred lambs. 23© adjust¬
ment was made for the date of lashing. Only negligible correlations were
found for data of lambing and birth weight and for date of lambing and gain
to weaning. beveral workers have reported that birth weights increased as
lambing proceeded (Hammond, 1932? Donald arid McLean, 1935? Mabeaa, 1952?
Jones, 1958) • However, Donald (1958) showed that under hill grazing con¬
ditions (1,000 feet) they Increased significantly only once in five years.
M M M!♦ bijrth w*igfct ras taken as an indication of the
strength of the lamb at birth. Several workers (Purser and Roberts, 1953?
Gill and Thompson, 1954? Purser and Young, 1959) have shown that the weight
of the lamb at birth does influence the chance of survival.
Over the lifetime of the groups of ewes of both trials no noticeable
differences occurred la the birth weight of the lambs due to the hogg winter¬
ing treatments. However, in the first production year certain treatment
differences were apparent. In the 1952 trial the average birth v,eight of the
lambs bom to the group of owes away hogg wintered was 0.8 pounds heavier than
lambs frcra e.veo of the other throe groups. This difference was not signific¬
ant, however, Rhea tasted. In the 1953 trial the away jt kogg wintered group
of owes gave birth to lambs in the first production year significantly
(P<.05) heavier (0.85 pounds) than those born to the hill hogg wintered group
of ewOtt. Many workers (Giant01* ot al«, 1959? 81m and Whiting, 1952 b) have
found/
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found that supplementing owes during the winter period produced lambs heavier
at birth than ewes not supplemented. Oill and Thompson (1954) found that,
rdth ewes cm 1same pro-lambing level of feeding, body development and
condition ms an influence on the weight of the lamb at birth. Jones (1958)
shewed that in ewes lambing at two year© of age for the first time, the
development and condition of the owe influenced the weight of the lamb at
birth.
Taking the weight of the lamb at birth as an indicator of the condition
of the owe during gestation, then it would appear that the away hogg wintered
group of owes in the 1952 trial and the away •§• hogg wintered group of ov;os in
the 1953 trial wore in better condition than their contemporaries.
Apart from the exception of the first production year of the 1952 trial,
the data agree with J ones (1954) and Starke ot al. (1958), who reported an
improvement of birth weight of the Lambs as the ewes aged.
In the final production year of tho 1952 trial the hill and inbye ■& hogs
wintered groups of ewes gave birth to significantly (F < *05) heavier lambs than
the ewes of tho other two groups. It cannot bo told from these data whether
this reflected a difference in wearing ability of tho ewes as a result of
these hogg wintering treatments. Ho such difference appeared in the final
year of the 1953 trial.
(lil) Rate of Gain to .ennina. The rate of gain to weaning of tho lambs
from tho groups of ewes was taken as an indication of the effect of the hogg
wintering treatments on the nursing capacity of the ewo. In the 1952 trial
no noticeable differences occurred in the rate of gain from birth to weaning
of lambs from the groups of ewes having received different hogg wintering
treatments. Doney (1955) showed that under hill conditions the growth curve
in August and September was almost flat and young lambs and slow growing lambs
have/
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have mad© up for their late start* Any effect the hogg wintering treatments
may have had, on both pre-natal and post-natal growth of the lambs, appeared
to have been compensated for by weaning time.
In the 1953 trial, however, the hogg wintering treatments did affect the
growth rat© of the lambs bom to the owes. In the 1 if©time averages the
growth rat© of the lambs from the hill and ihbye wintered groups was signif¬
icantly (? <.05) lower than that of lambs from the other two groups. In
the first production year lambs bom to the hill hogg wintered group of ©woe
had a significantly (P <.01) lower growth rate than lambs of any of the other
three groups# The severe loss in weight in the hill hogg wintering treat¬
ment in the 1953 trial was sufficient to cause a reduction in the weight of
the lamb at weaning. The lighter weight of the lamb at birth and the lowered
growth rate in the first production yoar would suggest that ewes of this group
were immature at first mating. Althou^i there was partial recovery in the
later production years, there remained a tendency for the ewes of this group
to produce lambs with a lower then average growth rate throughout their
production lifetime.
Koll (1939)t studying the effect of age at first mating, has ehown that
with dairy cattle, delaying mating until 27 months the cows gave a significant¬
ly greater yield over throe lactations than those mated at 18 months. The
apparent immaturity of the hill hogg wintered e-sos at first mating may have
prevented the full expression of milk production. Body weight was increased
at the expense of the milk production. It is recognised also that an
excessively high roaring intensity depresses milk yield (Hansson, 1956I
Swaneon and Sparw, 1954)* Ho significant Indication was given in either
trial that this point had been reached in any of the treatments, but the away
wintered group of ewes in the 1952 trial having mad© the greatest gains
during/
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during development* produced lambs having the slowest growth rate.
Ther® was an obvious tendency in both trials for the growth rate of the
lambs to improve with the age of the ©we. This was noted by Jones (1958).
The ben.tth of the Production Lifetime of the |ga&
The number of production years & owo stays in the flock i3 an economically
important factor in sheep farming. Although in neither trial was there
shown to be significant difference? between the differently ho®j wintered
groups of «weo in the percentage of production yoare, the mean percentages
revealed that th© hill hegg wintered group In th© 1952 trial and the hill and
inby© hogg wintsrod groups of owes in the 1953 trial had lower than average
percentages.
Swes were lost to production on death, bad udder, inability to roar a
lamb satisfactorily, pining and other debilitating troubles» However,
culling wan only undertaken whan it was absolutely necessary. Certain hefts
were affected moro than ethers and in th© hill hogg wintered group th© ew©s
from tho Howgate heft responded very poorly to the hill win taring regime in
the 1952 trial. As the hogg wintering practice up to 1952 had been to away
winter the hoggs, no ©elaction for the hill wintering regime had been
practised.
G35EEAL HtSCUSSICar
Tii0 results of this study emphasis© that the live weight response made
by ho,23s to a particular winter grassing regime varies widely from year to
year# This indicated the need to evaluate the wintering methods over a
number of yearn wit ion would include the extreme in climatic conditions.
The live weight of hoggs wintered on a total grassland diet reflects
closely the quality and quantity of the herbage available to them. Hoggs
grassing on the natural hill herbage in winter would be expected to lose
weight because of the quality of the foggage and the lack of new herbage
growth in spring. In this study losses of 7.1 sand 13*1 pounds were recorded
in 1952 and 1953 respectively. Hoggs wintered on good lowgrouad pasture in
winter csouid be expected to gain in body weight because the quality of the
herbage available is good and the location such that late auiurm and early
spring growth of grass nay occur. tlaina of 16«6 pounds and 9*7 pounds were
made in the 1952 And 1953 trials respectively and correspond with those
reported in the literature# hive weight gains of hogge wintered on improved
inbye fields would he expected to be intermediate between the hill and low-
ground wintered groups# Although the quality of tae herbage available to the
hogga could be good, the high elevation would tend to reduoe any late autumn
and early spring growth. In the trials being reported hogga wintered on
inbyc fields gained 0#4 pounds in body weight in 1952 and lost 12.5 pounds in
body weight in 1953*
As the results ware obtained at only one location, general application
would be unwise, but as Castlelaw Hill is similar to large areas of the
Southern Uplands of Scotland and as there was almost complete absence of
heft x wintering interactions, it would 000m that the resulta ray have wider
application/
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application than to these conditions under which too study was conducted*
Sines it .has been shown that iha wintering trsafcaont wM gxmtly affectad
by the year, then it is sore infom.itiv© to regard too wintering treatments
as levels of nutrition and to compare the heggs which had hem well grown over
this period to those that had teen heavily restricted. The assumption has
to be mad© that body gains produced under different grasiag conditions
are similar in composition.
hgctri.ot.au. y. ..bnreetrioted Growth during ..latarla* Period
i!h© groups of hogjga which were most severely restricted In body weight
growth during the wintering period were the hill wintered groups in the 1952
and 1953 trials and the iahye wintered gsunp of the 1933 trial. Lose of body
weight wa» ?♦!, 13.1 and 12.5 pounds respectively. She .roups of hogga which
aada the greatest gain during the winter period were the groups which mm
away wintered in 1932 and 1953 and the group which mm inbye wintered. in 1952.
The gain in body weight « 16.6, 9.7 and 0.4 pounds respectively.
Restricting growth during the hogg wintering period made to® weight of
the hegge at first sating approximately 4 pound® lighter than those which had
raado growth during this period. % the October of the first production year
this difference had disappeared. The mature skeletal ©is® was not affected
by the restriction of growth daring toe bogg wintering period.
2» the boggs which had boon restricted in growth during the winter period
wool production was reduced by approximately 1.5 pounds per fleece in the kogg
year. In subsequent production year® the differences in fleece weight of the
ewea having received different hogg wintering treatments were net significant»
but there was a tendency for the fleece weight of the having received the




Undar the conditions of the two trials, restricting the growth of hoggs
during the hogg wintering period did not appear to affect the incidence of
barrenness c? the ewes significantly, there being a slight tendency for the
ewes which had net received a check in growth during the hogg wintering period
to have a greater incidence of barrenness.
The average lifetime incidence of tv/inning was not affected by the method
of hogg wintering, although in the first production year of the ewes of the
1952 trial differences in twinning percentages were noticed between the groups
having been hogg wintered differently. This was not repeated in the 1953 trial
and nay have been due to the fact that in general the first production year
of the 1953 trial produced vary few twins. However, the high lambing percen¬
tages in the unrestricted hogg wintered groups of ewes in the 1952 trial were
not sustained in subsequent production years and high and low incidences of
twinning were balanced out over the productive lifetime.
The restriction in trie growth of the hoggs did not affect the birth weight
of the lambs from the groups of ewes averaged over their lifetime. However,
in the first production year of the 1952 trial the lambs from the away hogg
wintered groups of ewes ware slightly heavier than lambs from the ewes of the
othor three groups and in the 1953 trial lambs born to the .groups of ewes
which were hill wintered were 3lightly lighter than those born to the away and
inbye wintered groups, lone of these differences reaohed significance
(?<.05).
In the 1952 trial the growth rate of the lambs was not affected by the
method of hogg wintering, but in the 1953 trial the lambs from ewes which
had been restricted in growth as hoggs were on average 2 - 2§- pounds lighter
than lambs from ewes which had net been restricted in growth during the hogg
wintering/
wintering period# In the first production year of the 1953 trial the growth
rats of lambs from the hill hogg wintered ewes was significantly (?.<..Gl)
lower than that of lambs from the other three groups of ewes#
Regarding the number of production years t!w owes remained in the flock,
there appeared to be a tendency for the groups of ewes which had had uninter¬
rupted growth as hoggs to have a higher percentage of production years than
those groups which had received a Choc: during development. This was not
significant, however.
The production characters studied wore not seriously affected by re¬
stricting the growth of the hoggs during the first winter. It was apparent
that average body weight losses of 13 pounds ovor this period wore approaching
the love! when the production of the owoc could be permanently damaged.
Groups receiving smaller body weight losses during the hogg wintering period
did have a tendency to lowered production in the first year, but this was
compensated for in subsequent years. There arc obvious dangers of misinter¬
pretation if the assessment of the effects on production of the hogg wintering
treatments is based on the results of the first production yea* alone*
The Return of the Bwes to the Rill ill January
In an attempt to overcome the reported loss in fertility associated with
a check in growth and yet to gain the economics of a shorter "off the hill1*
wintering period, the inbye & and tho away § wintering treatments were included.
Returning the ewes to the hill in Januaiy produced a greater live weight loss
than hoggs kept on the hill the v?holo winter. Summer gains were similar to
the more prolonged restricted (groups. In the 1952 trial, when the gain during
inbye r&ntoring from October to January was only 4*8 pounds, fertility appeared
to bo affected. Barrenness in this group of owes was particularly high in
the first production year and the incidence of twinning (11,1 per cent) in the
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first production year, althou# superior to the hill wintered groups (4*0
per cent) was lower than the away (29*6 per cent) and inbye (l8.5 per cent)
wintered groups. The hill wintered group of owes recovered in twinning
percentage in subsequent years to roaoh a lifetime average twinning percent¬
age similar to the away and inbye wintered groups, whereas the inbyo &
wintered group did not.
The away | wintered group of hoggs gained 14*8 pounds from Ootobor to
January and after the summer recovery period, had made live weight gains
equal to tho group of hoggs away wintered for tho whole winter period. This
group of ewos had a significantly (P^ .05) lower inoidonce of barrenness than
the away hogg winterod .group of ewes and a higher twinning percentage than
the other three groups. This interesting result is being further investigated
in trials whioh started in 1958, 1959 and I960 and the technique haa boon used
with success commercially on a neighbouring hill sinoe 1958. Tho technique
has proved particularly suitable because of no loss in production compared
with tho traditional practice of away wintering and because it moots the dairy
farmer's require-sont of being able to fertilise and look up the grazing in
February for th© early bite. However, those results indicate that tho
success of tlie practice depends upon tho ability of tho gracing to afford
good live weight gains up to tho tine tho hoggs return to the hill•
CONCLUSIONS
X. The study confirmed the findings of Davieb (1954) that the live
weight responses of hoggs to various wintering practices differed from year
to year. This finding pointed to the neoeosity of evaluating the effects
of wintering practices over the extraces of climatic conditions.
In the 1952 and 1953 trials respectively the hill wintered groups of
hoggs lost 7*1 and 13«1 pounds body welht, while those away wintered gained
16.6 and 9.7 pounds. The other two methods were intermediate. It is
recognised that the live weight gains made by the groups are dependent upon
the quality and quantity of herbage available during the period and this in
turn is related to the type of sward, management of the sward, location and
weather. Those factors interact to causo variation between years and between
the wintering methods.
2. As the trials were conducted over only two years and at one location,
it appeared to be more appropriate to characterise the hogg winterings by the
body weight changes occurring over that period. This did not consider dif¬
ferences in body composition which may have resulted from difference® in the
wintering methods. Evidence from the literature indicated that live weight
gain and the energy content of the body tissues may be affected by the com¬
position of the ration and the previous nutritional regime.
3. Under the conditions of the trials, hoggs hill wintered can be
expected to lose body weight. In this trial losses of 7«1 and 13.1 pounds
were recorded. Hoggs away wintered can be expected to make substantial live
weight gains and in the trial being reported gains of 16.6 and 9*7 pounds were
made. Hoggs wintered ihbye would be expected to make live weight gains inter¬
mediate between the hill and away wintering methods. In the 1952 trial this
was/
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was bo | but la the 1953 trial inbya vdatBring wm little better than hill
wintering. At hi# altitudes herbage growth during the wintering period is
unlikely and makes wintering on improved ihb e swards dependent upon foggage.
4. 'its® live weight gains made during the summer period following the hogg
wintering were strongly negatively correlated with the live weight gains made
during tho wintering period. Correlations between the gains of the winter
period and those of the early summer were found to be for 1952 r » -0.964s
and for 1953 * « -G#955» The greatest summer gain was 43»5 pounds and the
emelleat 18.0 pounds. Despite the ability of the groups whioli had been re¬
strioted in growth during the winter to make greater weight gains in the sinner
period, the groups of hoggs which were restricted during the winter were still
not as heavy as their unrestricted contemporaries by first mating. however,
by the time of the second pregnancy any differences that occurred at first
mating had disappeared.
5. The wintering treatments affected the rate of gala to maturity, but
mature body weight and mature skeletal Bias were not found to be significantly
affected. Skeletal development followed a similar pattern of development to
body weight prior to maturity (r « O.989 for cannon* r « 0.899 for pelvis
length). Neither the early maturing bone studied or the late maturing bono
gave any indication of being permanently affected by the periods of restricted
growth.
6. The fleece weight of the hoggs was closely associated with the winter¬
ing treatment (r » 0.982). In subsequent years of the 1952 trial there were
no noticeable differences in the average fleece weights of the group® of ewes
which had been wintered differently, but in the 1953 trial, when the weight
leases of the MIX and inbye wintered hoggs were 13.1 and 12«5 pounds respect¬
ively, there was a tendency for the average fleece weights of those two
strouna/
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groups to be loner than those of the away and away ^ wintered -groups.
7. Restricting the growth of hoggs daring the wintering period did not
appear to affect significantly the incidence of barrenness of tho owos either
in the first production year or in subsequent years. Regarding the twinning
percentage, in the first production year of tho 1932 trial the twinning per¬
centage improved with the increase in gains node during the bogg wintering
period. However, compensations occurred in subsequent years to make tho
average lifetime incidence of twinning of the hill, away and inbye wintered
groups similar. In the 1953 trial the twinning percentage was not affected,
either in the first production year or In the average lifetime Incidence, by
restricting the growth of tho hoggs during the hogg wintering period.
8. The average birth wight of tho lambs born to the groups of owes was
not found to be significantly affected by restricting hogg growth. however,
there was a tendency for the ewes which were more mature at first pregnancy
to have slightly heavier lambs in tho first production year.
9* In tho 1952 trial the rate of gain of the lambs from birth to weaning
was not affected by the hogg wintering method# However, in the 1953 trial
when the hill wintered groups of hoggs loot 13.1 pounds live weight over the
winter period, the growth rate of the amba from this group was significantly
(P<.05) lower than lambs from the away wintered group. Over the lifetime
of the ewes the lambs from the liill hogg wintered group averaged 2.5 pounds
lighter in body weight at 100 days of age than did those from the away hogg
wintered group.
10. Although the number of years the owes remained in the flock tended
to be lower for hill wintered groups of ewes than for the away and inbye
wintered groups, this difference did not reach significance in either trial.
11. The groups of hojgs which were returned to the hill in January
responded/
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responded differently in tho two trials. In the 1952 trial when the live
woif^it gain made before returning to tho hill was email (4.8 pounds),
fertility tended to be adversely affected, as indicated by tho greatest
Incidence of barrenness and the lowest twinning percentage. The other
characters studied appeared to bo unaffooted. In contrast in the 1953 trial,
when the gain made from October to January was 14.8 pounds, fertility tended
to be improved, as indicated by the group having the lowest incidence of
barrenness and the greatest twinning percentage. Further study is being
made to substantiate this observation.
12. As tho owes Aged, an increase in body weight, on increase in twin¬
ning percentage, and an increase in the birth weight and growth rate of the
lambs was observed. This would explain why the influence of the hogg winter¬
ing practioos was not so apparent after the first production year. Practices
which cause the ewes to reach first mating immature can be expected to affect
fertility and lamb production in the first year noticeably. In subsequent
years there appeared to bo, under the conditions of both trials, satisfactory
opportunity to make up on any deficiencies. However, if the hogg wintering
priotico was too severe, then permanent damage to production factors would
result. It would seem that under Cast1slaw conditions looses of 19 per cent
of the initial body weight over the hogg wintering period were approaching
this point.
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The body weight (lb.) of ho.trjo of the 1952 trial on Oct* 1
at tho start of the ho ?? wintering troatraonts
Hill Afjoy Inbyo Inbye |-
73 70 58 61
62 59 58 73
66 60 69 56
Boghall 75 63 64 71
73 68 85 62










" Mean 67.7 65.7 66.0 64.7
74 63 64 85
66 61 57 56
67 66 67 70
Howgate 68 70 74 76
60 65 77 54








" Mean 65.0 66.7 66.3 67.6
68 60 64 70
80 74 68 76
77 61 63 73
Front 71 77 72 66
79 73 78 73










" Mean 72.3 67.7 70.0 70.1
63 66 69 73
93 88 75 83
73 75 71 69
West Park 83 61 66 68
68 71 80 81










M Mean 74.0 72.3 72.1 74.1
Trat# Total 1,953 1,907 1,921 1,942
Tmt. Mean 69.7 68.1 68.6 69.3
AraggXTABLE2(a)












































The body v,-ei.-fot (lb.) of ho;yra of the 1952 trial on Jan. 8. 1953
old-say throttfr the ginterln,-* treatments
Hill Anajr Inbyo In^-o
66 74 60 66
61 64 71 69
60 65 74 57
BOidtiall 12 10 74 73
61 74 90 72






" Mean 63*6 10,0 73.3 68.6
69 71 68 93
61 65 60 59
57 71 73 78
Howgate 60 76 77 83
58 74 85 62
61 81 63 76
a, 65 74
Heft Total 412 503 491 525
rt Mean 58.8 71.9 70.1 75.0
64 69 69 76
66 76 67 81
69 62 52 81
Front 66 83 71 64
70 74 82 74
57 72 84 76
Ji, 65 67 73
Heft Total 455 501 492 525
" Mean 65.0 11,6 70.3 75.0
51 65 74 78
77 86 93 82
66 77 72 71
ftest Paiic 75 64 64 69
65 76 85 81










H Mean 65.7 73.4 74.4 77.7
Tmt. Total 1,772 2,008 2,038 2,074
Tat. Mean 63.3 71.7 72.8 74.1
APK3DIXTAB^l3(a)






























































The body .•ol.ht (lb.J of ho^g of M& 1952 trial on April 1. 1953
at the end of the wjntflgjtnjig. ta^taw&tjl.
Hill Away labye Inbye |-
65 93 58 63
53 79 70 61
55 76 72 53
Hoghall 72 84 70 69
66 82 81 68
51 84 74 51
-.72, 67 64,
Heft Total 429 577 492 429
n Moan 61.3 82.4 70.3 61.3
73 83 61 86
65 84 62 58
58 82 66 73
Howgate 63 36 75 74
55 91 73 55
57 96 60 64
4Q -.12- ——iSL. 64
Haft Total 411 601 IS2 474
M Mean 58.7 85.9 65.0 67.7
60 81 64 66
92 82 61 69
60 64 58 67
Front 6? 84 69 63
73 86 74 67






K Mean 6B.4 81.1 66.7 66.0
45 77 76 68
71 103 72 75
67 100 67 56
West Park 66 72 67 51
63 96 83 75
58 84 70 71
65 76 61
Heft Total 435 625 511 457
H Mean 62.1 89.3 73.0 65.3
Tiat# Total 1,754 2,371 1,932 1,822
Ttot. i^eaa 62*6 84.7 69.O 65.1
A??,£3IXTaIIjS(a)








































































?Ae body. ^Uht (.lb,) of hO£g cf Jio 2,552 trial oa Jaao 22. 1953
aftor Having received four wint aria.: treatments
iilll Amy Intay® Inbye ^
91 107 82 87
74 100 76 75
77 93 79 64
Bogbail 93 97 77 71
89 97 90 85
77 98 78 75
91 <p 77 88
Heft Total 594 639 559 545,f Mean 84.8 98.4 79-9 77.8
97 96 81 110
94 93 79 78
80 105 84 93
Kow^ate 93 107 95 106
73 109 101 73
73 110 79 85
—§3L 93 74 38
Heft Total 577 Vm 593 633M Mean 82.4 102.5 84.7 90.4
32 99 85 86
73 105 64 87
83 78 79 65
Front 82 104 99 85
80 100 98 93
64 105 108 94
81 98. 65 82
Heft Total. 570 G89 638 592
" Mean 8I.4 98.4 91.1 34.6
75 85 96 91
103 115 92 99
85 117 90 66«est Park 104 22 88 73
32 108 102 94
96 98 94 93
Heft Total "itf- "jij" l~ "St"
39.8 102.7 94.4 89.4
Tmt. Total 2,370 2,815 2,451 2,396
Tmt. Moan S4.6 100.5 87.5 85.6
APPtinPXXI'J aia5( )








































































Tho bod:/1 wel,#it (lb.) of horr/ra of the 1952 trial on Oct. 29. 1953
after haviix- rooelvod four wlntorin/t trcatnonto


























































































































































Tmt# Total 2,660 2,876 2,763 2,796
Trat. Mean 95.0 102,7 98.7 99.8
apfsstsixtable6fa)








































































m Mac sste&X $kq 122& J
9* .APFU 9i ,1^4 a othe. of u^,),
after gccejyltt: different hot:.: wint aria? treatnenta

















































































































































Tat. Total 2,116 2,420 2,329 2,279
Tat# l&oan 84.6 89.6 86.2 84.4
APPEIBIXTA3 «S7(a)
Thbanalysisofvarlancot obody?/ei.^ht(lb>)fggsth1952ial




















The "body (lb.) of t^jgjLSB22l2* ?'mii of **» 1952 trial&-■*&»- A-*--'./. .-f> .>.4^ CT ore V.*. »
on Pet. fe« 1954 C aonrox. .10 tntha. of aaei
after having received Aifforent ho-t-t yrintorlrx- treatments




























































































































































The analysis of variance of too b ;dv vciAt (lb.) of tbo Tour rrouns
of .owes of the 1952 trial on o£T. 6. 1954 fajrow^ 30 aiths. of W-sT"
Mdag yocolved four different hom wintering treatments
Source d.r« s.s. m.s. F
Total 96 11>071
Bet/eon Winterings 3 143 47.7 -
Within Winterings 93 10,928 117.5 -
143
APi'STOIX TABLE 9
The body weight (lb.) on Oct* 1. 1955 (?r>nrwr. 42 tnthe. of vro)
of the ggottoa of ewca [19^2 iti























































































































































Tho anal.vnla of variance of the body .oi &t (lb.) on Pet. I. 1955
(annrox* 42 sths. of a.xe) of tho xrouns of ewsTl^Sg'jizAaX)
toying .roooi,ygd four, different hoaff wlntorlnx troatraonta
Source d.f. 0.0* El.S, F
Total 91 7,412
Between Total Tmts. 3 28 9.3
Within Tata* 88 7,304 83.9
145
AP1T3IPIX TMM 10
The body weight (lb.) on Oct. 2, 1956 54 nths. of arre)
rf th<> ,"3?o"p« of. em*. (1952 trial) ""
having £SSSkiSX &Bgi dyXorost hey wintering troatnonta






















































































































































The bt3d:/ v/afaht (lb.) on bept. 12. 1057 (an rox. 66 n:ths» old)
of the groups of &m& (1952 trial]



















































































































Trat. Total 1,451 2,074 1,667 2,157
Trat. Mean 111.6 113.2 119.1 119.3
Ho. Observations 13 18 14 18
APPEHDIXTABLS11(a)
















































The o.ian,ces in body wel.^it (lb.) front October 1953 to October 1954
9f tty» 3. ft'., Wo (1955 trial)
bavin# received toxxe different ho.:# wintorin-; troatrsenta
Hill Away Inlays Inbye £
+ 16 - 13 ♦ 9 ♦ 5
- - 5 + 18 - 1
mm ♦ 5 + 15 -
Boghall + 14 - 9 ♦ 4 + 16
+ 7 «■» 12 ♦ 4 —
- 6 - 6 + 1 - 5
+ 18 ♦ 3 ♦ 9 + 12
Heft -loan + 9.8 - 5.3 ♦ 8.6 ♦ 5.4
+ 12 - 4 - 11
+ 10 - 12 - ♦ 5
+ 20 0 - 5 0
Howgat© ♦ 5 + 2 + 2 ♦ 6
- - 16 ♦ 2 - 3
- 9 + 2 - 2
mm - 3 - 2 ♦ 12
Heft ..can + 11.7 - 6.0 - 0.2 ♦ 1.0
+ 9 + 5 - 2 ♦ 4
+ 9 + 8 + 4 + 7
- 12 + 7 0 mm
Front «. ♦ 34 ♦ 5 + 2
+ 17 - + 2 ♦ 2
♦ 7 - 1 - 16 + 5
♦ 1 - 10 mm ♦ 15
Heft Mean + 5.1 + 7.1 - 1.2 + 5*8
«*» .. - 4 - 5
- 11 - 11 ♦ 14 ♦ 6
+ 2 - 7 + 22 ♦ 6
feet Park + 2 ♦ 6 0 + 9
+ 10 - 1 0 - 10
0 + 2 0 + 9
- 4 ♦ 4 - 5 ♦ 17
Heft Moan - 0.2 - 1.2 ♦ 3.9 + 4.6
Trat. Total ♦126 - 43 ♦ 79 +101
Trat. Mean + 6.0 - 1.65 + 3.16 + 4.04
Ho. Observations 21 26 25 25
APP.-IIDIXTAjtyg12(a)


































Themeanhindoannonb eio rth(ca .')tv rlsg^ ggafdevolomqit





























































Tho lenrth of the hind oannon "Bono (err,,) of ov?o UoI'm (1952 trial)
on Oct. 1. 1952, before four different wintering treatments ■-.•cro r.'.van
Hill Away Iribye Inhye ^
ia#7 19.4 18.0 18.1
18.2 18.5 17.8 18.8
16.7 17.5 19.2 17.2
3ogha.ll 17.9 17.4 18.0 19.2
18.4 18.7 20.2 16.9
17.4 17.7 18.8 17.6
.. 17-4 . WJA , , ilf3
Heft Total 124.7 127.2 129.3 125.1
M Moan 17.8 13.2 13.5 17.9
13.8 17.6 17.4 20.4
17.9 18.2 18.0 17.4
18.8 19.1 19.2 18.5
Howgate 17.2 18.6 19.0 19.0
18.O 13.2 19.0 17.4
13,2 10.2 17.2 17.4
17.2 1-3.0 18.0 17.3
Heft Total 126.2 127.9 127.6 127.4
* Mean 13,0 18.3 18.3 13.2
17.4 17.4 17.3 18.4
18,4 17.7 17.8 18.7
17.8 16.9 16.8 17.7
Front 17.7 18.2 19.0 17.6
13.4 19.2 18.1 18.3
17.8 18.0 18.2 18.1
17.7 18.0 17.5 18.0
Heft Total 125.2 125.4 124.7 126.8
" Mean 17.9 17.9 17.8 18.1
17.2 17.2 19*1 18.8
10.2 18.2 19.7 19.2
17.9 17.6 18.5 17.4
West PaxSc 19.2 18.0 18,3 18.5
17.2 17.8 I8.5 17.3
18.4 18.6 19.2 19.1
18.1 18.1 17,3 18.6
Heft Total 126.4 125.7 131.1 129.4
* Mean 1G.1 18.0 13.7 18.5
Tat# Total 532.5 506. 2 513.4 508.7
Tat. Mean 17.95 18.08 18.33 18.17
APP&IIHXT\3TJS,14(a)







































The length of the hind cannon bong (est.) of ay?e homo (1952 trial)
on Jan. 6, Ig&i- all^yr throu ii few different ho*,; wintorinT troat-'onta
Hill Away Inbye Inbys £
19.1 20.2 18.8 19.2
18.4 19.2 13.4 19.2
17.2 18.1 19.8 17.6
Boghall 18.0 17.8 13.1 1S.8
18.4 19.6 20.6 17.6
17.6 18.1 19.0 18.2
17.6 10.6 13.1 16.2
Heft Total 126.3 131.6 132.8 129,8" Mom 18.0 18.8 19.0 18.5
19.0 17.9 17.6 20.9
18.0 19.0 17.9 18.3
19.2 19.8 19.2 19.4
Howgat© 18.0 19.2 19.1 19.4
10.4 19.0 19.7 18.0
18.6 18.6 17.0 18.2
17.2 18.0 18.2
Haft Total 123.4 131.9 123*5 132.4
n u&m 18.3 18.8 18.4 18.9
18.0 18,2 17.3 18.6
18.4 18.2 18.0 19.2
13.2 17.4 16.5 18.0
Front 18.0 18.4 19.6 18.2
18.3 19.6 18.8 18.8
17.9 18.6 18.8 18.9
..... xa.2. 18.4 17.5 1.8.6
Haft Total 127.0 128.8 127.0 130.3
M Mean 18.1 18,4 13.1 18.6
17.0 17-5 19.3 19.5
13.4 18.4 20.2 19.6
13.1 18.0 18.6 18.0
West Park 19.4 18.4 18.2 19.2
17.6 18,2 19.1 18.2
19.0 19.4 20.0 19.8
13.8
„ lg.8 , . , 17.?,Hoft Total 12573 128.7 133.5 133.5w Moan 13.3 18.4 19.1 19.1
Tmt. Total 510.0 521.0 321.8 526.0
Teat. Mean 18.21 18.61 18,63 18.78
APP&TOIX'PA3LEJ lsl








































%e ,itf ^9 4*^, ,fr.<m,fat), flf, ,?¥* trt-al)
on April I* 1953. at the wad of four different hof&r wintering treatments
B1U Avsay Inbye Inbye k
19»6 21.3 19.4 19.7
18.7 20,0 18.9 19.2
17.2 18.9 20.5 17.6
Boghall 18.4 18.6 18,7 19.7
19.0 20,2 21.2 17.6
17.9 18.9 19.7 18.5
18.2 18,9 13.9 . 18.2
Haft Total 129.0 136,8 137.3 130.5
M Mean 18.4 19.5 19.6 18.7
19.4 18.6 18.0 21.1
18.2 19.7 13.0 18.3
19.2 20.9 19.8 19.7
liowgat© 18.2 20.2 19.9 19.7
18.5 19.5 20.2 18,0
18.6 19.7 18.2 18,3
17 *2 19.6 18.8 18.2
Hoft Total 129.3 133.2 132.9 133.3
" Mean 18.5 19.7 19.0 19.0
18.0 19.1 18.3 18.8
18.6 18,9 18.6 19.3
18.2 17.7 17.4 17.8
Front 17-8 19.3 19.9 13.4
18.7 20.0 19.2 I8.9
18.2 19.6 19.3 18,9
18.6 19.6 18.5 18.8
Heft Total 128.1 134.2 131.2 130.9
M Mean 18.3 19.2 18.7 18.7
17.1 18.1 20.2 19.4
18.2 18.9 20.5 19.6
18.4 18,9 19.1 17.9
lest Park 19.5 19.1 19.2 18.6
17.5 18.8 19.6 18.4
19.2 20.0 20.3 19.8
IS.8 19.3 18.9 19,3.
Heft Total
1
i28,f 133.1 13^.8 133.0
M Mean 18.4 19.0 19.7 19.0
Tmt. Total 515.0 542.3 539.2 527.7
Tmt. Mean 18.40 19.37 19.20 18.80
APPENDIXTABLE16(a)



























































Tho loivrth of t'le hind cgnnn bono (cr~<.) on June 22«
ESS *4 ntfrs. of a13 °r ISPS! OSS trial)
bavin: rooelvod four dif-Cerent ho,^; wintering troatnonts
Hill Away Inbyc Inbyo •§•
19.7 22.0 19.8 20.2
19.5 20*4 19.2 19.6
17.6 19.2 20.7 18.0
Bogball 19.O 18.6 19.2 20.2
19.3 20.3 21.8 18.1
18.8 19.2 19.9 19.0
18.4 19.0 19.2 18.4
Heft Total 132.8 I3O.7 139.8 133.5n Moan 19.0 19.8 20.0 19.1
20.0 18.8 18.7 21.7
13.8 20.2 18.3 18.3
19.7 21.4 20.1 20.0
Howgato 13.7 20.5 20.3 20.4
19.4 19.4 20.6 18.7
19.0 19.6 18.6 18.7
18.2 19.8 19.0 18.4
Haft Total 133.3 139.7 135.6 136.7rt Moan 19.1 19.9 19.4 19.5
18.6 19.2 18.6 19.2
18.9 19.1 18.9 19.7
13.6 17.8 18.0 18.2
front 18.3 19.4 20.6 19.0
18.8 20.2 19.6 19.4
19.0 20.1 20.1 19.4
18.3 19.8 18.8 19.4
Heft Total 131.0 135.6 134.6 134.3" toean 18.7 19.4 19.2 19.2
18.0 18.2 20.5 20.2
I8.9 19.1 20.8 20.4
19.I 18.8 19.2 18.6
feet Park 20.2 19.2 19.2 19.2
18.2 19.0 19.5 18.4
20.0 20.3 20.6 20.2
19.6 19.6 19.4 20.0
Reft Total 134.0 134.2 139.2 137.2w Moan 19.1 19.2 19.9 19.6
Tmt. Total 531.6 540.2 549.2 541.7
Tmt. Moan 18.98 19.58 19.60 19.30
APPETTDIXTABLS17(a)
TheanalysisofvariancetiervrtlifMMc n onbo(ogu) onJu o22.1951(a nrogu4athaofge)











































The 1earth of the hind cannon bone (ceu) on October 29. 1953 of owe ho.rs
(19-52 trial) havlac received four diOforortt rintorin ; troatgaata
Hill Away Iribye Inbyo \
20.0 22.2 20,0 20.6
19.7 20.5 19.6 19.9
17.9 19.0 20.7 18.1
Boghall 19.2 18.6 19.2 20.8
19.8 20.4 21.7 18.2
18.8 19.0 20.0 19.1
18.6 XM 19.3 18.6
Heft Total 134.0 138.8 140.5 135.3
" Moan 19.1 19.3 20.1 19.3
20.0 18.7 18.6 21.8
19.1 20.2 18.6 19.2
20.0 21.3 20,4 20.2
Howgate 19.0 20.6 20.5 20.4
19.3 19.4 20,4 18.8
19.0 19.6 18.6 18.7
13.6 19.7 19.2 18.6
Heft Total 135.5 139.5 136.3 137.9
H Moan 19.4 19.9 19.5 19.7
18,7 19.5 18.8 19.6
19.1 19.2 19.0 19.6
18.7 17.8 18.0 18.7
Front I8.5 19.4 21,1 19.2
18,8 20.2 19.6 19.5
19.0 19.8 20.2 19.4
18.8 19.7 19.1 19,3
Heft Total 131.6 135.6 135.8 135.3
w Mean 18.8 19.4 19.4 19.3
18.4 18.4 20.4 20.2
19.1 19.0 21.0 20,3
19.1 19.0 19.5 18.7
West Paris 20.2 19.3 19.5 19.6
18.6 19.2 19.6 18.8
20,3 20.2 20,8 20.2
19.8 19.4 19.4 20.0
Heft Total 135.5 134.5 140.2 137.3
" Mean 19.4 19.2 20.0 19.7
Tat. Total 536.6 548.4 552.8 546.3
Tat. Moan 19.16 19.58 19.7 19.5
APPE3PIXTABLS!"<*)











































The len.'Tth. of the hind cannon bone (cm.) on Pot. 1. 1955 of owes (1952 trial)
Hill Away Inbyo Inbye £-
20.0 22.3 20.4 20.8
- 20.6 19.6 20.2
— 19.2 21.0 18.3
Bogh&ll 19.0 18.8 19.3 20.9
19.3 20.6 21.8 I8.4
19.0 19.2 20.3 19.2
18.7 19.1 19.5 18.8
20.4 19.0 mm ma*
19.2 20,4 • -
21.2 mm -
Howgat© 19.2 20.8 20.5 20.7
- - 20.8 19.1
— «» — 19.2
— mm 19.3 18.8
18.9 19.6 19.0 19.8
19.4 19-3 — 19.9
— 18.0 18.0 «*
Front «** 19.3 20.8 19.4
19.2 - 19.6 19.9
19.1 20.0 20.0 19.6
19.1 *» ** 19.6
mm 20.5 20.4
19.2 19.2 21.5 20.6
19.2 18.9 19.8 18,7
West Park 20.6 19.3 19.6 19.8
~ 19.0 19.8 19.1
20.4 20.3 20.7 20.3
20.0 19.4 19.6 20.0
Tmt. Total 350.4 433.5 441.4 472.3
Tat* Moan 19.47 19.70 20.06 19.68
Ho. Observations 18 22 22 24
X9(a)




































I,a lor; rth of tins hind. cannon bona (oa.) on Oct* 2, 1956
of the ewaa 0.952 trial) having recoived
four different hofig wintering troatrionta
Hill Away Inbyo Iribya ^
20.0 a,9 mm 20.7
20.6 19.4 20.2
- 19.3 20.8 «.
Boghall 19.1 18.8 • mm
19.8 20.8 21.7 -
«MK 19.1 20.2 _
18.7 19.1 19.4 18.5
20.1 18.7
19.1 - - -
mm 21.2 — mm
Howgate 19.2 20.5 20.4 20.5
- - 20.8 19.0
- m* — 19.0
mm mm 19.2 18.5
10.6 19.6 19.0 19.7
19.2 19.2 - 19.8
— 17.9 — —
Front - — 20.8 19.4
19.0 «** 19.3 19.7
18,8 20.0 — 19.4
19.0 ** * 19.4
«■» mm 20.4 20.3
19.2 19.0 21.4 20.4
18.8 18.8 19.6 18.6
West Park 20.5 19.4 19.7 19.8
19.0 19.6 18.8
20.6 20.2 20.9 20.3
19.8 19.4 19.5 20.0
Tiat. Total 329.5 392.5 362.1 392.0
Ttat. ilean 19.38 19.62 20.12 19.60
Ko. Observations 17 20 18 20
APPENDIX7&3LS20(a)
Theanalysisofvariancetie ttheindc onjom(o :;.)oOct.2«j.j&


































?:■& len-rth of the hind oarmon bone (rr>,) on Scut. 12. 195?
of the e'.'/eo (1952 trial) havlm- received
fuur dii-reront ho :;-: wintering tmat-imts
Hill Avzay Inbyo Inbye £
20.2 22.2 21.0
.. 20.8 19.6 20.2
m 19.4 mm -
Bo^all 19.3 18.7 — mm
20.0 20.5 22.0 mm
— 19.3 20.4 •
18.7 19.3 19.6 18.7
20.4 13.6 mm
19.4 mm — mm
21.5 — —
ilorgat© - 20.8 20.6 20.8
— « 21.0 19.1
mm — «. 19.2
mm * 19.6 18.7
18.9 19.6 19.2 20.1
19.2 19.5 19.7
— 18.0 mm —
Front » ~ 21.0 19.4
19.2 mm 19*5 19.8
19.2 20.0 ~ 19.6
19.0 •* "" 19.5
mm 20.8 mm
19.4 19.2 21.4 20.6
19.3 mm 19.6 18.8
v»eot Park • 19.4 19.7 19.8
— 19.2 19.6 19.2
20.5 20.4 20.6 20.4
20.0 19.5 19.8 ao.o
Tnrt. Total 292.7 375.9 344.1 374.6
Tmt. Mean 19.51 19.78 20.2 19.71
Ho. Observations 15 19 17 19
ATVXIDIXTABLE21(a)




























ThemoanpolviobonaI fAh(era*)tv riousstagesfdev lopment



































































The lon/rtb of oslvla bong (cn.) of &m Ivj ;s (1952 trial)
on Oct. 1. 1952, before four different ho-^ wintorltt* treataants wore Aven
Hill Away Ifibye Inbye *g
19.3 19.0 17.2 18.2
13.6 18.4 18.6 20.0
18.5 18.0 15.5 18.0
Soghall 19.8 19.4 ly.o 19.4
19.2 13.9 2u.6 18.6
17.7 19.9 19.6 18.8
19.2 13.8 in.5 19,5
Heft Total 132.8 132.4 133.0 132.5
" Moan 19.0 13.9 19.0 18.9
20.0 19.0 13.2 20,0
18.9 18.0 17.9 19.0
19.2 10.7 13.9 19.0
Howgato 19.2 19.3 19.2 19.5
18.3 19.1 19.6 17.1
19.7 20.0 I8.4 18.8
16.6 17.6 n £ r. 19.5
Heft Total 131.9 132.2 130.7 132.9
M Mean 18.8 IB.9 18,7 19.0
18.8 13.0 18.5 18.8
19.6 19.0 19.6 19.8
19.6 18.2 13.4 19.2
Front 19.0 19.4 19.4 IS .4
20.4 19*5 18.7 19.2
19.0 18.4 19.6 19.4
19.2 18.4 18.3 19.0
Heft Total 135.6 130.9 132.3 133.8
M Mean 19.4 18.7 18.9 19.1
18.3 18.2 19*8 19.5
21.0 20.2 20,0 20.4
19.2 15.2 19.5 19.1
West Park 20.7 13.2 19.1 19.0
18.7 19.2 20.0 19.9
19.2 19.6 20.0 20.1
18.5 19.6 - 19.21T
Heft Total 135.6 134.2 137.8 137.2
" Mean 19.4 19.2 19.7 19.6
Trat. Total 535.9 529.7 534.0 536.4




















































































































» ->-(m ntT n" ">* ® 5 *
BummOk aaaa i »teaaaa— .fr.&
isMl
on JunTa. 1953,.. wife*" tfrrff*5s -our akatowpA ac^: rdntsxlflg .treatrjoats
Hill Away Inbya Inbye £
19.7 19.7 18,0 18.6
13.8 19.2 19-9 19.9
18.6 18.0 20.9 18.1
Bo^iaU 19.6 20.0 19«2 19.7
19.1 19.4 22.0 19.6
17.6 20.2 20.2 19.4
_.lf£54_ 19.9 17*9 l94
Haft Total 132*8 13^.4 - -A' - *13o. A 134.S
* lleac 19.G 19.5 19.7 19.3
19.5 19.8 19.0 21.0
18.8 19.2 17.6 18.6
10.9 19.3 19.6 20,0
Howgata 19.2 20.6 20.0 20,7
18.2 20.4 20,4 17.8
19.6 21.1 18.2 19.6
16.8 18.2 18.i 19.5
Haft Tot^l 131.0 138.6 132,9 137.2
" Meast 16.7 19.8 19.0 19.6
19.0 19.4 l?.l 19.7
19.2 19.6 20.3 20,0
20.0 18.9 13.0 20.0
Front 19.5 20.4 20.4 19.0
20.2 20.2 20.0 20,1
19.0 19.6 20.2 20,2
.. 19.7 19.1 18*5 . XM
Heft Total 136.6 137.2 136.5 138.4
w Mean 19.5 19.6 19.5 19.8
17.7 19.0 20.2 19.7
20.8 20.0 20.3 20.9
18.8 20.4 19.8 19.5
West Park: 20.3 19.4 18.9 19.0
18.7 20.4 21.6 20.4
19.0 20.4 20.4 21.0
18.3 .29.4 19*3 . . 19*6
Heft Total 134.1 140.Q 140.4 140.1
M Mean 19.2 29.0 .20.1 20.0
Tmt. Total 534.5 552.2 547.9 550.5
Trat. Mean 19.09 19.72 19.57 19.66
APP3IPIXTABLE24(a)























































Tholeruthof gal^/lo bona («?>.) of tho em ho (1953 trial)
on April 1, .1953. at th» ond of fog- airreVent h&SS winteriar tx-eataantfl
Hill Amy Inbye Inbyo •
19-7 21.6 19.0 13.6
18.8 20.9 20.0 19.6
18.7 19.8 20.3 18.5
Boghall 19.9 21.6 20.0 I9.7
19.4 20.5 20.9 19.5
17.7 21.5 21.0 18.9
19.-7.- 20..7... .. 1S;..4 . 19.7
Heft Total 133.9 US7& 141-1 134-5
" Mean 19.1 20.9 20.1 19.2
19-8 21.1 18.2 21.2
13.9 20.5 IS.8 18.7
13.8 21.2 19-7 20.0
Howgate 19.3 22.2 20,8 20.6
18.4 21.6 20.6 17.8
19.3 20.0 19.1 19.7
16.6 20.4 19.2 19.7
Haft Tot il I31.I 147.O 136.4 137.7
" Moaii 18.7 21.0 1$.5 19-7
19.1 21.0 is.2 19.7
19.1 20.7 19.9 19.6
19.4 19.3 19.3 19.6
Front 19.2 21.6 20.4 19.2
20.3 20.9 15>»8 20.2
19.3 20.3 20.6 20.2
20.2 20-9 13.8 19.4
Iloft Total "*l3c.6 I45.I *"l3^.0 137.9
rt Mom 19.5 20.? 19-7 19-7
17.4 19.7 20,8 19.5
20.3 21.6 20.6 20.8
18.9 22.0 20.0 19.2
Weet Park 1S-5 20.8 20.1 18.7
18,5 21.5 21-4 20.7
19.1 21.5 20.8 20.8
Heft Tot,al 133.8 lOT» 144.0 139.9
» £*30 19.I 21.2 20*6 19.9
Tart. Total 535-4 537-3 559.5 549-6
Ttet. Moan 19.12 20,97 19-98 19.63
APPSTOIXTA5LS25(a)






































































The length of pelvic bone (can.) on June 22, 1953 of the ewe hoares
(1952 trie))' having received four different hoq/c wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbye t
20.8 21.7 19.6 19.6
20.0 21.4 20.4 20.4
19.5 20.4 21.0 19.4
Boghall 20.9 21.8 20.0 . 20.2
20.4 21.0 21.6 20.6
18.8 21.6 21.6 20.1
20.9 21.3 20.2 20.8
Heft Total 141.3 149.2 144.4 141.3
" Mean 20.2 21.3 20.6 20.2
21.0 20.8 19.0 21.9
20.0 21.4 19.3 19.5
19.2 21.6 20.5 21.2
Howgate 20.6 22.6 21.4 21.6
19.4 21.7 20.6 18.6
20.0 22.2 19.8 20.3
17.7 20.3 19.5 20.8
Heft Total 137.5 150.6 140.1 143.9
M Mean 19-7 21.5 20.0 20.6
20.2 21.2 19.8 19.7
20.0 20.8 20.5 20.4
20.1 19.3 19.8 20.2
Front 20.1 22.1 21.7 20.6
20.9 21.1 20.5 21.3
20.5 21.2 21.5 21.0
20.8 20.9 19.2 20.0
Heft Total ~142.6 14£T6~ 142.0 143.2




West Park I 20.8 20.3 19-4
21.6 21.4 21.2
21.3 21.2 21.6
. , 21.9 20.9 20.4
Heft Total 141.1 148.2 " 144.1" 144.9
" Mean 20.1 21.2 20.9 20.7
Tint. Total 562.9 594.6 572.6 573.3
Tmt. Mean 20.10 21.24 20.45 20.47
glial




















































A ,;v-THIX T.Wfl 27
The lon/rth of aolvio bono (on.) on Oct* 29, 1993 of the otto ho-ras
(19,{32 "trial) ''having x^odlvoA tovae 'different ho rnntorirv.1 trcatnonts
Hiii Away labyo Inbye &
21.9 22.5 20.6 20.8
21.0 21.8 21.4 21.4
20.6 21.5 21.8 20.4
3ogh.aH 21.3 22.8 21.2 21.6
21.5 21.8 22.4 21.4
19.7 22.5 21.9 20.5
21.9 21.8 21.2 21.7
Reft Total 147.9 154.7 150.5 147.8
M Mean 21.1 22.1 21.5 21.1
22.2 21.4 19.9 22.6
20.8 22.1 20.4 20.6
20.4 22.8 21.6 22.0
liowgata 21.9 23.3 22.0 22.8
20.4 22.4 22.0 19.4
21.0 22.8 20.4 21.3
18.7 21.0 20.6 21.7
Heft Total 145.4 155.8 146.9 150.4
" Mean 20.8 22.3 21.0 21.5
21.0 21.6 21.0 21.4
20.8 21.2 21.7 21.4
21.8 20.3 20.5 21.6
Front 21.1 22.7 22.6 21.1
21.1 21.7 21.5 22.2
21.6 21.9 22.6 22.0
22.2 21.3 19.9 20.8
Hoft Total 149.6 150.7 149.8 150.5
w Mean 21.4 21*5 21.4 21.5
20.0 20.1 21.6 21.1
23.2 22.6 21.9 22.7
21.2 22.8 21.6 21.5
West Park 22.4 21.4 21.1 20.5
20.6 22.2 22.4 22.4
21.8 22.2 22.0 22.4
21.4 22.6 22.2 21.3
Heft Total 150.6 153.9 152.8 151.9
M Mean 21.5 22.0 21.8 21.7
Tint. Total 593.5 615.1 600.0 600.6
Tmt. Mean 21.20 21.97 21.43 21.45
27(a)
Theanalysisofvar ancoftlo -rthpolvibo( n,)Q t.29,1953













































The length of the pelvic bona (cm.) on Oct. 1. 1955 of tho erees
(1952 trial) bavin.* received four different Wlntgrimtrcatamtg
Hill Amy Inbya i'abya -§
22.3 22.3 20.7 22.6
22.1 22.1 22.1
*• 21*1 22«5 «•
Boghall 22.0 22.4 21.0 22.5
22.0 21.7 22.4 21.7
20.3 22.6 22.7 22.0
22.5 23.2 21.6 22.5
Ilowgat®
22.4 21.5 - «.
21.8 21.8 - •»
— 22.2 «•
22.3 24*1 22*4 22.9
— ~ 22.6 19*7
— — — 21.7
- 20.9 22.5
21.6 22.0 21.3 22.0
21.0 21.4 - 22.8
«> 20.6 20,3 -
• 23.0 22.6 21.8
23.0 «■* 21.1 22.5
21.5 22.4 22.2 22.3
22.0 21.6 - 21.4
« 21,8 21,8
23.6 21.9 22.6 22.9
21.5 22.6 22.0 22,0
22.7 21.6 21.4 21.8
• 22,4 22.8 22,3
22.8 22.5 22.5 22.9
21.9 22.4 22.2 22.2
Tat. Total 397*7 509.4 432.2 503.9
Tat. Moan 22.09 22.15 21.92 22.13
Ho. Observations 18 23 22 23
180
A??:^P1X TABUS 28(a)
Tho analysis of varianoe of the ioyvrth of the pelvic bona (an.)
on Oct. 1. 1955 of the ewes (1932 trill)
havin-? rooolved favx di Torent hofg? wintering treatmentfl
S urc© d.f. s.o. ra.a. F
Total 85 43.35
Between Winterings 3 0.72 0.24
Within Winterings 82 42.63 0.52
^v$m a?
n%& Xaaath of .pelviQ bona Cob.) on Pot. 2. 1956 of 3,r, &m& (1952 trial)
having received four dlfrorgnt wintering treatnxmtg
Hill Away Inbjo laby# k
22.5 22.5 *» 21.B
22,3 21.0 22,0
— 21.6 22.5 am
BogbaU 21.9 22,5 «. am
21,9 21.8 22.3 am
*■ 22.6 23.2 am
22*6 22.9 21.6 22.3
22,2 21.4 mm
21.5 — mm •
«. 22.0 mm —
Howsate 22.3 23.9 22.6 22.8
- 22.2 20,3
— • «. 21.6
20.6 22.3
21.6 22.2 21.5 21,1
21.1 21.9 * 22,4
«. 21.3 mm
Front - 23.1 21.9
22,8 21.2 22.5
21.6 22.3 am 22.2
22,1 mm "* 21,4
„ <m 21.8 21,8
24.1 22.0 22.8 22.8
21.6 22.3 21.8 22.2
West Park 22.5 21.6 21.3 22.0
*. 22,2 22.4 23.0
22.2 22.3 22.3 23.0
21.8 22.2 22.0 22.6
Tnt. Total 376.5 443.B 397.0 442.0
Ttat. Moan 22.15 22.19 22.05 22,10
Ho. Observations 17 20 18 20
182
MS Zffi
The analysis of ^rianoe of the length of pcIvIo bone (cm.) on Oct. 2. 1956
of 61708 (1952 trial) having received four different ho.-,*.-? rinterin? troatnonta
Source a.f. a»e* a.a. F
Total 74 29.92
Between Winterings 3 0.19 0.063 -
Within Winterings 71 29.73 0.419
A?23iI?IX TaBLS 30
\ps Lon,:th of the pelvio bono (oa.) on 12, 1957 of Jhg evm
(1952 trial) hqvin- rooeiv^d Ccvr diFFerent. hoKl.wiatorin^ tyegtmnta
Hill Away Iribye Inbye &
22.4 22.3 •» 22.2
« 22.3 21.9 21.9
21.1 mt -
Befall 21.9 22.2 mm -
22.0 21.6 22.8 •
« 22.2 23.2 •
22.2 22.7 21.9 22.4
22.4 21.5 <m
21.6 mm m*
» 22.4 mm mm
liowgato <•* 24.1 22.3 23.0
- — 22.4 20.0
. - 22.2
— 21.0 22.4
21.8 22.3 21,7 22.3
21.3 21.8 * 22.6
- 20. S mm -
Front » 22.5 21.3
22.4 ~ 21.5 22.3
21.9 22.2 - 22.3
21.6 mm 21.2
mm 22.0 21.6
24.4 22.1 22.3 23*4
21.9 • 22.0 22.5
West Park 21.7 21.4 22.2
m* 22.8 22.4 22.6
22.4 22.1 22.5 22.5
21.9 22.4 22.2 22.5
Tat. Total 332.1 420.6 376.5 444,2
Tat. &©on 22.14 22.14 22.15 22.21
So* Observations 15 19 17 20
APPS3DIXTABLS^1












































QtjJm 22» *953 of th& mm ho,:.-:B (1932 trial)
USSM& -gecoiyod. four different ,Uo,-gg interim treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbye £
5-2 5.2 4.7 4.7
3.8 6,3 4.1 5.2
4.5 5.9 4.8 4.4
Boghail 5.5 6,4 4.1 5.1
5.6 7.4 7.0 5.2
3.9 7.0 5.5 4.2
Heft Total -0- -M- -a-
" Mean 4.7 6.24 5.31 4.83
3.9 8.2 4.7 7.2
3.9 4.7 3.4 4.1
4.2 4.7 4.8 5.7
iiowgat© 3.2 6.0 4.6 4.6
3.7 6,4 4.3 4.4
5.2 7.7 3.9 4.1
3.ti, . j&i 4f? 5-Q.
Heft Total 2?.7 42.7 29*9 35.1
M Moan 3.93 6.10 4.27 5.01
4.5 6.2 6,1 5.0
3.8 6.7 4.0 6.0
3.9 6.7 4.0 3.9
Front 4.5 4.9 4.7 4.5
3.9 5.7 6.3 4.7
5.5 6.4 5*1 4.8
t ^i.l 6 »1 mmmHUtSmm
Heft Total 30.8' 42FT 35*9 33-9
" Mean 4.40 6.10 5.13 4.84
3.9 5.2 6.5 4.5
5.9 6,7 5.3 4.7
4.2 5.1 5.7 4.2
West ?aric 3.9 5.2 6.3 3.6
4,2 6.8 5.7 3.8
3.5 5.7 7.0 4.4
Heft Total 3l!'6 4U0 42^4 33^0
H Mean 4.51 5.86 6.06 4»71
fsit, Total 122.9 170.1 144.8 135.8
•Tat. Mann 4.39 6.07 5-17 4.85
APPMTA3IJ332(a)




























































The weight of the flaeaa Clfr.'). in July 19^4. of the ewoa (1952 trial)
having received four different Uo-.;n winterln; treatments
Hill Amy Inbyo Inbyc 'k
5.5 5-0 6.0 5.0
5.5 5.5 6,0
6.0 5.5
3o$mll * 5.0 5.0 6.0
7.0 6.5 7.5 5.5
4.0 6.0 6.0 4.5
6.5 4.5 7.5 5.0
3.0 6.0 5.0 6.5
~ 5.0 4.5 6.0
6,0 4.5 6.0 5.5
Howgat© 3.0 6.5 4.5 5.0
4.0 6.0 6.5 6.5
7.0 7.0 4.0 6.0
«• *• 5.0 5»o
6.0 6.5 5.5
6.0 6.0 4.5 6.0
5*5 6,0 5.5 4.5
Front — 4.0 5.5 4.5
4.5 - 6.5 4.5
5.5 6.0 5«o 5«5
6.0 5.5 •w
7.5 7.0 6.0
5.5 5.5 5.0 7.0
5.0 5*0 6.0 4.0
West Park 6.5 5.0 7.0 5.5
5.5 6.5 5.0 7.0
5-5 5o 6.5 6.5
8.0 6.0 6.5
Tmt. fatal 123.0 134.5 148.5 145.5
Trat. Mean 5.6 5.60 5.71 5.60
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The floacQ weight (,1b.)» In July 1957. of the egoa (1952 trial)
having ;.-eoolved four different h.o>m wintering tsqeatraonts
Hill Away Inbyo Inbyo i*
4*5 4*5 mm 5.0
K ft
9.0 5-5
Doghall mm 5*0 - «*
6,0 mm mm MR
6*5 mm mm
mm 4*5 5.5 mm
4*0 7*0 am mm
4*0 » mm
mm 4.0 — «-
HowgatR — 4.5 5.0 4.5
-* *M» 4.5 5.5
M* - 7.0
— MR 5.5 MR
6.0 5.0 7.0 6.0
- 7.0 - 4.5
5-5 6.0 - •
front 6«G «W 5.5 4.0
4*0 - — 5.0
5-5 5*5 •w 5.5
5.0 am •» mm
w mm 5.5 mm
7.0 6*0 7.5 7.0
5.0 4.0 6.0 mm
West Park — 5-0 5.5 6.5
Ml* am mm 6.5
6*5 5.0 6.0 5.0
4*5 5«0 7*0 7.0
Tat* Total 73*5 90.0 75.5 84.5
Tot. Moan 5.25 5.29 5.81 5.63
Mo* Observations 14 17 13 15
mrnz






















The CroiiUanoy an;: ciijErljutlon o.C barren* e-."t?>? {1952 trial)
§aSS2C3gd as a Traction gf thg r.ur:.acr or nocslbio observations

































































































Year Total 0/14 1/18 0/17 1/19 2/68
Lifetime Tfflt. Total 5/77 9/90 4/0? 10/92 27/348
APPENDIXU(a)









































The annual frequency and distribution of twin lambs
(oxpxesaod as a fraction of the nunbar of possible obae vations)
born to the Groups of ewes 'tl9rj2 trialY
having reoeivod four different hat;: wintering treatments

































































































Year Total 6/14 11/18 6/17 5/18 28/67
Lifetime Tint. Total 16/77 22/89 19/83 14/91 71/345
AP^imiX.T .3LS18(a)





























The adjusted* birth '.veifdit (ll?.) of lamb3 bora to the ewes {1952 trial)
in the first Production yoar, 1934
having received four different hom vjintcrlng trevtenenta
Hill Away Inbye Inbyo &
14.0 12.2 11.8 9.0
11.8 11,5 9.3 8.2
mm 11.3 8.2 mm
Boghall 11.0 10.7 8.2 7.2
9.2 11.7 11.0 13.0
— 10.0 10.0 10.7
10.0 — 10.2 10.8
12.0 12.0 9.2 10.0
10.8 10.8 8.2 mm
4.2 11.5 10.2 -
Howgat© 7.0 10.4 11.2 9.4
9.0 12.0 9.5 9.5
7.5 9*5 11.0 10.8
~ mm 13.0 10.8
11.5 12.2 9.8 12.0
11.2 11.2 12.5
13.8 11.0 10.0 10.0
Front — - 11.2 12.0
9.0 mm 12.0 13.2
13.8 10.0 9.2 mm
11.5 11.2 — 12.5
9.0 9.4 10.0 8.5
11.9 13.2 10.0 11.2
12.2 13.5 11.0 10.4
West Park 11.0 10.0 10.0 mm
11.2 13.8 11.2 12.2
mm 10.4 11.7 -
«» 9.8 11.8 7.0
Tmt. Total 231.4 269.3 281.9 210.4
Tmt. Mean 10.5 11.2 10.4 10.4
Ho. Observations 22 24 27 21
* Adjusted, for type of birth and sex
ATOH3IXT LBWia)





















Tha adjusted* birth weight (lb.) of larsfos bom to the awos (1952 trial)
in the second production year, 1955
having received four different. &>.?& wintering troatraonta
Hill Away Inbyo Inbye ■§
— 6.7 8.0 —
7.2 6.0 6.0
10.7 7»7
Boghall 8.0 4.7 8.0 7-0
9.7 7.5 7.5
6.5 - 7.5
7.5 - 10.5 10.7
9.0 6.2 - -
10.3 7.8 - 8.5
«. 8.5 7.5 6.0
Howgate 8.0 — 10.2
- 8.0 war 8.5
«• 6.0 Mm 7.2
war "• 10.0 10.7
7.0 8.7 7-7 9.7
9.0 8.0 10.0 •»
8.5 8.0 7.7 7.7
Front - 7.2 8.7 8.2
- «■» 7.2 8.5
~ 10,0 — 9.7
9.0 7.0 ** 9.2
, 7.7 4.0
8.7 8.7 5.0 -
6.0 7.5 10.0 7.0
West Park 8.5 — 6.7 —
6.7 9.5 9.3 6.7
8.5 8.0 7.5 5.7
7.3 7.5 "* 6.7
Tat. Total 138.2 163.4 160.2 157.9
Tat. Mean 8.1 7.8 8.0 7.9
Mo. Observations 17 21 20 20
* Adjusted for typt of birth and sex.
APPKirDXXTABLE40(a)


















The adjusted* uirth v;ei,-sn Ub.) of 1 akba ijoi-u to the ewoa (1952 trial)
AS third production year, 19^"~ *
havin-T received four different hu t-c wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbye Inbye £
4.9 12.8 6.5 11.5
mm 7.5 5.5 7.8
— 10.3 9.0 •
Boghall 8.3 7.8 10.0 6.5
7.5 7.8 8.2 9.0
5-5 *. 10.5 —
8.8 10.3 11.8 9.4
5-7 6.5 we
9.8 4.5 - -
we 10.0 mm -
Howgate 8.8 9.3 9.4 7.0
— • 10.0 —
- w» .. 8.0
** we 10.3 9.6
8.5 8.3 12.0 13.5
9-5 5.0 mm 5.8
.. - 9.3 mm
Front ■mm — 10.5 8.8
10.3 - 9.1 12.5
3.3 9.3 mm •
7.3 *• mm 10.2
«» 7.5 5.3
9.6 6.8 we- 6.8
9.0 9.0 9.3 12.0
West Park 9.3 7.0 8.5 4.8
- 3.5 9.9 10.5
8.3 3.0 8.8 8.5
7.0 5.9 8.3 9.2
Trat. Total 146.4 155.1 184.4 176.7
fret. Mean 3.1 8.2 9.2 8.8
Bo. Observations 18 19 20 20
* Adjusted for type of birth and sox.
asmi*Mai






















The adjusted* birth wsijit (lb.) of lanbo born to the ewes (1952 trial)
""
In the fourth production year. 1957
bavin* received four different bare gtntorla-r troatnents
Hill kxm& Inbye Inbye ■%
10.0 8.6 mm 10.0
- • 7,0 —
mm 12.0 - —
Soghall «• 10.3 - 8.4
10*5 8.3 9.4 -
• «. 10.0 mm
12*4 U.9 9.0 12.4
9*7 10*4 mm mm
10,0 mm mm mm
mm 9*5 mm «•
Howgate 8.8 7.5 9.7
— 10.0 12.0
mm - 10.7
mm — 11.0 12.4
9*0 10.5 9.2 9.5
9*0 8.0 .. «»
- 0.9 mm mm
Front *. 10.2 7.4
9*4 - 8.9 9.5
11.5 9.5 .. 10.0
10.4 mm — 10.8
mm mm 10.4
io*7 6.4 9.0 m
- 9*9 10.4 10.0
lest Parte S.8 9.2 8.8 7.4
• 7.0 8.5 9.8
11.0 8.5 10.4 8.9
7*4 8.4 11.0
Tmt. Total 139*8 157.7 158.1 169.9
Tat* Moan 10.0 9.3 9.3 10.0
Ho* Observations 14 17 17 17
* Adjusted for typo csf birth and sex*
APPSgm| 3|JS.12(a)





























The adjusted* dally live md^X gain. (lb.) frowt birth to vmnr.in.- of lambs
from the groups of eWf»B (1912 trial)*." in their first production year# 1954
having i-feoelued four diffoi-ent hogg wintering trsata.rr.ts
Hill Away Inbye Inbye
.409 .322 .415 mm
.323 .379 art* .150
mm .363 .416 -
3ogh.aH .450 - .399
.380 .365 .463 .401
- .353 • 343 -
.400 mm .430
mm .434 «w .459
«• .373 - —
.311 .338 .539 -
Hoisgato .393 mm .363 .460
.457 mm .334 .326
.334 .419 .398 .478
mm .415 .436 •*
mm .325 • 340 mm
.382 .415 .446 -
.530 - .389 .326
Front — -495 ,422
.386 .392 .480 .440
,432 .362 mm mm
.370 .516 — •463
.415 .398 .438 .367
mm- .458 .424 .379
.432 - .442 .349
West Park .563 .456 .441 -
.452 .452 .417 .514
- .547 .398 -
** CMtry• .411 .432
Trst. Total 7.439 8.484 9.288 6.665
Tint. Moon .413 .404 .422 .416
Ho. Observations 18 a 22 16
* Adjusted for typo of birth and box.

























The adjusted* dally live wei^t gala (lb.) from birth to ywvojryg of lambs
from tjip -y?voo of o^eo ii952 Wi.ajy in x.x^e second production year, 1955
bavin.-* x-ocadv:?uv,y cU->orgui hegg wintering iroatiasfefcg
Hill Away Ix&grs Inhere
**»
• 453 .569 mm
- .502 - .500
mm .453 .530 -
3aghall .474 .545 .540
— .443 mm —
.469 mm .375 -
mm mm .588 .419
.584 .482 mm mm
.496 • 420 mm mm
*M» .431 .500 .377
Howgats «■» .477 mm .533
•521 mm ■mm .476
mm mm - .547
mm .333 *49- .419
.538 .543 .539 .557
.586 ♦444 ~ mm
mm .474 .443 .544
Front — .0,58 .533 «#
.465 •• ,406 .514
— «• mm .571
.d9i .464 mm *525
.618 .504 518 .441
mm .496 .546 •m
.539 *520 .522 -
Wost Parte .450 .608 mm -
.392 .611 .520 .648
.628 .470 .463 .455
.421 ** .524 .547
Tint* Total 7*672 9*586 8.612 8.613
Tat. Miean ®51l .479 • 507 .507
So* Observations 15 20 17 17
* Adjusted for typo of birth and oar.
A?'JIOt.NTABLEU(&)
Thaan"ilIsof•.rar.lanoet gaul.lnsto*!3,d ilyHvewei^t^ir,(lb.)Crotsbi thtgg&i.ia»ef1>ubs fretsthegroupsofm(1952triall"inr8eo<^"rs3r^ ctiori''' ^'arJ"T§c>5 havingreoelvodfourAffer t,:*winterlytreatments Sotiro#d#f.s.s.ja.s.FP qj#01
Total68.278629 3et«s«&lilntfirings.01202604009-2.754.1 WithinTfintaringa65' .266603.004102 aAdjustedfcrtypofbirthandsex
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AFPaHPIX TABLE 45
The adjusted* daily live weight xnin (lb*) Prcro birth to weanln.x of lambs
froa tha krouos of e-ros (l9 )2 'trial)" "in t'uoir taird"production ysnr. 1956
h-vln;* rooelvod i'our different ho it v/interi rvT treatments
Hill A«ajr Ifibya Inbya |
.533 .571 .423 •550
.497 .473 .481 .452
40ft 4ft* .416 .428
Boghall .408 .454 .393 • 391
>422 .348 .404 —
.467 • .459 .471
** .497 .592 .525
.430 .563 mm mm
.493 .461 mm -
.496 .430 - .514
Uowgate — .642 .441 -
.542 .383 .513
- mm .534 .471
mm mm .403 .525
.491 .559 .509 .641
.402 .431 - .435
- - .462 .503
Pront - - .491 .467
.528 - .423 .481
- mm .502 .413
.450 mm .449 .442
.511 .533 •538 .527
.521 .468 .520 .559
.529 .524 .471 .510
host Park .568 .519 .512 .649
.493 .567 .513 .500
.493 ♦468 •340 .604
.480 .397 .554 .632
Tmt. Total 9.764 9.005 11.468 12.153
Tat. Mean .433 •500 .473 .506
Ho. Observation 20 18 24 24
» Adjustod for type of birth and ecuu
A^>TmDTXTABLE45(a)
























'Pho ad.iugtod* dally live y/oi-?ht ,?ain (lb.) from birth to ncoxiint of lambs
frota the /troups of erne (1952 trial) In their fourth production roar. ln57
BE reoolvod four different ho?~ wintering troatcuptB
Hill kmj Inbyo Inbyo £
.568 .534 .542 .581
.579 .583
.517 - .495
Doghall - .537 .644
.604 .503 .555
.593 .487
.550 .561 - .532
.565 .499 .569 -
.640 .705 — -
mm .550 mm -
Howgats .623 .533 .557 .525
— .624 .566 .611
— •666 mm .624
•* .606 .532
.581 .533 .695 .596
•492 .560 .659 -
.501 .653 .568 .486
Front .623 •513 .553 .561
.632 .623 .565 .500
.535 .694 .534 .632
.414 .686 .562 .562
.599 .601 .607 mm
.744 .544 .605 .588
.590 .642 .551 .594




.599 - .507 .559
.612 .654 .626 -
Tmt. Total 11.639 15.455 12.735 9.619
Tint, Moan .502 .594 *579 .566
Ho. Observation# 20 26 22 17
* Adjusted for type of birth and oox
APPEKDIXTABLE46(a)






















Tho nroduotlon years that the ewos (1952 trial) romtnsd in tho flock
(Wa a fraction of the nmaible)






















































































































Hoft Total 22/27 25/28 28/28 27/28
Tmt. Total 77/106 94/110 92/106 94/111
A'??^TPXXTA3L347(a)




































































































The body weight (lb.) of the gwa ho.-t*a (1951 trial)













Hill Away Inlay© Away §•
66 64 66 68
71 65 66 70
57 69 62 60
62 66 71 75
62 66 64 60
66 65 63 79
384 395 392 412
64.O 65.8 65.3 68.7
70 68 66 70
64 68 68 62
77 66 79 68
67 66 59 54
68 64 67 69
68 55 62 62
414 401 385
69.O 64.5 66.8 64.2
74 62 60 80
72 66 62 80
64 65 60 78
71 73 63 68
72 67 64 76
62 71 6] 64
415 404 376 44o
69.1 67.3 62.7 74.3
80 63 67 64
69 62 70 S3
62 76 65 77
66 68 63 64
63 58 76 60
63 60 5? 67
403 386 39& 415
67.1 64.3 66.3 69.I
Tot. TotfaL 1,616 1,572 1,567 1.658
Tart. Mean 6?.3 65.5 65.3 69.1
APPEBPIXTABLE40(a)
Theanalysisofv riancetb dywel&t(lb.)mmhogSSLL252









































Tho body weight (lb, ) of the owa ho*m iUa izkOl
on Jan. 7, 1954* midway through four different ho.ea wintering treat -onto
Hill Away Inby© Away ■§■
61 77 64 77








60 79 64 74
73 63 87
Heft Total 3§3 464 388 486
M Mean 60.5 77.3 64.7 81.0
66 87 67 83








68 77 64 86
64 84 63 S2
Heft Total 395 491 401 482
" Uoan 65.8 81.8 66.8 80,3
70 72 58 99
68 76 60 104
Front 63 82 56 95
72 87 64 79
72 82 60 38
60 §5 ..... 70 86
Heft Total 405 m 36$ 551
M Mean 67.5 80.7 61.3 91.8
76 78 72 82








67 74 77 73
60 80 ,6,1 84
Heft Total 391 *"479 412 496
* Hean 65.1 79.8 68.7 82.7
Itet# Total 1,554 1,918 1,569 2,015
Trat» Mean 64.7 79.9 65.4 83.9
APJZIV1KTABIg50(a)
Theanalysisofvariancefthebo&ywe ght(lb.)fĝ a(1953t ial)















































a ?pwmx tabiiS 5i
The b-*ly (lb.) of the a-m ho;-m (1951 trial)













Hill Away Inky® Away -J
55 72 56 60
53 74 52 68
47 68 51 54
43 70 57 67
53 72 51 59
. 55 74 . 52 66
313 430 319 374
52.2 71.7 53.1 62,3
55 61 52 60
45 75 54 56
63 76 64 60
51 78 49 50
52 71 59 60
. 56 66 50 60
323 447 323 346
53.8 74.5 54.7 57.7
60 68 46 75
59 78 5? 76
52 81 43 74
57 79 46 62
62 60 51 65
46 82
.. 52 59
336 468 298 411
56.0 78.0 49.7 68.5
61 74 39 68
64 78 55 78
57 79 51 66
54 83 51 58
46 71 60 56
48 . 75 47
"*330 460 323 3§7
55.0 76,7 53.8 64.5
Tat. Total 1,302 1,805 1,268 1,513
Ttet. Mean 54.2 75.2 52.8 63.2
APPSiPlXT.A3T.E51(a)
















































The bod,, on J-ays 16.V,)J&1 SL*kS-S5£ig&aLl*22a t,r*al.)













Hill Amy Xnbye ATisy fj
69 84 76 81
61 81 74 83
67 82 74 73
64 84 80 89
68 85 74 66
76 89 56 84
405 5C3 444 4&5
67.5 84.2 74.0 80.0
80 95 71 85
65 91 83 79
86 92 87 82
72 89 79 73
80 86 80 85
77 74 74 84
4b0 527 474 483
76.7 87.8 79.0 81.3
89 78 56 100
88 84 74 104
77 96 66 100
88 90 80 90
89 98 70 96
6* 97 68 80
497 543 414 570
82.8 90.5 69.O 95.0
86 82 83 88
90 84 83 96
72 94 82 84
80 91 78 78
70 84 85 79
79 88 68 85
468 523 431 510






















































The bodjr wal-M (lb.) on Cot. 6. 1954 of the ewe ho^ta (1951 trial)













Hill Away Inbya Away $•
91 99 101 100
78 92 96 113
86 100 93 98
84 104 101 109
93 95 103 83
93 103 77 103
525 593 571 606
87.5 98.8 95.2 101
103 116 97 112
88 109 104 102
112 104 114 108
94 114 78 91
107 102 105 108
73 104 100
4oi 623 602 "" 621
100.2 103.8 100.3 103.5
112 89 81 111
102 87 100 123
96 107 88 118
108 103 103 108
105 1C9 96 113
106 85 94
(>06 601 553 667
101 100.2 92.2 111.2
104 96 99 101
112 92 99 112
93 110 96 99
97 104 89 96
95 97 105 95
90 1°2 , n 98 103
591 601 5§(> 606
98.3 100.2 97.7 101
Tat. Total 2,323 2,413 2,312 2,300
Trnt. Moan 96.8 100.7 96.3 104.2
APPENDIXf 'H,E53(a)




































































Ih» body sslgt UK.) or. net u Tga (17» trial)
Slaying raoelvo-l four different ho.-ft ylnterlrit, trsatBsntS
Hill Away Inbys Away h
104 91 $6 103








99 — 104 38
105 84 116
105 104 94 99










112 105 98 104
95 06 99 104
ill 97 «»•' 110










111 105 90 113
87 99 97 107
100 102 103
114 34 94 108
Beet Park 97 103 98 11893 106 89 104
100 98 109 88
96 111 90 102
Tint# fotal J ,994 2,193 2,264 2,496
Tmt. Mean 99»7 99.7 98.4 104.C
Ho. Observations 20 22 23 24
AivaauaU )
Timanalysisofvirl- noet gbc tyweight(lb.)Oct*1,955heweh ^^( 2x. l) havingreceivedTourdl.f roat@.;winteringtr &tmmta \ Sotiroed.f.s.e.ra*s»F̂*.0501




The body (lb.) on Pet. 2. 1956 of the em ho^-e (1953 trial)
havln- received four different lio-a wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbyo Away ^
99 106 102








110 117 107 96
102 110 ** 112
109 107 103 101







112 102 106 104
112 90 112
121 106 126







- 105 102 120
** 100 104 96
m 104 94 110








110 109 112 96
110 112 101 110
Tnrfc• Total 1,832 2,404 1,868 2,403
Tat. Mean 107.8 104.3 103.8 109.2
Ho. Observations 17 23 18 22
APPENDIX'TVJUS55(a)
Thoanalysisofvariancethocjyweirht(lb.)O t.21956ft eewot g( 3rial) bavin•x'ocoiyedfourdlPfercnth y?t.dnt;:ri /rtrost onts botUPOSd.f.8.3.TTi•D*PF̂01





The body weight (la.) on Oct. 7. 1957 of the eiae hogga (1953 trial)
bavin: received four different wintering treatnento






















































































Tat. Total 2,063 2,645 1,657 2,266
Tat. Mean 121.3 120.2 118.4 125.9
No. Observations 17 22 14 18
APPailDIST'ABLB56(a)






























The ohan.res in body weight (lb.) from October 1954 -• October 1955sUkp,
having received four different ho/,--? wintoria-t treatments


































































































Heft Moan + 3.6 ♦ 2.9 - 1.0 ♦ 2.9
Tmt. Total * 64 - 23 + 31 - 4.0
Tmt. Moan + 3*2 — 1.0 + 1.3 - 0.2
Ho. Observations 20 22 23 24
235
APPKHMX TAOLB 57U?
The analysis of variance of the chantes in body wei/dit (lb.)
froro October 1954 -» October 1955 of the ewes (1953 trial J
having received four different ho.;<? wintering treatments
Souroa d.f. S3.6, m.a. F
Total 68 5,033 mm
Between Winterings 3 205 68.1
Within Wintering® 65 4,828 74.2
AFPISfDIXPA3LB58












































The fleeee woi fat (la.) on June 16. 1954 of the ew ho^&ga (1952 trial)
having received four different &qg.g wintering treatmente













































































































































Ttet. Total 110.1 156.2 115.4 141.7
Trat. Mean 4.59 6.51 4.81 5.90
APPSI?1)IXTAILS59(a)










































































































































































































































Tmanalysisofv riancethofleeweight(I'j.)iJu19)5emho.ygt953tri l havingreceivedfourdiff rentogwint rl ,:tre tm ts SourC©d.£.8.S3.BUS.F#gj#qj^




















4a\}T5U> •as V3U1OOO'JI W\MU>-ft»-4- u»oOutu
4k a.UT
a•* OUTUiUio ON—3 a|OUTo -p*. ,UTUT la|OUT
■>U<4s.u»4ur- ».»U aaiaaa!I» OUTOOU1outUT T
APPglHIXU3L361(a)
Tboanalysisofvartanoatheflagceweisf t(lis.)iJuly1956ho-q1ri l havingreceivedfourdiff rentogwint ringtreataents Sourced.f3 3.ra.s?F^#qj
Total7935-35 BatmenSiateringa32.960*99~744 0S WithinHitr ngs7682.391.08
243
A-?r?rpIX TABLE 62
The floooo (lb.) la July 1957 of the ewe (1933 trial)
having received four different hogg wintorin;-: treatments














































































Tmt. Total 68,5 109.0 74.5 112.5
Tmt. Mean 4.89 5.45 5.32 5.62
Ho. Observations 14 20 14 20
AK'aimUT.'t3L562(a)
























































































































































































































'The frequency and distribution of barren* (1953 trial)
gxpre;;sod as aTractlon of trio nisfrcr of"p£flgibls annua observations




























































































Year Total 1/19 4/20 0/13 0/16 5/68
Lifetime Tnt. Total 3/82 11/90 4/76 2/83 25/331
* Barrenness taken to include abortions before full term development.
k?mmuii^aus64(a)


































The annual frncatticy distribution ol* twin l&afra
(expressed as a frautlon cf i&»nuaber of ?o*isjible obseyyatlona)
jaasaJitt, %>
haying ££Cg&M dhlTc-^t be- trg^gnta
Hill Away Infcye Away •$• Heft Total
Boghall













































Yoar Total 0/22 3/24 0/21 4/23 7/90
Boglnll








































Year Total 8/13 3/19 <AJ 5/16 22/66

























































A? '-gS^K PA9L1J 66
Ika, 4a^l.ii&LsSJ^&g.,Ssm
,wM"», AiUikk,, .^mWSt,§


























































































Tmt. 'fetal 125.3 174.3 140.2 195.1
tot* Mean 7.40 7.92 7.79 8.25
No. Observations 11 22 18 24
* Adjusted for birth type and eex
AvnywiKTA^US66(a)

































The adjusted* birth weight (lb.) of lonba bom<>ii wwnfii —II III II III nil ii mil hi 11 n Ml mill mill nil II ■Nil mi n flnw nii
to the TQUU3 of ewes (1953 trial), in their sooond production .'fear. 1956
having received four different wintering treatments























































































Tmt. Total 174.6 178.8 163.4 194.4
Tmt. lean 8.73 8.51 9.08 8.84
Ho. Observations 20 21 18 22
* Adjusted for birth typo and sex.
T-rVriF.67(a)





















The adjusted* birth weight (lb.) of lambs bom
to t o youpa of owes (,1953 trial )> in thelr tlilM Waduction year. 1957
having received four different ho/*? wintering treatments
Hill Away Inbyo Away &
mm 8.6 m mm









8.0 » 13.0 5.0
<•» 11.0 ~ **








11.0 8.5 11.0 11.0
10.4 8.3 ~ 10.0
9*0 11.0 mm 9.7








- 8.7 - 7.9
** 8.8 11.0 10.0
9*9 9.0 12.0




10.4 9.0 9.5 9.0
10.0 10.2 8.5 11.0
Tat. Total 171*3 190.8 164.5 170.9
Tat. Mean 10.08 9.54 9.68 8.99
No. Observations 17 20 17 19







































The adjusted* birth wl,*ht (lb.) of Iambs bom
to the .'Tcn'.psof ewes (1953 'Vrial). lii their fourth Woduo'tion :renr. 1953
havi,n: received four different ho ^ winterin-T tperitrnonta








































































Sat. Total 158.2 144.7 109.5 153.6
Tat. Mean 9.31 9.65 9.12 9.60
iio* Observation® 17 15 12 16
a Adjusted for birth type and. sex#
APP?3P1XTA3UB _Mal





















Yho ad:lust<3d» dally live weight ^aln (lb.') from birth. to mmim of lanbs
from the groupa. of 0300 (1553 trial), in their first produotlonyear. 1955
having received four dlfforant ham wintering troatoents
Hill Away laby© Away &
.450 .435 mm .446






♦467 mm .495 .352
«• .471 .367 .499
.453 .506 .554








.434 .495 .550 .530
.450 .422 .555 *•
.472 .436 mm .377
.431 .447 .428 .472
Front .398 • 398 .523
— .398 .432 .464
• • 542 .483 .422
.425 .559 .458 .408
mm .535 .308 .491
.407 .490 .560 .487
Wost Paris .412 .405 .514 .528
.445 .431 .502 .434
mm .583 .565 .368
.535 .444 .407 .572
Tat. i'otal 6.570 10.672 9.524 10.681
'Bart. uoaa .438 .485 .476 .485
Ko» Obsaxvaiioas 15 22 20 22
* Adjusted for type of birth and sex*
A?PI8I>XXTA3ia70(a)






























The adjusted* dally live weltht rain (lb.) from birth to weanlrv: of Igir.bg
from the <-rvoniM of (1953 trial). in 'tr.^lr sarevr'd production year. 1956
kavin^ reoeivsd four different he.Tg wintering troatasnta
Hill km$ Inbye Away &
• 330 .519 .338 .459






.562 .406 - .515
.536 .531 —■ .438
.523 .527 .460 •545








.493 .550 .464 .550
.600 .452 — .501
.533 mm mm .577
mm- .484 .369 .545
Front .393 .489 mm- .449
.495 .478 .357 .560
.453 .506 .492 .505
** .513 .474 «•
mm# .539 .404 .476







,566 .597 - -
.421 .452 .474 .536
Trat. Total 8.745 10.283 7.400 11.025
Tmt. Mean .486 .490 .463 .501
Ho. Observations 18 21 16 22
* Adjusted for type of birth and box.
APPCTI>XXTA3Lg _Uial























The adjusted* dally live vol ,:ht gun (lb.) frors birfc.i to weaning of larrba
from the groups of e«es (1953 trial), in tlu.lr Tairl production year. 1957
havii^ .rgog:ive4 four different bora wintering treatrranta
hill Away Inbyo Away It
.559








.566 mm .540 .598
«*» .570 .549 "*
.626 .437 .536 .597







.616 .553 .636 .534
.539 .594 •• .537
.553 .559 mm .594
- .590 .508 .535
Front .513 .487 .566 •644
.607 .594 mm .527
.626 .511 - .631
** .5?-3 .637 .621
.500 •598 .519 .584









• 466 .520 .389 .492
.576 .523 .500 .520
Tint. Total 10.209 12.854 10.577 12.044
fast. Mean .537 .559 .557 .573
No. Observations 19 23 19 21
* Adjusted for tyos of birth and (?«.
A-TSKPISTA3I372(a)





















The adjusted* daily live weight .-.el-n (lb.) i"r-->ra birth to .veaniaf of laribn
front the #roua» off ®mn (1953 trlpl'Y in their focxt i rod^ctton year. 1958
hflViw; xocel'-'cd ffong dffgrart ho ^ winter!■v: trcatraonf

















































































Test. Total 11.841 8.742 8.004 8.928
Tfcrt. Mean .515 .546 .534 .525
So. Observations 23 16 15 17
* AdJueteA for type of birth and aai:.
a??3?IXnM.57Va)






















Theanalysisofvariancet gnnualmmfflgggthr tefl a

















A?? CTSIX TABW 75
2M PS&gSto MLM J&S gffgg U%& LHal) rgeialned In tho flook
(ga a fraofcloa of fia v)c:siSle)





































































































Heft Total 22/23 23/23 22/22 23/23
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